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THE SYNTAX OF SUBJUNCTIVE COMPLEMENTS:

EVIDENCE FROM JAPANESE

Asako Uchibori, Ph.D.

University of Connecticut, 2000

This dissertation aims to present a syntactic analysis of seemingly 

problematic, but intriguing properties of the subjunctive complements in 

Japanese concerning Tense (T), Case for subjects, and the locality of A- 

scrambling, under the Minimalist Program pursued by Chomsky (1995, 

1998, 1999).

Chapter 2 provides basic descriptions concerning the categorial status 

and the distribution of subjunctive clauses. I establish that the two forms, - 

yoo(ni-(to)) and -koto, are the subjunctive complementizers introducing 

finite clauses.

Chapter 3 discusses the Case properties of complement subjects and 

their control property. It is indicated that subject-to-subject raising takes 

place out of a certain type of subjunctive complement. It is also demon

strated that while only nominative Case is licensed for subjects in some 

other types of subjunctive complement, both nominative
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Case and null Case are actually available in the rest. I also discuss how 

the control property of empty subjects is related to interaction between the 

semantics of the governing verbs and the aspectual property of comple

ment predicates.

The tense property of subjunctive complements is deeply investigated 

in Chapter 4. It is observed that T in a certain group of subjunctive com

plements is defective with respect to tense morphology, licensing of tem

poral adverbs, and tense interpretations of nonpast stative predicates. I 

point out that nominative Case and null Case are correlated with [+ tense] 

feature and defective [- past] feature, respectively.

Chapter 5 presents two analyses of the fact that long-distance A- 

scrambling is allowed out of subjunctive CP complements, but not out of 

non-subjunctive CP complements. One analysis accounts for the case in 

which defective T occurs in the complement. Based on Chomsky’s (1998, 

1999) hypothesis concerning strong phases, I propose that CP of which 

head selects defective T does not count as a strong phase. The other 

analysis explains the case of the complement headed by -koto, in which 

complete T appears. Based on -koto's rich nominal property, I assume 

that the Spec of -koto is an A-/L-related position. Furthermore, it is sug

gested that V-to-T movement is not a necessary condition on A- 

scrambling and that A-scrambling is movement of a different kind from A’- 

scrambling.
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Chapter I 

Introduction

1.1 A problem: Transparency of Subjunctive Complements 

in Japanese

This dissertation aims to present a syntactic analysis of seemingly prob

lematic, but intriguing properties of subjunctive complements observed in 

Japanese. Among them, subjunctive complements allow long-distance A- 

movement such as subject-to-subject raising and A-scrambling. We will be 

particularly concerned with what syntactic property causes the transparency 

of the subjunctive complements. In this connection, the tense property of 

embedded T and the Case property of embedded subjects will be investi

gated in detail.

Let us here briefly review the interesting fact concerning long-distance A- 

scrambling, which will be discussed under the Minimalist program (Chomsky 

1998, 1999), in Chapter 5. Following Mahajan’s (1990) analysis of scram

bling in Hindi, previous studies (Saito 1992, Tada 1993, Nemoto 1993a, 

among many others) discusses the difference between clause-internal

l
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scrambling and long-distance scrambling in regard to A/A’-property of 

movement in Japanese, presenting the evidence that while clause-internal 

scrambling can be A-scrambling, long-distance scrambling out of a finite 

clause cannot. This is shown, for example, by the contrast between the case

of r'laMeo.in+orno! in /1 K \ onrl fhp oooo o f looo oororowi o iauoC  h iio iH U i OviCiiliuhii^ im \  t k j j  d iiu  u iC odoC k j i iu ii^  UioidMOC o o id in

bling out of a finite CP complement in (2b), with respect to the possibility of 

anaphor binding from the scrambled positions.

(1)a. ?*otagaii-no sensei-ga karerai-o hihansi-ta (koto)

each other-gen teacher-nom they-acc criticize-past (fact)

“ Each other’s teacher criticized them.’

b. ?kareraj-o [otagaij-no sensei-ga tj hihansi-ta] (koto) 

they-acc each other-gen teacher-nom criticize-past fact

“ Them, each other’s teacher criticized.’

(2) a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga [John-ga kareraj-o hihansi-ta to] omot-ta

each-other-gen teacher-nom -nom they-acc criticize-past comp think-past

“ Each other’s teacher thought that John criticized them.’

b. ?*karerai-o [otagaii-no sensei-ga [John-ga ti hihansi-ta to] 

teacher-acc each other-gen teacher-nom -nom criticize-past comp 

omot-ta 

think-past fact

“ Them, each other’s teacher thought that John criticized.’
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On the other hand, as is pointed out by Nemoto (1991, 1993a), A-scrambling 

out of the so-called ‘control’ non-finite clause is possible (see Mahajan 1990 

for the parallel facts found in Hindi). A sentence such as the following has 

been so-called ‘control (non-finite)' in Japanese.

‘The teacher asked John to read the book.’

The embedded empty subject has been assumed to be PRO.2 A-scrambling 

out of the so-called ‘control (non-finite)’ clause is possible, as shown in the 

example below.

(4) a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga Johnj-ni [ej kareraro hihansu-ru

each-other-gen teacher-nom -dat they-acc criticize-nonpast

1 The form -to, which is the same form as the complementizer -to (see the 
example 2 above), optionally follows -yooni. In most examples in the litera
ture, -to is omitted. However, the existence of -to does not significantly 
change the grammaticality of the example sentences, according to the 
judgements of my informants (including of myself). The syntactic and mor
phological status of -to will be a central concern of Chapter 2.

2 In Chapter 3 (in particular, 3.2), we will deal with this construction in more 
detail and show that it is not the only possibility.

(3) sensei-ga Johnj-ni [ ej sono hon-o yom-u 

teacher-nom -dat the book-acc read-nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to1)) ] tanon-da 

ask-past
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-yoo(ni(-to))] tanon-da 

ask-past

“ Each other’s teacher asked John to criticize them.’

b. ?kareraj-o [otagaii-no sensei-ga Johnj-ni [ej tj hihansu-ru

they-acc each other-gen teacher-nom -dat criticize-nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to))] tanon-da] 

ask-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher asked John to criticize.’

Locality of scrambling has been discussed based on these facts. A- 

scrambling out of a clause is possible when the clause is ‘control (non-finite)’, 

but not when it is finite. What distinguishes them seems to be whether the 

embedded subject is empty (PRO) or not, and correspondingly, whether the 

embedded predicate is non-finite or not. For example, Nemoto’s (1993) ac

count depends on the assumption that the empty subject of these comple

ments is controlled PRO.

However, A-scrambling out of a similar complement is possible even if the 

embedded subject is overt. For example, verbs of wishing, praying and so on 

select complement clauses in which an overt nominative subject appears, as 

shown in (5a) and (6a) below. In this type of complement clause, either - 

yoo(ni(-to)) appears just like the case of the so-called ‘control (non-finite)’, or 

another special form -koto shows up. The examples in (5b-c) and (6b-c) be-
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low indicate that long-distance scrambling out of these two types of comple

ments is exactly A-scrambling.3

(5) a. sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga karera-o suisensu-ru

teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to))] negat-ta 

wish-past1

The teacher wished that the principal recommended them.’

b. ?*otagaii-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga karerai-o suisensu-ru

each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to))] negat-ta 

wish-past

‘*Each other’s teacher wished that the principal recommended them.’

c. ?karerai-o [otagai|-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga ti suisensu-ru 

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to))] negat-ta] 

wish-past

‘Them, each other’s teacher wished that the principal recommended.’

(6) a. sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga karera-o suisensu -ru koto]-o nega-ta

teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-nonpast -acc wish-past

3 Nemoto (1993b) also points out the fact that long-distance A-scrambling 
out of complements accompanying -koto is possible when there is no overt 
embedded subject. Notice that we here shows that even if there is an overt 
subject in a complements accompanying -koto, A-scrambling is still possible 
out of the complement.
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‘The teacher wished that the principal would recommend them.’

b. ?*otagai|-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga karerai-o suisensu -ru

each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-nonpast

koto]-o negat-ta 

-acc wish-past

‘*Each other’s teacher wished that the principal would recommend 

them.’

c. ?karerai-o [otagaii-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga ti suisensu-ru

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-nonpast

koto]-o negat-ta]

-acc wish-past

‘*Them, each other’s teacher wished that the principal would recom

mended’

It is thus suggested that a different perspective should be required to treat 

these facts properly. I will argue that the two forms, -yoo(ni-(to)) and -koto, 

are forms to signify that the clauses are subjunctive. Since subjunctive 

clauses have rarely been mentioned in the literature so far, we will start by 

studying their basic morphological properties in more detail, and go on to the 

analysis of the syntactic properties of the subjunctive complements that 

cause the transparency effect.
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1.2 An Overview of the Dissertation

We adopt the Principles and Parameters approach to linguistic theory 

(Chomsky and Lasnik 1993, Chomsky 1991) and the most current approach, 

the Minimalist Program, pursued by Chomsky (1993, 1994, 1995, 1998, 

1999).

Chapter 2 provides basic descriptive generalizations concerning the cate

gorial status and the distribution of subjunctive clauses in Japanese. I here 

establish that the two forms, -yoo(ni-(to)) and -koto, are the subjunctive com

plementizers introducing finite clauses. The discussion given in this Chapter 

is not merely a matter of terminology for Japanese syntax. The fact that the 

subjunctive complements are CP and that the subjunctive complementizer - 

koto is nominal will be importantly related to the issues discussed in Chapter 

4 and 5.

Chapter 3 mainly discusses the Case properties of complement subjects 

and their control property. In 3.1, it is suggested that subject-to-subject rais

ing takes place out of a certain type of subjunctive complement. In 3.2 and 

3.3, it is demonstrated that while only nominative Case is licensed for sub

jects in some other types of subjunctive complements, both nominative Case 

and null Case for PRO are available in the rest. I argue that the control prop

erty of empty subjects, i.e., PRO or pro, is related to an interaction between 

the semantics of the governing verbs and the aspectual property of comple
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ment predicates. The presence of PRO is confirmed by the PRO gate effects 

(Higginbotham 1980).

The tense property of subjunctive complements is investigated in depth in 

Chapter 4. Our discussion is particularly meaningful to a language without di

rect A o r r e l a t i n n  h o h w e a n  < K _ fo a ft i r o  o n r o o m o n l  m n m h o h n w  ? n H  t h o  e l i o n a  r \ f«wwt wwl t wiMttwi • M • VWI I Y iWMVUt W U l̂ I t t It I I IWI Ul lU Cl IO Ul ivipw VI

Case, such as Japanese. Chomsky (1998, 1999) hypothesizes that checking 

of nominative Case feature of an NP accompanies syntactic <j>-feature 

agreement between the NP and T that has a full set of ^-features. In a lan

guage lacking morphological <j>-feature agreement, however, it is impossible 

to detect the syntactic ^-feature property of a given instance of T based on its 

surface morphology. We eventually have to ask what other visible property of 

T is directly connected to checking of NP’s Case feature in such a language.4

In 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, it is observed that T in a certain group of subjunctive 

complements is defective. That is, there are certain restrictions on tense 

morphology, licensing of temporal adverbs, and tense interpretations of non

past stative predicates. Based on this observation, I propose in 4.4 that tense 

morphemes in Japanese map from a set of the speech time and the refer

4 Under Chomsky’s current approach, it is assumed that <|>-features in a lan
guage like Japanese are just morphologically invisible and play the same role 
as visible <j>-features do. Even if it is the case, children still need morphologi
cally visible marking that helps them differentiating T with a full set of <j>- 
features from one without it. Our discussion on tense features has a clear 
implication to the current approach to Case checking in this respect. See 
relevant discussions in 4. 5 and 5.5.
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ence time to a tense structure, in which a relation between them is deter

mined in a certain way to be made clear, following Hornstein’s (1990) neo- 

Richenbachian approach to tense theory. In 4.5, it is argued that nominative 

Case and null Case for PRO are correlated with [+ tense] feature and defec

tive [- past] feature, respectively, under the mechanism of Case checking 

suggested by Chomsky (1995). It is, in particular, discussed how subject-to- 

subject raising takes place out of a CP complement of which T is [- tense].

Chapter 5 presents two analyses that answer the question briefly men

tioned in 5.1: why only subjunctive complements permit long-distance A- 

scrambling. Section 5.1 gives ample data of long-distance A-scrambling out 

of subjunctive CP complements. In 5.2, I show an analysis for the case in 

which defective T occurs in a CP complement. Based on Chomsky’s (1998, 

1999) hypothesis that derivations proceed by strong phases, I propose that 

CP of which head selects defective T does not count as a strong phase. The 

analysis accounts for why scrambling out of such a CP does not have to go 

through the intervening A’-position, i.e., the CP Spec. In 5.3, I give another 

analysis, which explains how long-distance A-scrambling is possible out of 

subjunctive CP complements where complete T appears. The analysis is 

crucially based on what is observed in Chapter 2. That is, this type of com

plement is headed by -koto, a nominal complementizer. It is argued that the 

Spec of -koto is an A- or L-related position through which A-scrambling con

tinues up to the higher clause. The last two sections, 5.4 and 5.5 show that
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some alternative analyses do not account for the fact we are looking at. It is 

pointed out that long-distance A-movement out of subjunctive CP comple

ments does not depend on long-distance verb movement to the matrix (Cf. 

Saito 1992). Furthermore, it is suggested that A-scrambling is a movement of 

a different kind from A’-scrambling and also that A-scrambling is triggered by 

EPP-feature of T/v* (see Miyagawa 1997, in press, and to appear, which 

propose a theory of A-scrambling in terms of EPP-feature checking, based 

on entirely different empirical grounds).
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Chapter II 

Preliminary Discussions: The Distributions 

and the Categorial Status of -yoo(ni(-to)) and 

-koto

In this chapter, the distributions of the clauses headed by -yoo(ni(-to)) 

and -koto and the categorial status of these clauses will be investigated. 

The descriptive generalizations to be given in this and the next chapters 

will be important to establish the theoretical account for the fact concern

ing raising and long-distance A-scrambling out of these clauses, which is 

to be presented in Chapter 5.

I will first argue against a view taken for granted in the literature such 

that the clauses introduced by -yoo(ni(-to)) and -koto are control non-finite 

clauses (for example, Nemoto’s 1993 analysis of -yoo(ni) clauses). With 

finer examination on morphological and syntactic properties of the - 

yoo(ni(-to)) and -koto clauses, it will be demonstrated that they are not 

control non-finite clauses, but subjunctive clauses, which are finite. There 

are two reasons for regarding them as finite, but not as infinitive; (i) the 

predicates in these clauses are always marked with tense by a tense suf

fix and display existence of tense feature, (ii) these clauses appear not 

only in embedded context, but also root context.

10
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Further, it will be shown that their distributions are contingent on existence 

of such modality that expresses the speaker’s attitude toward what has 

been traditionally characterized as irrealis ‘non-realistic’,1 and argued that 

these clauses should be properly distinguished from non-subjunctive 

clauses in this respect. Since the literature of Japanese linguistics has

rorolw roforroH fr\ mooH r'hAiro fho 01 i^m ir»r**jwo fha noni a .  W«y iw  11 iv w U  w M w lw w  w C i t v C C i i  u  iC  O u w j u i i ^ u v C  c i i  i u  u  iC  11O11

subjunctive in embedded clauses (except for Uchibori 1997 and Wata- 

nabe 1996a, 1996b), it is necessary to make clear at this point why it is 

proposed that these clauses be subjunctive.

The distributions and morphological properties of the -yoo(-ni(-to)) 

clauses will be discussed in section 2.1, and those of the -koto clauses in 

section 2.2. It will be shown that -yoo(ni(-to)) and -koto are subjunctive 

complementizers, hence, the subjunctive clauses are CP (contra Nemoto 

1991, 1993 and Sakai 1994, 1996, where the so-called ‘non-finite’ clauses 

are assumed to be VP or IP/TP). I will also argue that these subjunctive 

complementizers, -yoo(-ni(-to)) and -koto, both have a nominal feature, 

but differ with respect to the degree of richness of the nominal feature.

1 It has been pointed out that subjunctive markings in factive clauses (as 
in many languages) are exceptions to the traditional notion ‘irrealis’. In 
fact, the form -koto and a morphological variant of the form -yoo(-ni(to)) 
also introduce factive complements and result clauses, respectively (the 
latter which is considered to be factual). In this study the semantics of 
subjunctive modality will not be examined, since it is beyond our goal. See 
Giorigi and Pianesi (1997) for a semantic theory of subjunctives that uni
formly covers both complements of the so-called ‘irrealis’ and factive 
complements.
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2.1 -Yoo(-ni(-to))

2.1.1 The Distribution

The form -yoo(-ni(-to))2 has been assumed to be either the control 

non-finite marker on predicates (Nemoto 1993) or the complementizer in

troducing control infinitive clauses (Nakau 1973).3,4,5 Such an analysis, 

however, cannot account for the distribution of -yoo(-ni(-to))t since this 

form appears in clauses that have nothing to do with either control struc-

2 In the literature, the ‘control infinitive’ marker appears as -yoo(ni), but 
not -yoo(ni(to)). Although some informants prefer the shorter forms -yoo 
and -yooni to the longest form -yoonito, others report that the existence of 
-to does not significantly change the grammaticality of the examples un
der discussion. Accordingly, we take the form -yoonito as a morphological 
variant of -yoo and -yooni. The optional occurrence of -to is suggestive 
when the categorial status of -yoo(ni(to)) becomes at issue in section 
2.1.2.

3 Shibatani (1978) analyzes the embedded clauses with -yoo(ni) as indi
rect speech of direction, based on the fact that the clauses function as 
main causes of direction, as we will see below in the text. Shibatani’s 
analysis is reminiscent of the one discussed here in that they recognize 
certain modality in the clauses. However, the type of modality relevant 
here is not restricted to what is associated with direction. See below. Inci
dentally, Uchibori (1997) demonstrates that these clauses are not direct 
speech of direction, reporting that Japanese generally allow imperatives 
to appear in embedded clauses of indirect speech, which seems unusual 
in languages (see also note 11).

4 See Nakau (1973) for an argument against an assumption held in tradi
tional Japanese linguistics that -yoo(ni) is a combination of the so-called 
formal noun -yoo ‘way’ plus a case particle -ni ‘dative’. We, however, do 
not deny the possibility that the form historically originated from those 
morphemes, since the present form still manifests certain nominal proper
ties, as we will discuss in 2.1.2. The point to be made is that its categori
cal status has been already changed from a noun into a complementizer.

5 Sakaguchi (1990), on the other hand, treats the -yoo(ni) clauses as fi
nite control complements.
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ture or non-finite predicates, as will soon be seen below. That is, an oc

currence of this form implies neither control structure of the clause nor an 

infinitive/non-finite form of the predicate. This casts strong doubt on the 

previous assumptions.

A typical example of the so-called control non-finite complement is

niwon holnMf ^ i v U i  I u c iu v v .

(1) John-ga Maryi-ni [xp ei Bill-o susensu-ru -yoo(-ni(-to)) ] tanon-da 

-nom -dat -acc recommend-nonpast ask-past

‘John asked Mary to recommend Bill.’

The matrix verbs selecting the complement headed by -yoo(-ni(-to)) are 

those of ordering, wanting, suggesting, wishing, praying, and so on. 

Those verbs take the dative object in addition to the clausal complement. 

The empty embedded subject seems always to refer to the matrix dative 

object at first sight, which seems to be the main reason for regarding them 

as control complements. As will be seen below however, this is not nec

essarily the case, and the situation is actually more complicated.6 Here, 

Let us first be concerned with the finiteness of the complement clauses as 

in (1), and then we will proceed to a discussion about their modal status. 

There are two reasons to maintain that they are finite clauses; (i) the em

6 For example, some of the governing verbs alternately do not take dative 
objects, and allow overt nominative non-controlled embedded subjects, as 
shown in (4b) below. In chapter 3, we will also look closely into control 
structures of the clauses as in (1).
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bedded predicates that are always followed by the nonpast tense suffix -ru 

manifest a certain tense property that is significantly different from that of 

bare predicates, and (ii) they are used as main clauses, with the form - 

yoo(-ni(-to)) being slightly modified into -yoo(ni).

First, a predicate followed by -yoo(-ni(-to)) must be a nonpast form 

with the nonpast suffix -(r)u The morphology of a -(r)u form predicate in 

the -yoo(-ni(-to)) complement is exactly the same as the one in a main 

clause (for example, compare the embedded verb form with the verb form 

appearing in a main clause such as Mary-ga Bill-o suisensu-ru, Mary-nom 

Bill-acc recommend-nonpast, ‘Mary recommends Bill’). It is evident that a 

predicate in the -(r)u form, i.e., the nonpast form, is finite in general.7

7 Nemoto (1993) argues that -ru does not always signify existence of 
tense feature, based on Kuroda’s (1986) observation that -ru occurs in 
non-tensed clauses, as in the following example.

(i) Mary-ga John-ni [[uti-o soozisu-ru] ka [heyadai-o haraw*(-u)]]-ase-ru 
-nom -dat house-acc clear-nonpast or rent-acc pay-nonpast-caus-nonpast

‘Mary makes John clean the house or pay the rent.’

In (i), -ru appears in the first disjointed clause embedded under the matrix 
causative predicate. Complements of causative predicates must be non
tensed, as shown by the non-tensed verb form in the second clause. This 
example, thus, might indicate that -ru may appear in non-tensed clauses. 
In addition to the argument against such a view given in this section, I 
here point out that the alleged acceptable status of this example is not 
unproblematic. A doubtful point is immediately raised about why coordi
nation of different categories, TP and VP in this case, is allowed. Our 
guess is that the disjunction structure makes the solecism in the first 
clause difficult to detect. A structurally parallel example as in (ii), which is 
a much more simple one, sounds severely degraded to many speakers.

(ii) *hahaoya-ga kodomo-ni [[asob-u] ka [ne]]-ase-ru/ta
-nom -dat play-nonpast or sleep-causative-nonpast/past 

‘The mother let the baby play or sleep.’
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It should be noted here that the predicates in these types of clauses 

cannot be followed by the other tense suffix, i.e., the past tense suffix -ta. 

The literature seems to take the unavailability of predicates in past forms 

as a reason sufficient enough to consider the -(r)u form predicate in the - 

yoo(-ni(-to)) complement as a (part of) non-finite/infinitival form, in addition 

to the seemingly future-oriented interpretation of these clauses. This view 

however is problematic. Neither the restriction against past tense nor such 

future reading indicates non-existence of tense feature. The nonpast form 

in the -yoo(ni(-to)) complement such as in (2) below shows the ability to 

make its own time reference that is independent from the matrix tense, 

suggesting that it has its own tense.8

It should be furthermore noted that when the disjunction marker -ka takes 
clausal complements, it occurs in the structure of [XP-ka XP-ka], where 
XP cannot be bare VP, but TP. If a disjunction structure appears in a 
causative sentence, the causative morpheme -(s)ase plus some tense 
suffix must be included in the disjunction structure (as in (iiia) below), or 
disjointed tensed clauses must be embedded under the causative main 
verb sase ‘make/let’ (as in (iiib) below).

(iii) a. hahaoya-ga kodomo-ni [asob-ase-ru] ka [ne-sase-ru/ta] 
mother-nom baby-dat play-caus-nonpast or sleep-caus-nonpast/past

b. hahaoya-ga kodomo-ni [[asob-u] ka [ne-ru] ka] sase-ru/ta 
mother-nom baby-dat play-nonpast or sleep-nonpast or make-nonpast/past

8 We will turn to more details of the issue concerning the tense property 
of this type of complement in Chapter 4. In particular, it will be shown that 
the tense property of subjunctive complements is deficient not in a uni
form way.
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(2) John-ga kinoo Maryi-ni [xp ej Bill-o asita hihansu-ru -yoo(ni(-to)) ]

-nom yesterday -dat -acc tomorrow criticize-nonpast

tanon-da

ask-past

‘Yesterday, John asked Mary to criticize Bill tomorrow.’

While the matrix verb marked by the past tense suffix -ta refers to an 

event that took place yesterday, the embedded verb in the -(r)u form re

fers to another event in the future (i.e., tomorrow).

On the other hand, predicates that are not followed by a tense suffix 

do not have such ability, as is naturally expected. A verb followed by the 

suffix -te appears in various embedded contexts; (i) in a complement of 

verbs such as ‘come’ and ‘go’, as in (3a), (ii) in a complement of verbs 

such as ‘give’ and ‘receive’, as in (3b), (iii) in a complement of verbs such 

as ‘want’ and ‘expect’, as in (3c), (iv) in a complement of aspectual auxil

iary verbs such as the progressive, -ir- and the perfective of completion, - 

ar-, as in (3d), and (v) in a complement of postpositions such as kara 

‘since, from’, made ‘till, up to’, as in (3e).9

(3) a. John-wa kono hon-o kat-te ku-ru/ki-ta.

-top this book-acc buy-/e come-nonpast/come-past

9 For discussion on the basic properties of the -te clauses, see Shibatani 
(1978) and Inoue (1976). Note that these -te forms should be properly 
distinguished from another instance of -te that functions as a conjunction 
meaning ‘and’ (e.g., [kinoo yuki-ga hut-te] kyoo ame-ga hut-tei-ru, [yester
day snow-nom fall-te] today rain-nom fall-prog-nonpast, ‘Yesterday, it snowed, 
and today, it’s raining.’)
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‘John comes/came buy this book.’

b. John-wa Mary-ni ie-ni ki-te mora-u/morat-ta.

-top -dat house-dat come-te receive-nonpast/receive-past

‘John has/had Mary come to his house.’

c. watasi-wa koho hon-ga ure-te hosi-i/hoshikat-ta

I -top this book-nom sell-te want-nonpast/want-past 

‘I wants/wanted this book sell well.’

d. John-ga kono hon-o yon-de i-ru/i-ta

-nom this book-acc read-fe prog-nonpast/prog-past 

‘John is/was reading this book.’

e. Johnj-wa [ e* Tokyo-ni it-te kara] Boston-ni ik-u/it-ta.

-top -dat go -te from -dat go-nonpast/go-past 

‘John go/went to Boston after going to Tokyo.’

In these examples, the tense interpretation of the V+-fe form depends on 

that of the main verb. If the main verb refers to the past, the V+-fe form 

must do the same. This clearly means that in the -te clauses, the bare 

predicate bares no intrinsic time reference at all. It is, thus, obvious that 

the form with -(r)u (the nonpast tense suffix) as in (1) above must be 

properly distinguished from the form that is followed by neither -(r)u nor - 

ta (the past tense suffix). To refer to only the former form as ‘non- 

finite/'infinitive’ obscures the necessary morphological distinction with re

spect to different tense properties, and does not seem to make any useful 

sense.

Second, if the -yoo(-ni(-to)) clauses are non-finite/infinitive, it is natural
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to expect that they would not occur as main sentences.10 This is not the 

case, however. They show up in root context as well as in embedded 

context. In the root context, the form -yoo(-ni) appears either in weak im

perative sentences11 or in optative sentences, as exemplified in the ex

ample in (4-5) below.

(4) Weak imperative clauses

(anata-ga/Tanaka-ga) heya-o soojisu-ru -yoo(-ni) 
you-nom/ -nom room-acc clean-nonpast

'Clean up the room.'

10 There seems to be apparent exceptional cases, which are non-finite 
forms used to give general prohibitions or instructions (e.g., No smok- 
ing/Smoking). Palmer (1986) points out that non-finite forms in these 
cases just indicate what is the prohibited or permitted action in general, 
but not even to whom the prohibition/permission is addressed. Thus, we 
do not take an assumption that such non-finite forms constitute a main 
sentence. Note that -yoo(ni) clauses can have their overt subjects when 
they function as a main sentence.

11 We use the term ‘weak imperative’ to distinguish it from the regular im
perative, which is formed by a bare form of a verb plus the imperative suf
fix, -e/-ro/-yo (i.e., -e is for verbs end with a consonant, -ro, for those end 
with a vowel, and -yo, an archaic and formal version of -ro). As the term 
suggests, the imperative force of the sentences with -yoo(ni) is relatively 
weaker than that of regular imperative sentences.

Elsewhere I (Uchibori 1997) points out that a complement with the 
regular imperative form (which is not a quotation) allows long-distance A- 
scrambling (see Appendix 2 for relevant data), and assumes that the 
regular imperative form is an instance of subjunctive mood in Japanese. I 
do not adopt the assumption here, since the distribution of the imperative 
and the type of modality concerned is rather limited than -yoo(ni(to)). Note 
in passing that the proposal to be given in Chapter 5 can be extended to 
the cases of long-distance A-scrambling out of complements with non
subjunctive complements such as complements with the regular impera
tives. Another assumption made there that -yoo(ni) is a subjunctive suffix 
is denied, either. See discussion in 2.1.2.
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(5) Optative clauses

a. siken-ni ukar(-imas)12-u -yoo(-ni)

Examination-dat pass(-politeness)-nonpast

‘I wish I passed the exam’

12 Roger Martin (p.c.) drew my attention to a hypothetical analysis against 
the one discussed here as follows. Assuming that these clauses are non- 
finite/infinitival, one might claim that a main verb selecting them such as 
‘wish’ and ‘hope’ happens to be omitted in (5).

However, the optional existence of the suffix -mas, which expresses po
liteness of the speaker, excludes the possibility. When the politeness suf
fix -mas appears in a complement clause headed by -yoo(-ni(to)), the 
complement is always a direct quotation of an actual utterance, but can
not be an indirect speech. The following examples confirm that the polite
ness suffix marks the clause to be a direct speech. As seen in the exam
ple in (ia), the direct quotation marker -to never undergo deletion.

(i) John-ga [ aa, tukare-ru -naa! *(-to)] it-ta
-nom interjection 'be tired’-nonpast-inteijection-quotation marker say-past 

‘John said, ‘Uh, I’m tired!"

In the following example, when the politeness suffix occurs in a comple
ment headed by -yoo(-ni(to)), -to cannot be deleted. On the other hand, 
when it doesn’t appear, -to can be dropped.

(ii) hitobito-wa [ame-ga huri-mas-u -yoo(-ni)*(-to) ] inot-ta 
people-top rain-nom fall-politeness-nonpast-quotation marker pray-past

hur-u -yoo(-ni(-to)) ] 
fall-nonpast 

‘People prayed that it would rain.’

It follows that the politeness suffix cannot appear in an indirect speech 
that is realized as a complement headed by -yoo(-ni(to)). When it seems 
to appear in the complement as in (ii), the occurrence of -to is an instance 
of the direct quotation marker that quotes an optative sentence introduced 
by -yoo(-ni). The politeness suffix in the examples in (5) above, thus, indi
cates that the examples stand as main optative sentences, but not as 
non-finite/infinitivaI complements. We will directly turn to the issue con
cerning what is the categorial status of -to in these examples in 2.1.2.
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b. ame-ga/yo hayaku hur(-imas)-u -yoo(-ni) 

rain-nom/voc soon fall(-politeness)-nonpast

‘May it rain soon.’

The only morphological difference from the embedded context is that -to 

must be dropped from the sequence of -yoo-ni-to. The reason for this will 

be addressed in the next subsection. The predicates in these sentences 

must be followed by the nonpast suffix ~(r)u in the case of imperative 

sentences (Another case will be looked at in Chapter 4.) Moreover, the 

subjects of weak imperative clauses are either empty or Case-marked 

with the nominative particle -ga. Those of optative clauses are also either 

empty or overt. Overt subjects are marked either as nominative or as 

vocative (by the vocative particle -yo).13 The occurrence of nominative 

subjects cannot be explained if the predicates lack the tense feature, if we 

follow Takezawa’s hypothesis (1987) that licensing of nominative Case in 

Japanese is attributed to the [+ Tense] feature of Infl (See also Ura 1996. 

Cf. Kuroda 1988, Fukui 1986, Fukui and Nishigauchi 1992, Saito 1983).14 

Overt nominative subjects also appear in the purposive clauses headed 

by -yoo(-ni(to)) quite freely, as will be seen below (see the example in (8)). 

It is, therefore, safe to maintain that the -(r)u form in this type of clause is

13 Note that subjects of both weak and regular imperatives are not re
stricted to the second person in Japanese.

14 We will intensively discuss the correlation between existence of certain 
tense feature of T° and availability of nominative Case in Chapter 4.
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finite.

Now, let us return to the issue concerning the modal property of the 

clauses headed by -yoo(-ni(to)). In many languages, the mood of main 

sentences of wishes and exhortations, which express deontic modality, is 

subjunctive. As will soon be seen, the embedded context of the form - 

yoo(-ni(to)) is also very similar to those of subjunctives in other languages 

such as Romance, Germanic, and Balkan.15,16 For example, the form - 

yoo(-ni(to)) appears to mark the complements of volitional verbs such as 

‘want’ and ‘wish’, where subjunctive clauses are typically also used in 

those languages because of its obvious characteristic of modal such that 

it has been traditionally considered to be irrealis. Since the form -yoo(- 

ni(to)) always occurs in these modal contexts, the form is evidently a 

grammatical device to signify the kind of modality that is related to an at

titude of the speaker toward ‘irrealis’ events (such as intention). It is, 

therefore, quite natural to refer to -yoo(-ni(to)) as the subjunctive form in

15 See Palmer (1986) for an overview of the distributions of the subjunc
tives in other languages including non-lndo-European languages.

16 Of course, languages diverge as to where subjunctives appear in many 
cases. For example, as we will see below, while -koto appears in com
plements of fiction verbs such as ‘dream/imagine’, the subjunctives in 
French and Romanian do not. On the other hand, the subjunctives in Ice
landic and German occur in complements of verbs of reported communi
cations such as ‘say’ and ‘write’, Japanese subjunctive forms do not, like 
Italian and French. More differences are observed in these and other 
groups of languages. Following Giorgi and Pianesi’s (1997) approach by 
which subjunctives in different contexts are uniformly treated, we maintain 
that, although there are crosslinguistic, and even intralinguistic differences 
as to where subjunctives are actually used, the subjunctive contexts are 
concerned with a certain modal meaning basically shared by languages.
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this language.

There are six cases of the embedded context, in which certain mor

phological variations are seen in the form -yoo(-ni(to)).'7 Before examining 

morphological differences among the variants in the next section, let us 

first observe where the forms appear. First, verbs of command, request,

Si innoqtirvn \Aiieh rirawor anH on nn eolof't rnm n lom onf oloi icoc hooHoH
I y • *< O * I , Ut IW WW Wily OwlWWk WWI I IpiWI II Wl l i  WIWWWWW I IWWWWW

by -yoo(-ni(-to)). The verbs are divided into two subtypes; verbs taking an 

obligatory goal object in addition to the -yoo(-ni(to)) clause, as shown in 

(6a) below, and those taking an optional one, as in (6b). The sentence in

(1) above is an example of the former subtype, in which the matrix goal 

object usually controls the embedded subject (but, see discussion in 3.2). 

The verbs belonging to the latter subtype are of wishing and praying. The 

embedded subject need not be controlled by the matrix subject. Obvi

ously, the form -yoo(-ni(-to)) does not exclusively signify control struc

tures.

(6) a. NP-nom NP-dat [ e V-yoo(ni(-to)) ] meijiru, yookyuusuru, motomeru,
tanomu, susumeru, nozomu, etc.

order, want, insist, request, ask, urge, wish

sensei-ga seitoj-ni [ e-, sono hon-o yom-u -yoo(ni(-to))] meiji-ta.

-nom -dat the book-acc read-nonpast order-past

The teacher told the pupils to read the book.’

b. NP-nom (NP-dat) [NP-nom... V yoo(ni(-to)) ] negau, nozomu, inoru,

17 As Shibatani (1978) points out, all the occurrences of -yoo(ni) dis
cussed below should not be confused with another form -yooni, i.e., an 
inflected form of the auxiliary verb -yooda ‘look like/seem as if ’. They are 
clearly different from each other in their interpretations.
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nenjiru, etc. 

want, wish, hope, pray

hitobito-ga (kami-ni) [ ame-ga hur-u -yoo (ni(-to)) ] inot/negat-ta 

people-nom (God-dat) rain-nom fall-nonpast-sbj comp pray/wish-past

‘People prayed (to God) that it would rain.’

Second, the form -yoo(ni) heads the complements of verb meaning 

making a plan/attempt/effort whether such as kokoromi/kuwadate 

‘try/attempt/’, keikakusu/mokurom, plan/intend, and tutome/doryokusu 

‘endeavor/make an effort’. The complements of this type are subject- 

control clauses (see Watanabe 1996b, Nakau 1973, Sakaguchi 1990).

(7) NPi-nom [ej V -yoo(ni)] kokoromiru/kuwadateru/keikakusuru/mokuromu

kokorogakeru/tutomru/doryokusuru, etc. 

try. attempt, plan, intend, endeavor, make a effort

Johni-ga [ei motto benkyoosu-ru -yoo(ni)] kokoromi/tutome-ta 

-nom more study-nonpast try/endeavor-past

‘John endeavored to study hard.’

Third, an adjunct purpose clause is also marked by the same form.

(8) Purpose clauses

kare-wa [ kodomo-ga daigaku nyuusi-ni ukar-u -yoo(-ni(-to)) ] 

he-top child-nom university entrance exam-dat pass-nonpast

katei kyoosi-o yatot-ta
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home teacher-acc employ-past 

‘He employed a private teacher so that his child should pass a univer

sity’s entrance examination.’

The subject of the purpose clause may be either overt as in (8) or empty, 

which can refer to anything prominent in a given context, as in (9) below. 

This fact also suggests that -yoo(-ni(-to)) is not a control marker.

(9) Context: John’s son is going to take a university's entrance examination this 

year.

Johnrwa [ ej siken-ni ukar-u -yoo(-ni(-to))] katei kyoosi-o yatot-ta 

-top exam-dat pass-nonpast home teacher-acc employ-past

‘John has employed a private teacher so that his son should pass the

examination.’

Purpose clauses clearly convey a type of modality such that it is related to 

the matrix subject’s intention, which is very reminiscent of what is ex

pressed by the complements of the volitional verbs. In fact, it often hap

pens in natural languages that adverbial purpose clauses and comple

ments meaning purposes/intention are marked by the same form (e.g., to- 

infinitive in English used for both types of clause).

In this connection, it should be noted that a morphologically very close 

form, -yooni, appears in complements referring to results, since it also 

happens in some languages that purpose clauses and result clauses are
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not formally distinguished.18 The verb su ‘make it happen/force’ and nar 

‘happen’ take this type of complement, as shown in (10a-b) below;.

(10)a. watasij-wa [e/gakusei-ga motto benkyoosu-ru -yooni] si-ta 

-top pupil-nom more study-nonpast do-past

‘I decided to study harder, and actually I made them do so./l forced the

pupils to study harder.’

b. watasij-wa [ej motto benkyoosu-ru -yooni] nat-ta 

-top more study-nonpast become-past

‘As a natural consequence of a situation, it happens that I have

studied harder.’

While the complement subject of the verb su ‘make it happen’ may be ei

ther nominative or empty (which is either controlled or non-controlled), 

that of the verb nar ‘happen’ must be empty and coreferential with the 

matrix subject.19.

Here, the complement of verb su 'make it happen/force’ as in (8a) 

means that the action intended by the matrix subject is carried out by its 

force. On the other hand, the interpretation of the complement of the verb 

nar ‘happen’ is that the denoted action is realized as a natural result from 

the situation, as the English translation says. Adopting Dixon’s (1972)

18 For example, in Latin, the form ut (a complementizer) plus the subjunc
tive is used in both clause (as well as the complement clauses of verbs of 
ordering and requesting).
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term, Palmer (1986) refers to both purpose and result clauses as ‘impli

cated’ clauses. The term means that these clauses have a causal or ‘im- 

plicational’ relationship’ with the main clause. Palmer points out that, since 

both clauses express the common type of modality, it is not surprising 

even if the same form is used for both in a given language. Since the form

-\jrsr\(ni/tr>W ic nqoH fo** tho r>nrnAco 2*r>H ^nmnlompnfq oe oopn
lO uOW'U IV l ll IW O iduOuO a ilU  wwi id  t d o  O uC ll

above, it is natural to assume that the form -yooni appearing in the com

plements of results as in (10) is a morphological variant of -yoo(ni(to)) and 

that the different forms are selected by the different groups of governing 

verbs.

Fifth and sixth, slightly different forms, -yoona and -yoonitono/- 

yoonitoyuu, introduce clauses modifying nouns. The former appears in 

adjunct clauses such as relative clauses and adverbial clauses modifying 

nouns, and the latter, in complement clauses such as the so-called con

tent (or appositive) clauses.

(11) a. Relative clauses headed by -yoona

John-ga [[takusan-no hon-o mot-tei-ru -yoona ] gakusei-o hito-ri ] 

-nom many-gen book-acc have-prog-nonpast student-acc one-classifier

motome-tei-ru

want-prog-nonpast

‘John wants a student who should have many books.’

19 The next chapter will discuss what empty category actually shows up in 
each case. In particular, it will be argued that subject-to-subject raising 
takes place in the result complement of nar ‘happen’.
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Cf. John-ga [[takusan-no hon-o mot-tei-ru ] gakusei-o 

-nom many-gen book-acc have-prog-nonpaststudent-acc

hito-ri ] motome-tei-ru 

one-classifier want-prog-nonpast

‘John wants a student who has many books.’

b. Adverbial clauses modifying nouns headed by -yoona 

(= Sakai 1996:85, 62b)

[e Boston-e ik-u -yoona ] keikaku, kokoromi, kuwadate, etc.

-to go-nonpast plan, trial, attempt,

‘a plan/attempt to go to Boston’

(12) Content clauses headed by -yoonitonoAyoonitoyuu

[n p  [John-ga Boston-e ik-u -yoonitonoAyoonitoyuu] meirei, nozomi, etc. 

-nom -to go-nonpast order, request, wish

‘the order/request/wish that John would go to Boston'

Note that the interpretation of the -yoona relatives significantly differs from 

that of relatives without -yoona in regard to a question whether the entire 

noun phrase, gakusei-o hitori ‘a student’ which is indefinite, is within the 

scope of the matrix verb, motomete-inj ‘wants’ which is an intentional 

verb.20 The ambiguous reading of the indefinite noun phrase between

20 Note that the -yoona relative clauses at issue should be distinguished 
from relative clauses with the adnomina! form -yoona of the auxiliary verb 
-yooda, which is paraphrased as -rasii ‘look like/seem as if ’ (e.g., ame-ga 
hut-a-yooda, rain-nom fall-past-seem, ‘It seems that it rained’). The auxiliary 
verb follows either a past tense form predicate or a nonpast form one. 
Actually, the example in (11a) is ambiguous. One interpretation derived 
from the meaning of the auxiliary verb is such as “John wants a student
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specific and non-specific reading is unavailable in contrast to the case of 

the relative clause without -yoona, but only non-specific reading is possi

ble (see Appendix 1 for more detailed discussion about the interpretation). 

The same kind of difference in interpretation is widely found in indicative 

and subjunctive relative clauses in other languages. I, thus, assume that

th o  relative* r la n c e  ic ci thii inr'tiv® anrl th a t >♦<? m o rta l ornnor+v eo_
ki iV  j f  i WtwtlMS* WIUMOv IM UWWj UilWkMV Wt IU kl lU i I kO I I IWUUI < J  OW

mantically interacts with the scope properties of indefinite nouns and in

tentional verbs. Furthermore, as Sakai (1996) also argues, the form - 

yoona is morphologically akin to the form -yooni. The morphology of -  

yoona will be examined in the next subsection.

As for the adverbial clauses and the complement clauses of nouns 

such as ‘plan’, ‘attempt’, order’, ‘want’, and so on, it is simply obvious that, 

while in some cases the head nouns are derived from the verbs listed in 

(6a) and (7) above that take the subjunctive complements with -yoo(- 

ni(to)) or those with -yoo(ni), in the other cases the opposite derivations 

take place (e.g., nozomi ‘wish’ from mozom ‘to wish’ for the formar case, 

and meireis 'to order’ from meirei ‘order1 for the latter). Hence, it is also 

natural to assume that the form -yoonitonoAyoonitoyuu marks clausal 

modifiers of nouns as subjunctive.

In sum, the form -yoo(-ni(to)) and its morphological variants -yoo(ni), - 

yooni, -yoona, -yoonitonoAyoonitoyuu, show up in the following contexts: 

(1) The form -yoo(ni) appears (i) in main clauses of weak imperative and

who seems as if s/he has many books”. There is another interpretation 
available as given above, which clearly does not mean the same.
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optative, and (ii) in the complement clauses selected by verbs meaning 

‘try, attempt, plan, decide, endeavor, and so on’; (2) the form -yoo(-ni(to)),

(iii) in the complement clauses selected by verbs of ordering, wanting, 

suggesting, wishing, praying and so on, and (iv) in purposive clauses; (3) 

the form -yooni, (v) in the complements clauses meaning results selected 

by the verbs su ‘make it happen/force’ and nar ‘happen1; (4) the form - 

yoona, (vi) in relative clauses, and (vii) adverbial clauses modifying; (5) 

the form -yoonitonoAyoonitoyuu, (viii) in the complement clauses of the 

nouns that have the same root as the verbs listed in (ii-iii). It is naturally 

concluded that clauses with these forms are subjunctive. Although the list 

given here might not be exhaustive, it is enough to show that each form 

functions as a subjunctive marker.21

2.1.2 The Categorial Status as C°

In this section, it will be argued that -yoo, -ni/na and -to form a complex 

subjunctive complementizer together. The conclusion is based on a cer

tain restriction by which a hypothetically possible form -yooto is excluded, 

and on a certain asymmetry in complementizer deletion.

First, let us consider what is -to in the sequence of -yoonito. Its obvi

21 For example, it might be the case that the form -yoo-nara, which intro
duces a conditional clause, is another instance of the subjunctive form. 
The conditional form -nara can be attached to the past tense suffix as well 
as the nonpast tense suffix. Interestingly, if the form -yoo appears, -yoo- 
nara follows only a predicate in the nonpast form. This property is essen
tially shared by the other cases where the subjunctive forms appear. Al
though we will not go into more details, it might be suggested that the 
conditional clauses with the form -yoo-nara is subjunctive.
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ous property is that it never appears in the root context, but it does only in 

the embedded context. Therefore it is suggested that it is the complemen

tizer -to, which is the same thing appearing in non-subjunctive clauses. 

Notice also that -to shows up not only in complement clauses, but also in 

adjunct clauses as in purpose clauses. That is, -to occurs in an embedded

H a i i c ^  w h o t h o r  t h o  H a n c o  i«  « i  i h j n n r > t iw o  o r  n n n . e i  i h i i  i n r t i w o  o n H  i « ( h o t h o rV iM M W w  * 4 * IW ki • W« kl «W WtMWMW • W W MW jW MW U«W  i < Sa*« t W U W jU i tW ii « Wtl ( I l iW U IW I

the clause is a complement or an adjunct. It is thus natural to treat all in

stances of -to uniformly, and regard it as a complementizer that simply 

functions as a clause subordinator. Here, I assume that the function of 

complementizers is twofold, a clause subordinator and a clause-type indi

cator, essentially following Bhatt and Yoon (1991) (see also Cheng 1991 

for a theory of clausal typing and the role of C°). That is, -to functions as a 

clause subordinator.

Then, what is the rest part? Do -yoo and -ni, belong to the same cate

gory as -to, or to some different category? Recall here that in the se

quence of -yoonito, only -yoo, -yooni, and -yoonito, are allowed, but - 

yooto is not.22 This restriction is accounted for only if we assume that -ni is 

more closely connected with -to than -yoo, and separated from -yoo in the

22 One might point out that the form -yoo-to is allowable, if there is a long 
pause between -yoo and -to. I assume that in that case, the embedded 
clause is a direct speech of a main optative/imperative sentence intro
duced by -yoo, which is an alternative form of -yooni and that -to functions 
as the quotation marker (see note 12). The crucial fact is that form -yooto 
is strictly prohibited when the embedded clause is not a quotation. For 
example, when scrambling takes place out of an embedded clause, the 
form -yooto cannot appear at the end of the clause, which cannot be a 
quotation in that case.
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way to be described below. Suppose that -yoo and -ni both belong to a 

category different from -to, for example, T°. Since free alternation between 

-yoo and -yooni is allowed as in the case of main clauses, it can be as

sumed that -ni can be freely deleted in principle. Moreover, -to may op

tionally appear in embedded clauses. Then, it cannot be explained why - 

yooto, which results from -ni deletion from -yooni and an optional occur

rence of -to, is unacceptable. This strongly suggests that -ni must be set 

apart from -yoo. Suppose, then, that -ni and -to consist of a unit. Since -to 

is assumed to belong to C°, this unit is also C°. Importantly, C° plays a 

role of a clause subordinator as well as a clause-type indicator (the latter 

which corresponds to a mood-marker in Bhatt and Yoon’s 1991 term). 

While -to appears both in subjunctive and non-subjunctive clauses as a 

clause subordinator, -ni only appears in subjunctive clauses whether a 

clause is a main clause or an embedded one. It is therefore safe to con

clude that -ni is a clause-type indicator of subjunctive clauses.

How are these two morphemes structured within C°? There are three 

possibilities; either -ni or -to is the head, or both are coordinated, as illus

trated below.

(13) a. -ni as a head b. -to as a head c. coordination of -ni and -to

C°
A

C° -to

C°
A

-ni C°

C°
A 

c° c°

-ni -to -ni -to
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My answer is that -ni is the head, as shown in (13a). Otherwise, it cannot 

be accounted for why the three variations, -yoo, -yoo-ni, and -yoo-nito are 

possible, whereas -yoo-to is impossible. If it is assumed that -to is the 

head, the form -yoo-ni should be incorrectly excluded. This is because, 

the head cannot be omitted, leaving its adjunct part remaining alone. It 

cannot be assumed that -ni and -to are coordinated, either, if so, it would 

be expected that there would be no reason why one of the coordinated 

morphemes could be omitted as in -yoo-ni, but the other could not as in *- 

yoo-to, given that -ni can in principle be dropped as in the case of -yoo. 

Given this, it is naturally expected that among the possible combinations 

of these morphemes, -yoo(-to) is never realized even if -yoo(-ni) is admit

ted as being in the complements of the verbs meaning ‘try/attempt’, 'en

deavor/make an effort’, etc. The essential part is the head -ni, but not the 

adjunct, -to. In short, -to, if it appears, is an adjunct part of -ni-to. It follows 

that -ni(to) is not formed as a result of head movement of -ni to -to, since - 

to must be a head of the adjunction structure if that happens. Conse

quently, -ni cannot be some inflectional head, such as tense (T°) or mood 

(M°). The complex structure is assumed to be built by word formation, but 

not by syntactic computation.

Nemoto (1993) argues that -to following -yooni is not an instance of 

the complementizer -to, since Japanese does not allow -to deletion in 

non-subjunctive complements in general, unlike the case of English that 

(except for Osaka Japanese, which allows -to deletion in complements of 

bridge verbs, as pointed out by Saito 1987). Our analysis naturally ac
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counts for the distinction between subjunctive and non-subjunctive 

clauses. That is, -to in subjunctive complements is not a sole head of C°, 

but an adjunct, so that it can be deleted without damaging the word- 

internal structure of C°. The ban on -to deletion in non-subjunctive clauses 

suggests that those clauses must be always project up to CP, and that

Jananptsp larkc a null rnmnlomonti^or rnrrocnnnHinn to - f n  that rarriaaO M W«« I WWW »W* Wt »W W* t IMIt wwl I I 1WI I klteW • WW(IWW^WMW«M^ kW kW k4 I W k W W« t I I W W

necessary features to be placed in the position of C°.

There is supporting evidence concerning complementizer deletion. In 

the following example, a non-subjunctive complement headed by -to oc

curs in the focus position of the cleft structure. The complementizer -to 

cannot be deleted, as is expected, just like the case of non-cleft sen

tences.23

(14) John-ga Mary-ni it-ta no-wa [Bill-ga tikaku ku-ru 

-nom -dat tell-past nominalizer-top -nom soon come-nonpast

*(to>] da

comp *be nonpast'

‘(Lit.) It is [that Bill was coming soon] that John told Mary.’

Cf. John-ga Mary-ni [Bill-ga tikaku ku-ru *(to)j it-ta 

-nom -dat -nom soon come-nonpast comp tell-past

‘(Lit.) John told Mary that Bill was coming soon.’

23 Although some speakers do not admit CP appearing in the focus posi
tion in the first place, others, including myself, do.
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Since there is no null complementizer, the impossibility of -to deletion in 

the focus position also indicates that a clause in the focus position must 

be CP, but not TP. Interestingly, when a subjunctive complement headed 

by -yoo-ni-to appears in the focus position, while -to can be deleted, -nito 

cannot.

(15) John-ga Maryj-ni meiji-ta no-wa [ei tikaku ku-ru 

-nom -dat order-past nominalizer-top soon come-nonpast

-yoo-ni(-to)] da 

'be nonpast ’

‘(Lit.) It is [that shej come soon] that John ordered Mary.’

The possibility of -to deletion implies that the bracketed part, i.e., the 

subjunctive complement, is still CP even after -to deletion. That is, when - 

yoo-ni appears, it satisfies the categorial requirement for the focus posi

tion It is assumed that at least, the part of -ni is placed in C°.

Now, let us consider the final part, -yoo. There are two possibilities. It 

is either a part of T° or a further part of C° of which position is distinct from 

that of -nito.24 I assume the latter to be the case; -yoo is also a member of 

C°, being the head of C° to which -nito is adjoined. Since -yoo neither

24 We here do not take an assumption that there is a modal projection 
such as MP under CP, since there is no independent evidence indicating 
its existence in Japanese. The discussion below is not affected if it is ac
tually the case. The point here is whether some element is (a part of) C° 
or (a part of) the head of a complement of C°.
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changes its shape nor is omitted in any case, it is simply assumed that it 

is the core part of the subjunctive form, hence, the head of the subjunctive 

complementizer. This assumption also captures the general prohibition 

against complementizer deletion in Japanese.25 As noted above, -to in 

non-subjunctive complementizer cannot be deleted. Under the analysis 

proposed here, it is because -to is a single member of C°, i.e., the head of 

C° (and there is no null complementizer replacing it). If -yoo is also the 

head of C°, the same account is applicable to the question of why it can

not be deleted at all.

A piece of supporting evidence comes from complementizer deletion, 

again. Consider complementizer deletion in scrambled clauses. When a 

non-subjunctive complement headed by -to is scrambled to the sentence- 

initial position, the complementizer -to is never deleted just like the case 

of unscrambled complements and cleft sentences, as shown below.

(16) [Bill-ga tikaku ku-ru *(to) ]j John-ga Maryrni tj it-ta 

-nom soon come-nonpast comp -nom -dat tell-past

‘John told Mary that Bill was coming soon.'

Since there is no null complementizer that can replace -to, as seen above, 

this fact means that the scrambled clause must be CP. Now, consider the 

example in (17) below. In the scrambled complement headed by -yoo-nito,

25 The question as to what principle accounts for the restriction is left 
open.
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either -nito, or -to can be dropped, but the entire form, -yoo-nito, cannot.

(17) [ei tikaku ku-ru -yoo(-ni(-to))/*(-yoo(-ni(-to))]j John-ga Maryi-ni 

soon come-nonpast -nom -dat.

tj meiji-da 

order-past

‘John ordered Mary to come soon.’

Since the bracketed part must be CP even after -nito is deleted, -yoo is 

assumed to be C°. Besides, it is shown that there is no null counterpart of 

the subjunctive complementizer, either. This is not unexpected, since no 

morphological indication of the subjunctive mood is given if such a null 

element supports the position of C0.26,27

26 A question remained here is about the cleft construction as shown in
(15) above: why is it impossible that -ni is deleted from -yoo-ni in the focus 
position even if it is not the head of C°? I here point out the fact that if 
some other element appears after the subjunctive clause (i.e., multiple 
foci appear in the sentence), the ungrammaticality in the case of -to dele
tion as in (15) is significantly improved, as shown below:

(i) John-ga Maryi-ni meiji-ta no-wa [ei tikaku ku-ru -yoo]
-nom -dat order-past nominalizer-top soon come-nonpast-sbj comp
[sensyuu-ni] da
last week-at ‘be nonpast’
‘(Lit.) It is [that shei should come soon] [yesterday] that John ordered 
Maryi.’

The effect reminds us of the similar fact pointed out by Koizumi (1995) 
that less acceptability of a single Case-marked NP in the focus position is 
amended by adding another element such as a numeral after the NP (that 
is, a Case-marker is preferred to be omitted if there is no other element 
after the NP).

(ii) John-ga tabe-ta no-wa ringo-o *?(3-tu) da
-nom order-past nominalizer-top apple-acc -cl ‘be nonpast’
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Given this, the following structure of the subjunctive complementizer - 

yoo(ni(to)) is assumed.28 A part of C° may be omitted as long as its word- 

internal adjunction structure is not destroyed. Note also that the structure 

is not created by syntactic head movement of -yoo to -nito, as discussed 

in the case of the formation of -nito above. Thus, the categorial notations 

shown in (18a) are used for expository purpose; They can be represented 

as in (18b), according to the theory of bare phrase structure (Chomsky 

1995).

‘(Lit.) It is [M aryj that she* come soon] that John ordered.’

If the effect observed in (i-ii) follows from some requirement of the focus 
position in the cleft sentence, the complementizer deletion as shown in (i) 
is accounted for by the analysis discussed here. We leave a further 
analysis of the cleft construction for future research.

27 One might recall that complementizers in subjunctive clauses can be 
also deleted in other languages. For example, in Italian, the complemen
tizer che can be deleted from subjunctive complements, but not from in
dicative complements, just like the case of -to. At first glance, there seems 
to be a uniform treatment of deletion of subjunctive complementizer. 
However, the distributions of subjunctive clauses and the contexts of 
complementizer deletion are different in these languages. One important 
difference between Italian and Japanese, for example, is whether the 
complementizer position of a subjunctive clause is filled with a clause-type 
indicator other than a clause subordinator that is neutral with respect to 
mood choice. Japanese -yoo(ni) contains the subjunctive indicator, but 
Italian che does not. Notice that Italian subjunctives are grammaticalized 
as verbal inflection. It seems that the mechanism of complementizer dele
tion depends on the morphology/morphosyntax of complementizers in a 
given language. See Giorgi and Pianesi (1997) for a morphosyntactic ap
proach to complementizer deletion in Italian.

28 Note that the structure is not an instance of doubly-filled comp (Cf. Fu- 
kui 1986).
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Under this analysis, the variety in shape of a complementizer is simply 

accounted for in terms of idiosyncrasy of the subcategorization property of 

the main verbs.

Finally, let us consider the subjunctive forms appearing in modifier 

clauses of nouns, -yoona and -yoonitonoZ-yoonitoyuu. It automatically fol

lows from the discussion above that these forms are also morphological 

variants of the subjunctive complementizer, the head of which is -yoo.29 

As for relative clauses, notice here that, if a relative clause is non

subjunctive, the clause subordinator -to does not occur (for example, [[e,- 

John-ga kinoo at-ta (*to)] hito], [[e, John-nom yesterday see-past (*comp)] 

personj], ‘a person that John saw yesterday’). As will soon be seen below, 

-to may appear as the subordinator in a complement of a noun, only if its 

form is slightly modified according to a general morphological rule held in 

Japanese. We, thus, interpret the fact that -to never appears in non

subjunctive relative clauses to indicate that -to cannot function as a clause

29 But, see Murasugi (1991), where non-subjunctive relative clauses in 
Japanese are shown to be IP, not CP. We will leave the question how our 
analysis recapture Murasugi’s theory for future study.
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subordinator if it introduces an adjunct within NP. This is why -to never 

appears after -yoona in subjunctive relatives.

It also follows from the consideration made above that the subjunctive 

indicator -na appears as an adjunct to -yoo within C°. As is also sug

gested by Sakai (1996), the phonological change of -na from -ni is as

sumed to be due to a morphological rule by which elements modify nouns 

must be in adnominal forms. For example, the so-called adjectival verbs 

end with -da, when one is in a main clause. The -da ending must turn into 

-na, when it functions as a modifier of a noun.

(19) a. sono hito-wa ‘ rippana/rippada

that person-nom ‘ is admirable’

That person is admirable.’

b. rippana/Tippada hito 

admirable person

‘an admirable person’

Moreover, when -to appears in a complement clause of a noun, it cannot 

appear as it is, but it must change to -tono/-toyuu.

(20) [John-ga Tokyo-ni it-ta (tono/toyuu)/*to] sirase

-nom -dat go-past comp news

The news that John went to Tokyo’
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Given this, it is possible to regard -na as the adnominal form of -ni, which 

obeys the same rule that applies to the other cases such as in (19-20).

The examples in (20) also plainly indicate the origin of the form - 

yoonitonoZ-yoonitoyuu. Here, subjunctive clauses headed by -yoo(-ni(-to)) 

are complements of nouns. The subordinator -to must be altered into -

t n n n  o r  - t n y n i ]  a*vv>rdinrilw T h o  an a ly e ic  nrnwiHoc a nati irol q r r o i  m t o f tho»w* W • MwWwiUit l^ ) jf • • t tw Mt twtijf W<W |^t v  » tw«wO W« I (GiWtl Ql UWWWUI U Mi Wl I M

fact that the non-subjunctive counterparts, -tonoZ-toyoo, allow their dele

tion, whereas the subjunctive complementizers -yoonitonoZ-yoonitoyuu do 

not. Since the latter includes -yooni, the morphological marking for the 

subjunctive mood, it cannot be omitted without changing the mood of the 

subordinate clauses. The analysis along the same line also answers to 

the question of why -tonoZ-toyuu cannot be deleted from -yoo-nitonoZ-yoo- 

nitoyuu, leaving -yoo alone. Since -yoo is the head, such deletion seems 

to be allowed without causing any problem. This is not the case, however, 

because -yoo must be in a proper form, i.e., the adnominal form, when it 

introduces a clause modifying a noun, being subject to the morphological 

requirement as discussed above. When -yoo plays the role of the sub

junctive relative complementizer, it must become -yoo-na, where -na 

manifests adnominal morphology. When -yoo heads a subjunctive com

plement of a noun, it must also be supported by -ni, which, in turn, must 

be supported by the adnominal form of -to, namely, -tonoZ-toyuu.

The following schemata summarize what has been examined so far.
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(21) a. [Cp [tp--. V-nonpast]-yoo(-ni(-to)) ]

-yoo(-ni(-to)) = the subjunctive indicator -yoo(-ni + the clause 

subordinator -to) 

b. [np [cp [tp -- V-nonpast]-yoo-na/nitono/nitoyuu ] [np ••• ] ]
-yoo-na = the subjunctive indicator -yoo + the adnominal form of 

the subjunctive indicator -na 

-yoo-ni-tono/ni-toyuu = the subjunctive indicator -yoo-ni + 

the adnominal forms of the clause subor

dinator -tonoZ-toyuu

2.2 -Koto

Watanabe (1996a, b) convincingly argues that -koto is also a subjunc

tive complementizer. As is pointed out there, -koto appears in similar (but 

not the same) contexts of -yoo(-ni(to)), which again overlaps mostly with 

those of the subjunctives in other languages. Here, I essentially follow 

Watanabe’s analysis, presenting a more detailed description of its distri

bution and categorial property.

2.2.1 The Distribution

The form -koto shows up in the matrix as a weak imperative sen

tence.30 As a complement clause, it appears (i) in the complements of 

verbs of ordering, wanting, suggesting, wishing, praying and so on, which

30 There is no optative use of -koto, however, as shown below.

(i) Optative
*ame-ga/yo hur-u koto 
rain-nom/voc fall-nonpast subj. comp 
‘May it rain.’
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are the same verbs as selecting the -yoo(-ni(-to)) subjunctive comple

ments; (ii) in the factive complements selected by factive verbs such as sir 

‘know’, omoidas ‘remember1, hakkensu ‘discover1 (which are the so-called 

semifactive complements in Hooper’s 1975 term); (iii) in the complements 

of verbs of emotion such as kuyam 'regret', yorokob, ‘be glad’, and haji 

‘be ashamed' (which are called true factives, and also correspond to 

emotional factives in Farkas’s 1992 term); (iv) in the complements of 

some of the so-called subject control verbs such as kokoromi/kuwadate, 

‘try/attempt’ kime/ketsuisu, ‘decide’ and yakusokusu ‘promise’31; (v) in the 

complements of aspectual verbs such as hajime, ‘start’, tuduke, ‘con

tinue’, oe, ‘stop’, etc.; and (vi) in the complements of verbs that have 

speculative and fictional interpretations, such as kangae/omow, 

‘think/ponder,’ soozoosu ‘imagine’, and yumemi ‘dream’.32

31 These verbs alternatively take non-subjunctive complements headed 
by -to.

32 The verbs taking the result complements headed by -yooni, i.e., nar 
‘happen’ and sur ‘make it happen/force’ also select complements intro
duced by -koto-ni (which are dative-marked, but not accusative-marked). 
As is hinted by Shibatani (1978), there seems to be some property shared 
by these two types of complements of the same verbs. We, however, 
leave open the question of whether the property is attributed to the sub
junctive mood.
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(22) Weak imperative

(anata-ga/Tanaka-ga) sono heya-o soojisu-ru koto33 

you-nom/ -nom that room-acc clean-nonpast

‘Clean up the room.’

(23) Complements of verbs of command, request, suggestion, wish, 

prayer, etc.

a. koochoo-ga senseij-ni [ei Mary-o suisensu-ru koto]-o motome-ta 

principal-nom teacher-dat -acc recommend-nonpast -acc request-past

‘The principal requested the teacher to recommend Mary.’

b. sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga Mary-o suisensu-ru koto]-o nega-ta 

teacher-nom principal-nom -acc recommend-nonpast -acc wish-past

The teacher wished that the principal would recommend Mary.’

(24) Factive complements (semifactive)

Johni-ga [ jibunrga kagi-o nakusi-ta koto]-ni kidui-ta 

-nom self-nom key-acc lose-past -acc notice-past

‘John noticed that he lost the key.’

33 The politeness suffix -mas cannot appear here (see note 12). This 
does not indicate that this example is not a main clause. This is simply 
because the sentence is not optative, but weak imperative, which is in
compatible with the expression of the speaker’s politeness. Note that the 
regular imperative and the weak imperative sentence headed by -yoo(ni) 
do not allow the politeness suffix, either.
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(25) Complements of emotional verbs (true factive/emotional factive)

Johnj-ga [ zibunj-no kodomo-ga umi-de oyoi-da koto]-o yorokon-da 

-nom self-gen child-nom sea-dat swim-past -acc 'be glad’-past

‘John was glad that his children swam in the sea.’

(26) Complements of some of the so-called subject control verbs

Johni-ga [ej (umi-de) oyog-u koto]-o kokoromi-ta 

-nom sea-dat swim-nonpast -acc try-past

‘John tried to swim (in the sea).’

(27) Complements of aspectual verbs

Johnj-ga [ ej (umi-de) oyog-u koto ]-o hajime/yame-ta 

-nom sea-dat swim-nonpast -acc start/stop-past

‘John start to swim/stop swimming (in the sea).’

(28) Complements of verbs meaning speculation

John-ga [kodomo-ga (umi-de) oyog-u koto]-o omot-ta

-nom children-nom sea-dat swim-nonpast -acc think-past

‘John thought/imagined that the children swim (in the sea).’

The referential and Case properties of embedded subjects will be inten

sively discussed in the next chapter.

2.2.2 Nominal Property of -koto as a Complementizer

Since -koto appears in the root context, it is not a clause subordinator,
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but a clause-type indicator; i.e., the subjunctive complementizer. The 

subjunctive complementizer -koto clearly differs from the other subjunctive 

complementizer -yoo(ni(to)) in that only the former is followed by a case 

particle such as the accusative -o and the dative -ni. It is strongly sug

gested that -koto bears a nominal feature of the kind concerning Case 

marking that is in common with nouns

Here, one might doubt its morphological status as complementizer, 

since case particles are neither attached to non-subjunctive declarative 

clauses with -to, nor to the subjunctive clauses with -yoo(ni(to)). The 

Case-marking property is not decisive evidence that some element is ac

tually a noun however, as we will discuss below. Before discussing it, first 

let us argue against an assumption held often in the literature that -koto in 

what we call ‘subjunctive clauses’ here is an instance of the formal noun - 

koto (Nakau 1973 and Fukui 1988, for example). When non-subjunctive 

clauses appear in a Case-marked position, they must undergo nominali- 

zation by the clause nominalizer -no, or complementation by the so-called 

formal noun -koto 'fact'. However, the formal noun -koto shows significant 

differences from the subjunctive complementizer -koto.

First, the formal noun takes a finite complement clause that is option

ally headed by the complementizer -tono/-toyuu, as in the following ex

ample.

(29) [[John-ga tookyoo-ni ik-u/it-ta (tono/toyuu)] koto ]-ga yuumei-da 

-nom Tokyo-dat go-nonpast/go-past comp fact-nom famous-nonpast
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‘The fact that John will go/went to Tokyo is well-known.’

This sharply contrasts with the -koto subjunctive complements. The com

plementizer -tonoZ-toyuu never co-occurs with the subjunctive comple

mentizer -koto, as shown below.

(30) Johnj-ga [ej umi-de oyog-u (*tono/toyuu) koto ]-o hajime-ta 

-nom sea-dat swim-nonpast comp sbj comp-acc start-past

‘John started to swim in the sea.’

This restriction on the shape of complementizer cannot be accounted for 

by the assumption that -koto in these complements is an instance of the 

formal noun. On the other hand, under the analysis proposed here, -koto 

itself is a complementizer, namely, the head of C°. Thus, there is no noun 

that is modified by a clause headed by the complementizer -tono/toyuu.

Second, as Watanabe (1996b) correctly pointed out, the imperative 

use cannot be explained if -koto is a formal noun. Even if one assumes 

that a noun may function as an imperative sentence for some reason, a 

serious question arises. Many of the verbs listed above as taking the -koto 

subjunctive complements alternatively take true noun complements, i.e., 

noun phrases and/or nominalized clauses with the nominalizer -no. For 

example, the aspectual verb hajime ‘start’ takes either one of them, as 

shown below:
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(31) a. Johrvga [ ei umi-de oyogu no ]-o hajime-ta

-nom sea-dat swim nominalzer-acc start-past 

‘John start swimming in the sea.’

b. Johnj-ga [ ej umi-de-no oyogi ]-o hajime-ta 

-nom sea-dat-gen swim-acc start-past 

‘John start swim in the sea.’

Suppose that the -koto complements at issue are noun clauses same as 

the nominalized clauses. Then, one should expect that the nominalized 

clauses could be used as imperative sentences due the same reason the 

-koto clauses function as imperative. It is not the case, however.34

(32) *(anata-ga/Tanaka-ga) sono heya-o soojisu-ru no 

you-nom/ -nom that room-acc clean-nonpast nominalizer

Under the intended reading such as ‘(You/Tanaka,) clean up the

room.’

Consequently, the -koto subjunctive complements must be distinguished 

from pure nouns and the nominalized clauses with -no.

34 Neither the formal noun koto functions as a weak imperative sentence, 
as shown below.

(i) *(anata-ga/Tanaka-ga) sono heya-o soojisu-ru tono/toyuu koto 
you-nom/ -nom that room-acc clean-nonpast comp 

Under the intended reading such as ‘(You/Tanaka,) clean up the room.’

This, again, confirms that -koto under discussion is not an instance of the 
formal noun.
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Now let us return to the issue of nominal properties of clauses, which 

are indeed shared by other types of clauses. Japanese nouns cause the 

following two phenomena for their complement clauses and relative 

clauses; namely, (i) optional nominative-genitive Case conversion of em

bedded subjects (see Miyagawa 1993, Ochi 1999, Saito 1983, Ura 1994, 

Watanabe 1994, for theoretical accounts of this phenomenon), as shown 

in (33a) below, and (ii) obligatory adnominal morphology on elements in 

the final position of a modifier clause within NP (see 2.1.2 above), as 

shown in (33b) below. Non-subjunctive clauses headed by -to tolerate 

neither of them.

(33) a. [siken-ga/-no umaku ik-u] hoohoo 

exam-nom/-gen well go-nonpast way

‘the way they pass exams successfully’

b. [eigo-ga honyaku kannona/*kanooda] konpyuutaa

English-nom translation ‘ is possible' computer

‘A computer that can translate English’

The two phenomena are found in the subjunctive complements headed by 

-koto.

(34) a. John-wa [siken-ga/no umaku ik-u koto]-o negat-ta

-top exam-nom/-gen well go-nonpast sbj comp-acc wish-past

’John wished that he would pass exams successfully.’
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b. NEC-wa [sono konpyuutaa-ga eigo-o umaku honyaku 

-top that computer-nom English-acc well translation

kanoona /*kanooda koto]-o negat-ta

'is possible’ sbj comp-acc wish-past

‘NEC wished that the computer would be able to translate English 

successfully.’

This fact does not necessarily imply that -koto is a noun, but only sug

gests that -koto has nominal features to the extent that it causes the two 

kinds of phenomena that are also induced by a noun’s nominal feature. 

Other types of clauses occasionally trigger either one or both. For exam

ple, the question particle -no, which is plausibly assumed to be C°, trig

gers adnominal morphology of a predicate directly preceding it.

(35) dare-ga itiban rippana/*rippada no? 

who-nom most 'is admirable' Q

‘Who is most admirable?’

Even the head of the other subjunctive complementizer, -yoo, has a cer

tain degree of nominal feature,35 since it causes optional nominative-

35 Maintaining the complementizer status of -yoo(ni), Nakau (1973) also 
points out the nominal property of -yoo(ni) based on the fact as follows: A 
pro-form used for clauses headed by -yoo(ni) is sono-yooni su, where - 
yooni seems to be modified by an adjective-like element sono ‘that’. The 
pro-form differs from a sentential pro-form used for a clause headed by - 
to, which is so su ‘do so’. It seems to be the case that -yoo is a noun 
(such as a formal noun -yoo ‘way1), not a clause. It is, however, shown 
there that the seemingly adjectival pro-form sono as in sono-yooni actu-
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genitive Case conversion as well as adnominal morphology.36 The fol

lowing examples of purpose clauses show this point.37 It might be sug

gested that subjunctive clauses have nominal status in general, as is 

pointed out by Akira Watanabe (p.c.).

(36) a. John-wa [siken-ga/no umaku ik-u -yoo(-ni(*to))]

-top exam-nom/-gen well go-nonpast sbj comp

moobenkyoosi-ta

'study hard’-past

‘John studied hard in order to pass the exam successfully.’

b. NEC-wa [sono konpyuutaa-ga eigo-o umaku honyaku 

-top that computer-nom English-acc well translation

kanoona/*kanooda -yoo(-ni(to))] doryokusi-ta 

'be able to do’ -sbj comp 'make efforts'-past

‘NEC made every effort so that the computer is able to translate

English successfully.’

ally replaces complement clauses introduced by predicates with certain 
nominal property such as adjectival nominal, e.g., hazuda ‘is expected to’, 
tsumorida ‘intend to’ and so on. Thus, the nominal property concerning 
the shape of pro-form do not determine the entire categorial status as a 
noun, either.

36 In (36a), when genitive marking takes place, -to must be deleted. The 
incompatibility of -to with genitive marking might also support our as
sumption that the source of the nominal feature is -yoo, the head of C°. 
See also note 34.
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Furthermore, the fact that -koto is Case-marked as accusative or as 

dative does not guarantee its categorial status to be a noun, either. Case 

particles are sometimes attached to categories other than NP, such as PP 

and CP. PP may be Case-marked (e.g., tookyoo-kara-ga tooi, Tokyo-from- 

nom 'is far’, ‘(lit.) [from Tokyo] is far’ and John-ga tookyoo-made-o arui-ta.

ju m x - u u u i  i  U M U - iu - a c v .  w c iiK , o u t  ii I v v c t i f \o u  t u  i u r s y u  , o c c  i d i\cZ .c xvv c i i d u  t ,

for more discussion on this topic). The accusative case particle is option

ally attached to an embedded interrogative clause headed by the inter

rogative complementizer, -ka(dooka), as shown below:

(37) Johni-wa [ej sono siken-o uke-ru ka(dooka) ](-o) kime-ta. 

-top that exam-acc take-nonpast whether -acc decide-past

‘John decided whether to take the exam (or not).’

Accordingly, this type of interrogative complement is assumed to have a 

certain degree of nominal feature that permits an accusative case particle 

to appear. The (optional) Case-marking on the -ka(dooka) interrogative 

complements and on the -koto subjunctive complements suggests that 

these clauses possess the same kind of nominal feature concerning 

Case-marking,38 even though they are not categorized as nouns. That is,

37 Russian subjunctive clauses are NP, according to Stepanov (1998), for 
example.
38 Moreover, the interrogative complementizer -ka(dooka) optionally al
ters into -noka(dooka), where -no, the same form as the nominalizer, is 
included and causes adnominal morphology for preceding predicates. 
This fact also suggests its potential nominal property. Yet, there is no
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Case-marking cannot be regarded as solid morphological evidence by 

which something is categorized as a noun in Japanese.39 It is noteworthy 

here that the -yoo(ni(to)) subjunctive clauses never receive overt Case- 

marking. That is, only -koto complements cause all of the three phenom

ena; i.e., Case-marking, nominative-genitive Case conversion, and adno-

11 iii icii 11 lO ip i  lU iC g y . i l i e  n u ii i i i ic a i  i c d t u i c  u i  io  d ig in n C o i iu y  n o n e t  u icm

that of -yoo(ni(to)) in this sense.40 In Chapter 5, it will be argued that the 

richness of the nominal property of the subjunctive complementizer -koto 

is crucially related to the possibility of long-distance A-scrambling out of 

the complements.

The following summarizes what has been established so far.

(38) [c p  [t p . . .  V] koto[+N]]-Case

room to doubt its categorial status and its function as C°, i.e., a clause- 
type indicator as well as a clause subordinator.

39 Historically, case particles are attached directly to clauses without 
nominalization by -no. This is shown by fossilized expressions such as a 
proverb like [e nige-m]-ga kati(-da), [e escape-pres]-nom victory (-is), To run 
away is to win’. Also, conjunction markers such as -ga ‘but’ is considered 
to be descendants of case particles. It has been noted in the literature that 
there are certain correspondence between case systems and comple
mentizers in some languages. See Gorbet (1976), for example, for a case 
study in Diegueno and for some comments about Japanese.

40 The nominalizer -no also manifests the three phenomena in a clause to 
which -no is attached. This does not imply that the nominalizer -no and 
the subjunctive complementizer -koto have the same degree of nominal 
feature that makes both of them nouns, however. Recall that the nomi
nalized clauses cannot function as main sentences (imperative sen
tences). This is naturally expected if we assume that only the nominalizer 
-no renders its clause equivalent to a noun, but -koto does not.
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koto = C° = the subjunctive indicator with nominal feature

Now, we have two types of subjunctive complementizer, -koto and - 

yoo(ni(to)). What distinguishes -koto from -yoonifto) is the nominal feature 

necessary for Case-marking that only -koto has. It, thus, turns out that the

avictonrp of hA/o hmoc of eiihiiinotivo rnmnlomonti7orc ip a rofloy of h»/oW  I  W  W  * W U w j M i t W k l t W  W W I  I  I  t w l  W  t W  M  I  W l  W l  V •  •  w

different features of subjunctive complements in Japanese; nominal fea

ture rich enough to require Case-marking and nominal feature so deficient 

that Case-marking is not only unnecessary, but also impossible. Further

more, it follows that Case properties of main verbs determine whether 

they take either one of the two types of subjunctive complements, or both. 

For example, factive verbs only select the nominal subjunctive clauses 

(i.e., -koto), which is naturally expected.
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Appendix 1: On a certain difference in interpretation between sub 
junctive and non-subjunctive relative clauses

Here, let us take the subjunctive relatives to see how they should be 
distinguished from the non-subjunctive relatives. A difference between 
them is detected from the availability of a specific interpretation of an in
definite noun. As is well known, certain types of indefinite nouns allow 
both specific and non-specific readings, although specific readings of 
such indefinites with subjunctive relatives are impossible (see Beghelli 
1998 for a semantic analysis of the case of Italian and Modern Greek). In 
Japanese, case-marked nouns either with bare postnomina! numerals or 
with genitive-marked prenominal numerals are indefinites that have both 
specific and non-specific readings, but bare nouns with case-marked 
postnominal numerals are not, as the following example show.

(1)daremo-ga r gakusei-o hitori mi-ta. 
everyone-nom student-acc one I see-past

hitori-no gakusei-o |
. one-gen student-acc J 

‘Everyone saw a (different) student.’
a. sore-wa John dat-ta. 

that-top be-past 
‘It was John.’ 

b. gakusei-wa gookee 10-nin i-ta 
student-top total -classifier-exist-past 
‘10 students were there in total.’

(2) daremo-ga gakusei hitori-o mita 
everyone-nom student one-acc see-past

'Everyone saw a student.’
a. #sore-wa John dat-ta. 

that-top be-past
‘It was John.’

b. gakusei-wa gookei 10-nin -i-ta. 
student-top total -classifier-exist-past

‘10 students were there in total.’

Since the reading of a genitive-marked numeral plus a case-marked noun 
has a flavor of that of partitive indefinites such as ‘one of the students’ in 
English, let us here take case-marked nouns with bare postnominal nu
merals as indefinites to be examined with respect to the ambiguous 
reading between a specific and non-specific reading. Consider the next 
example.

(3) John-ga gakusei-o hito-ri motometei-ru
-nom student-acc one-cl want-nonpast 

‘John wants a student.’
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This sentence is ambiguous. The indefinite noun, gakusei-o hitori ‘one 
student,’ has either wide scope over the intentional verb motome ‘want,’ 
or narrow scope; that is, it may either refer to a certain student, or to any 
student. This ambiguity also appears when the indefinite is modified by a 
relative clause without -yoona. In the example (4) below, the indefinite 
with such a relative clause has either wide scope or narrow scope with 
respect to the matrix verb.

(4) John-ga [[takusan-no hon-o mot-tei-ru] gakusei-o hito-ri]
« nro rr aa« A""

“l lO ii l  i n c i l i j  “£V li oU U tV 'u tw  liUfr W p iS J^ - liU iip c ib t d lU U C lll'd c V  u u v - w a i o i  i tv i - d e w

motome-tei-ru. sore-wa John dat-ta. 
want-prog-nonpast that-top be-past
‘John wants a student who has many books. It was John.’

Compare (5) with (6) below.

(6) John-ga [ [ takusan-no hon-o mot-tei-ru -yoona ]
-nom many-gen book-acc have-prog-nonpast-subj 

gakusei-o hito-ri ] motome-tei-ru. #sore-wa John dat-ta.
student-acc one-classifier want-prog-nonpast that-top be-past
‘John wants a student who should many books. #lt was John.’

The indefinite, gakusei-ga hitori ‘one student’, in (6) has the non-specific 
reading only. The subjunctive relative in Japanese shows a similar 
opaqueness as those in other languages.

Specific readings of this type of indefinites also disappears when it oc
curs in a certain subjunctive complements. Consider the contrast in the 
availability of a specific reading between the example (7) and (8) below:

(7) Bill-ga [ gakusei-ga hitori sono syoogakukin-o tot-ta to ] kii-ta.
-nom student-nom one that scholarship-acc receive-past comp hem-past 

sore-wa John dat-ta. 
that-top be-past
‘Bill heared that a student received the scholarship. It was John.’

(8) Bill-ga [ gakusei-ga hitori sono syoogakukin-o tor-u -yoo(ni(to)) ] 
-nom student-nom one that scholarship-acc receive-nonpast-subj(comp) 

nozon-da. #sore-wa John dat-ta.
hope-past that-top be-past
‘Bill hoped that a student would receive the scholarship. It was John.’

The example (9) below shows that a different kind of indefinite NP still 
holds its specific reading even in a subjunctive complement.

(9) Bill-ga [ hitori-no gakusei-ga sono syoogakukin-o tor-u-
-nom one-gen student-nom that scholarship-acc receive- nonpast-
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yoo(ni(to)) ] nozon-da. sore-wa John dat-ta. 
sbj comp hope-past that- top be-past
‘Bill hoped that a student would receive the scholarship. It was John.'

Notice here that the indefinites in the examples above are in the embed
ded subject position. What happens then when they are in the embedded 
object position? Surprisingly, the specific reading becomes available, al
though it is not perfect.41

(10) Bill-ga [iinkai-ga gakusei-o hitori suisensu-ru -yoo(ni(to)) ]
-nom committcc-nom studcnt-acc one rccommcnd-nonpast-subj(comp) 

nozon-da. ?sore-wa John dat-ta. 
hope-past that-top be-past
‘Bill hoped that the committee would recommended a student. It was 
John.'

The fact that the subject-object asymmetry is observed with respect to the 
wide scope reading of indefinites within subjunctive relatives suggests 
that the scope interaction between indefinites and intentional verbs is not 
only governed by their semantics, but also significantly affected by some 
syntactic property of subjunctive clauses which enables only object indefi
nites to escape from the semantically opaque domain. Exactly what syn
tactic mechanism concerns the effect should be studied, which I will leave 
for future research.

41 Sabine latridou (p.c.) reports that the same asymmetry is found also in 
Modern Greek.
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Chapter III 

Raising, Control, and Lexical and PRO /pro 

Subjects

In this chapter the Case property of subjects of subjunctive complements 

will be a main focus. The observation given below will lead to a proposal for 

the mechanism of nominative Case checking, which will be discussed in 

Chapter 4.

In section 3.1, it will be indicated that, among the subjunctive comple

ments discussed in chapter 2, complements headed by -yooni allow subject- 

to-subject raising. Since -yooni is a subjunctive complementizer, as previ

ously established, this is an instance of raising out of CP.

In 3.2, the availability of nominative Case for pro and of null Case for 

PRO, and its direct relations with the control property of subjunctive comple

ments will be examined. In connection to this point, I will also look into the 

distribution of nominative subjects, and how it is connected with their control 

property. As has already been discussed in the previous chapter, -yoo(ni(to)) 

and -koto do not get treated as control markers, since they allow overt non

controlled nominative subjects. Besides, it will be shown that empty pronomi-

57
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nal subjects can be controlled or not so strictly controlled by matrix elements. 

Section 3.2.1 deals with cases of the non-controlled overt subjects in sub

junctive complements. In section 3.2.2, not strictly controlled subjects will be 

closely examined. It will be shown that subjunctive complements of aspectual 

verbs behave interestingly in regard to licensing of pro

In section 3.3,1 will focus on the question of whether an embedded empty 

subject is indeed PRO, as has been taken granted by many authors (for 

control non-finite complements in their terminology). Examples will be pre

sented of the so-called PRO gate by which existence of PRO subjects are 

confirmed (Higginbotham 1980). The examples will indicate that controlled 

PRO is available in the subjunctive complements in which nominative sub

jects are also allowed. In the next Chapter, it will be argued that Case li

censing of PRO, pro, and a nominative NP is connected to tense features of 

T in subjunctive complements.

3.1 Subject-to-Subject Raising

As seen above, the subjunctive complementizer -yooni introduces result 

complements of the verb nar ‘happen/become as a natural consequence’.

(1) Johnj-ga [ei motto benkyoosu-ru-yooni] nat-ta

-nom more study-nonpast-sbj comp happen-past

‘It happened as a natural consequence that John studied harder.’
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The interpretation of this sentence is such that John’s studying harder hap

pened as a natural consequence of the situation. The complement refers to 

the event obtained as a result from the situation.

The subject of this type of subjunctive complement undergoes raising to 

the matrix subject position. That is, the nominative subject does not stay 

within the complement. This is shown by the fact that a temporal adverbial 

phrase that is compatible only with the matrix past predicate may come be

tween the nominative subject and the complement in which a present tense 

predicate appears, as in the example below.

(2) a. amerga [mikka mae-ni] [ti/*PROj yam-u -yooni] nat-ta

rain-nom ‘three days ago "-at stop-nonpast-sbj comp happen-past

‘Three days ago it happened as a natural consequence that it stopped

raining.'

b. ame-ga [mikka mae-ni] yan-da/*yam-u 

rain-nom 'three days ago’-at stop-past/rain-nonpast

‘It stopped/stops raining.’

The adverbial phrase [mikka mae-ni] ‘three days ago’, referring to past time, 

successfully modifies the matrix past predicate nar-ta ’happened’. Since the 

complement denotes the obtained result (see 2.1.1), the implication of this 

sentence is that it had been raining before three days ago. The non-animate
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subject, ame ‘rain’, is assumed not to be a proper controller of PRO, as 

shown by its incompatibility with control predicates (e.g., *amer ga [PRO, 

huri]-age-ta, rain-nom fall-complete-past, ‘it stops raining’) (for discussions on 

control predicates in Japanese, see Kageyama 1993, Koizumi 1995, Nishi- 

gauchi 1993. Shibatani 1978. etc.) (Cf. Takahanshi 2000).

Furthermore, such a temporal adverbial can intervene in an idiom chunk 

consisting of a nominative phrase and a predicate. Consider the following 

examples.

(3) a. Isiraha -no val-aa John-ni tat -ta

'white feather’-gen arrow-nom -dat stand-past

‘An arrow made of white feather hit John. = John was nominated.’

b. fsiraha____ -no vali-qa kinoo [tj tekisetuna koohosya-ni

'white feather’-gen arrow-nom yesterday appropriate candidate-dat

tat -u -yooni] nat-a 

stand-nonpast -sbj comp happen-past

‘Yesterday it happened that appropriate candidates was nominated 

as a natural consequence from the situation.’

c. *lsiraha -no val-qa kinoo tekisetu-na koohosya -ni 

'white feather’-gen arrow-nom yesterday appropriate candidate-dat

tat-u

stand-nonpast

“ Yesterday appropriate candidates are nominated.’
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The (3a) shows that the idiom consists of the nominative phrase [siraha-no 

ya]-ga, [white feather-gen arrow]-nom and the predicate tat-u/a, stand- 

nonpast/past. The grammatical sentence in (3b) contains the adverb kinoo 

‘yesterday’ following the nominative phrase and preceding the nonpast predi

cate tat-u ‘stands’ that is followed by -yooni nat-ta, -subj comp happen-past. 

‘happened as a natural result’. Its interpretation is such that yesterday, it 

happened as a natural result that appropriate candidates were nominated 

(they had not been nominated before that). Since the temporal adverb ad

verb kinoo ‘yesterday’ modifies the matrix past predicate nat-ta ‘happened’, 

but not the nonpast predicate in the complement tat-u ‘stands’, the nomina

tive phrase preceding the adverb must be located in the matrix. The fact that 

the combination of the nominative phrase and the predicate in the comple

ment is still interpreted as an idiom, therefore, implies that the nominative 

part of the idiom chunk undergoes raising out of the complement in which the 

rest of the idiom appears.

Let us look at another example of an idiom appearing in this type of com

plement, confirming that no control structure is involved here. (4a) below 

shows an example of a clausal idiom, in which the nominative phrase is hu

man (see Nishigauchi 1993 for compatibility of this idiom with other raising 

predicates). In (4b), the idiom is embedded in the -yooni complement.
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(4) a. Kooboo-ga/mo hude-o ayama-ru1

-nom/even brush-acc ‘make a mistake’-nonpast

‘(lit.) (Even) Kobo, the master of calligrapher, makes a mistake in

writing.’ = ‘(Even) an expert makes a mistake.’

b. Koobooj-ga/mo [tj hude-o ayama-ru -yooni] nar-ta

-nom/even brush-acc ’make a mistake'-nonpast-sbj comp happen-past

‘(lit.) It happened that (even) Kobo, the master of calligrapher, made a

mistake in writing.’ = ‘It happened as a natural consequence that

(even) an expert made a mistake.’

The example in (4b) is ambiguous between the literal reading and the idio

matic reading (the latter of which allows the use of this sentence to refer to a 

specialist in any fields other than calligraphy). When it is interpreted as an 

idiom, the nominative subject Kooboo-ga ‘Kobo (= the name of the calligra

pher)’, obviously does not play a role of a thematic argument of the matrix 

predicate nar-ta ‘happened’. Accordingly, the nominative phrase cannot be a 

controller of PRO in the complement subject position. This is just parallel with 

the case of idioms embedded in raising constructions in English, as seen in

1 The original form of this idiom is the proverb as in the following:

(i) Kooboo-mo hude-no ayamari 
-even brush-gen mistake 

‘Even an expert makes a mistake.’
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the example like The cat) seems [ti be out of the bag], which retains its idio

matic meaning that a secret seems to be leaked.

Given these facts, it becomes fairly clear that subject-to-subject raising 

takes place in this type of subjunctive complement. One might ask why there 

is no Case available for the subject of the complement, since the comple

ment predicate is finite, as I have argued in 2.1.1. This question will be an

swered in the next chapter (see 4.5).

Finally, one more piece of supporting evidence will be added, which con

cerns subject-honorification. Shibatani (1978), contrary to the analysis pre

sented here, claims that what I regard as a complement clause is an adver

bial clause, and that the main predicate -nar takes no subject. Shibatani’s 

claim is based on interesting examples of subject-honorification. Let us 

briefly review the relevant examples, which indeed support the raising analy

sis. Shibatani points out that subject-honorification in the clauses at issue is 

morphologically displayed not by the matrix verb -nar, but by the embedded 

predicate, as shown below.2' 3

2 The grammatical judgement is due to Shibatani (1978). The degree of less 
acceptability in (5a) might not be so severe, depending on speakers. The 
point is that there is certainly a contrast between (5a) and (5b).

3 Subject-honorification is morphologically marked either (i) by a pair of 
honorification morphemes, o- and -(i)ninar, which are prefix and suffix, re
spectively, or (ii) by the suffix -(r)are, the same form as the passive suffix. I 
here ignore the second type (but, see note 8).
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(5) a. ‘Yamada sensei-ga yoku tazune-te ku-ru -yooni

professor-nom often visit-te come-nonpast-sbj comp

o -nar-ininat -ta 

hon-happen-hon-past

'It has been the case that Professor Yamada often comes.’

b. Yamada sensei-ga yoku tazune-te o-ideni-nar-u

professor-nom often visit-Ze hon-come-hon-nonpast

-yooni nat-ta 

-sbj comp happen-past

Shibatani suggests that the acceptability of (5b) is attributed to the structure 

the same as that of a sentence like (6) below, where the embedded clause is 

a pure adverbial clause.

(6) [Yamada sensei]j-wa sono e-o [PROi aruki-nagara] o-nagame-

professor-top that painting-acc walk-while hon-iook at'-

ninat-ta

hon-past

‘Professor Yamada looked at the painting while walking.’

The embedded predicate within the adverbial clause does not manifest 

subject-honorification, whereas the matrix verb does. It should be noted that 

the matrix verb must be always in honorific form, whether the embedded verb 

is also an honorific form (although it sounds wordy), or not. Shibatani ac
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cordingly assumes that Yamada sensei ‘Professor Yamada’ in (5b) above is 

not subject of the main verb nar ‘happen’, but that of the embedded verb ku 

‘come’.

The implication of these examples, however, should be reconsidered with 

respect to what kind of subject position induces subject-honorification. It will 

be shown below that a subject position derived by raising prohibits honorifi- 

cation of the raising predicate, whereas a controller subject easily induces 

that of the control predicate. This is naturally expected, if we assume that 

honorification is an operation by which a predicate alters into an honorific 

form if the argument highest in the thematic hierarchy of the predicate is 

qualified as the trigger of honorification, which seems to be a plausible as

sumption (see at the end of this section a mechanism of subject- 

honorification proposed under the analysis presented here.

Pure control verbs are as shown in (7a), and pure raising verbs as shown 

in (7b), according to Kageyama (1993), Koizumi (1995), Nishigauchi (1993), 

Shibatani (1978), etc.4

(7) a. gakuseii-ga [PROj ronbun-o kaki]-naosi/age-ta

student-nom article-acc write-'re doVcomplete-past

‘The student rewrote the article/written up the article.'

4 We here do not deal with verbs that allow both raising and control, such as 
-hazime ‘start’ and -tuzuke ‘continue’.
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b. gakuseij-ga [tj ronbun-o kaki]-sugi/kake-ta 

student-nom article-acc write-‘do too muchV'be about to’-past

The student wrote too many articles (or a too long article)/was about to

write the article.’

Now, let us consider the following examples of subject-honorification, where 

control verbs appear in (8-9) and raising verbs, (10-11). In the (a)-examples, 

subject-honorification takes place on the embedded verbs, and in the (b)- 

examples, it shows up on the higher control/raising verbs.

(8) a. *[Yamada senseiji-ga [P R O j ronbun-o o-kaki-ninaril-naosi-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-hon-'re do'-past

‘Professor Yamada rewrote the article.’

b. [Yamada sensei]rga [P R O j ronbun-o o-kakil-naosi-ninar-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-'re do‘-hon-past

(9) a. *[Yamada sensei]j-ga [P R O j ronbun-o o-kaki-ninaril-aqe-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-hon-complete-past

‘Professor Yamada written up the article’

b. [Yamada sensei]j-ga [P R O j ronbun-o o-kakil-aqe-ninar-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-complete-hon-past
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(10) a. [Yamada sensei]j-ga [tj ronbun-o o-kaki-ninaril-kake-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-hon-'be about to’-past

‘Professor Yamada was about to write the article.’

b. *[Yamada sensei]j-ga [tj ronbun-o o-kakil-kake-ninar-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-'be about to’-hon -past

(11) a. [Yamada sensei]i-ga [t, ronbun-o o-kaki-ninaril-suai-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-hon-'do too much’-past

‘Professor Yamada wrote too many articles/a too long article.’

b. ‘ [Yamada sensei]j-ga [t, ronbun-o o-kakil-suqi-ninar-ta

professor-nom article-acc hon-write-"do too much'-hon -past

The (a)-examples in (8-9) are bad, whereas those in (10-11) are perfect. It 

follows from this contrast that subject-honorification of a predicate is induced 

only by the subject that has a thematic relation with the predicate.5 Let us 

turn to the example of -yooni subjunctive complement in (5), which is re

peated in (12) below. The ungrammaticality of (12a) implies that the nomina

tive subject is not a thematic argument of the matrix predicate, but it raises

5 This does not exclude cases of certain control verbs, such as -oe ‘finish’ 
and -sokonaw, ‘fail’, where subject-honorification is allowed also in the em
bedded verbs (although such a case seems to be less acceptable).

(i) a. Yamadaj-sensei-ga [PR O i ronbun-o o-kaki]-oe/sokona-ininar-ta 
b. (?)Yamadar sensei-ga [PR O i ronbun-o o-kaki]-ninari-oe/sokonaw-ta

What is important here is that subject-honorification is never allowed on 
raising verbs.
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from the complement in which the predicate can be honorific form as shown 

in (12b).

(12) a. *[Yamada sensei]i-ga [tj yoku tazune-te ku-ru -yooni] 

professor-nom often visit-te come-nonpast-sbj comp

o -nar-ininat -ta 

hon-happen-hon-past

‘It has been the case that Professor Yamada often comes.’

b. [Yamada sensei]j-ga [tj yoku tazune-te o-ideni-nar-u

professor-nom often visit-fe hon-come-hon-nonpast

-yooni] nat-ta 

-sbj comp happen-past

Notice here that in the (b)-examples in (8-11) above, the honorific forms 

of control verbs are not the ones that are straightforwardly expected. A target 

verb of honorification is normally sandwiched between the honorification pre

fix and suffix, creating the sequence of o-V-ninar. In the (a)-examples, it is 

exactly the case. The target verb of honorification, Vh0norific is embedded un

der another verb V, creating the sequence of [ . . .  o- Vuononf\c-ninar]-V. On the 

other hand, in the (b)-examples, the target verb Vh0norific embeds another verb 

V. While the honorification suffix -ninar immediately follows the target verb, 

the prefix o- immediately precedes not the target verb, but the embedded 

verb V. The result is [  ... o-V]-Vh0norm-ninar. One might ask whether such a
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form is an instance of honorification of the higher verb. I suggest that the 

surface order among these morphemes is simply derived from the morpho

logical requirement of the prefix o- and of the control verbs. They must be 

supported by the embedded verb because of their morphological status as 

bound morphemes6 Since o- is a prefix, it cannot follow other morphemes, 

and a form like V-o-V^onfic-ninar cannot be allowed. At the same time, since 

the embedded verb must attach to the higher control verb to form one word 

(as indicated by the placement of one primary tonal accent on the entire 

form), an alternative form like V o-Vhonornic-ninar (where each V has one pri

mary tonal accent) cannot be materialized, either.7 The position of the suffix - 

ninar, therefore, indicates which predicate is the target of honorification.8

6 For example, as argued by Koizumi (1995), verb movement overtly takes 
place from the embedded verb to the control verb.

7 The V-V(control) sequence that are created syntactically should be distin
guished from true V-V compounds formed in the lexicon (see Kageyama 
1989 for a detailed analysis about this distinction), since honorification mor
phology appears to be same in both cases, unfortunately. That is, lexical 
compounds also manifest the pattern of o-V-V-ninar. In this case, however, 
honorification naturally takes place on a single compound [V-V\. The same 
surface morpheme order, thus, does not necessarily imply that the sequence 
of the embedded verb and the higher control verb is treated together as a 
target of honorification.

8 Although the use of the other type of honorification (the passive honorifi
cation suffix -(r)are, see footnote 3) also seems to confirm our analysis, we 
will have the same problem as stated here (because -(r)are simply follows 
the target verb). Moreover, the ungrammatical status of honorification of 
raising verbs seems to become less clear. I here present the relevant exam
ples, which is left to further investigation. Compare the followings with (8-11).
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In what follows, I make several comments on a theoretical treatment of 

subject-honorification that confirms the analysis of raising subjunctive com

plements. It has been shown by now, that subject-honorification takes place 

even if it is not mediated by the checking of some relevant feature between 

the subject and T/AgrS (for example, (fi-feature checking by AgrS, as is as

sumed by Ura 1996, Cf. Toribio 1990). In the (a)-examples in (10-11) above, 

not the raising verbs, but the embedded verbs, are the target of honorifica

tion, and there is no T/AgrS under the raising verbs. Accordingly, there is no 

coincidence between nominative Case licensing and subject-honorification. It 

is suggested that subject-honorification is not an instance of morphological 

realization of the relationship between some feature placed on T/AgrS and 

that of the subject of the clause in which T/AgrS appears, but that of the rela

tionship between a predicate and its thematically highest argument.9

(i) a. *[Yamada senseijj-ga [P R O j ronbun-o kak-arel-naosi/aae-ta
professor-nom article-acc write-hon-'re doV'compIete'-past 

b. [Yamada sensei]j-ga [PRO j ronbun-o kaki1-naosi/aae-(r)are-ta
professor-nom article-acc write-'re do'/'complete'-hon-past

(ii) a. [Yamada sensei]rga [tj ronbun-o kak-arel-kake/suai-ta
professor-nom article-acc write-hon-'be about to/do too much?-past

b. ?*/??[Yamada sensei]j-ga [t, ronbun-o kakij-kake/suqi-rare-ta
professor-nom article-acc write-'be about to/do too much'-hon -past

9 See Namai (2000) for an argument against the approach in terms of syn
tactic <|>-feature agreement from a different point of view. I, however, still 
keep Harada’s (1976) insight that subject-honorification is a syntactic phe
nomenon, as will be made clear below in the text.
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Furthermore, another piece of supporting evidence for an analysis along 

this line comes from subject-honorification of psych-predicates which are 

morphologically causative in Japanese, such as in the following:

(13) zyusyoo-no nyuusu-ga Mary-o yorokob-ase-ta

'receiving a prize’-gen news-nom -acc 'be pleased’-caus-past

The news of receiving a prize pleased Mary.’

Since an experiencer of this type of psych-predicate, which is Case-marked 

as accusative, does not have a (<|)-)feature checking relationship with T/AgrS, 

the approach in terms of (<ji-)feature checking with T/AgrS predicts that even 

if an experiencer is a noun that has the relevant feature, honorification on the 

entire predicate (including the causative morpheme) would not take place. 

This is not the case, however. In the example in (14a) below, the nominative 

subject is the theme argument, zyusyoo-no nyuusu ‘the news of receiving a 

prize’, and the accusative object is the experiencer, Yamada sensei ‘Profes

sor Yamada’. The subject-honorification morpheme -ninar follows the em

bedded verb yorokob ‘please’ and precedes the causative verb -ase. If the 

honorification suffix follows the causative verb, it results in the ungrammati-
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cality, as shown in (14b) (even if the ordering among the morphemes itself is 

allowed in principle, as shown in 14c10).

(14) a. [zyusyoo-no nyuusu]-ga Yamada-sensei-o

'receiving a prize'-gen news-nom professor-acc

taihen o-yorokobi-ninar-ase-ta 

greatly hon-'be pleased’-hon-caus-past

The news of receiving a prize greatly pleased Professor Yamada.’

b. *[zysyoo-no nyuusu]-ga Yamada-sensei-o

'receiving a prize'-gen news-nom professor-acc

haihen o-yorokob-ase-ninar-ta

greatly hon-‘be pleased’-caus-hon-past

c. [[e* zyusyoosi-ta] Yamada senseij]-go mina-o

'receive a prize'-past professor-nom all-acc

taihen o-yorokob-ase-ninar-ta 

greatly hon-'be pleased'-caus-hon-past

‘Professor Yamada, who receives a prize, greatly pleased all.’

This situation is exactly opposite to what is predicated by the approach as

suming (<|)-)feature checking by T/AgrS.

10 In the grammatical example in (14c), the nominative subject is not the 
theme (or target of emotion) argument, but the cause argument of the psych- 
predicate, the latter which is ranked higher than the former, according to Pe- 
setsky (1990).
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The generalization follows that the subject-honorification suffix is attached 

to a predicate that has its thematically highest argument in the most external 

position, which is usually its Spec position (if there is only one argument, the 

position is naturally regarded as most external).11 Suppose, following Harada 

(1976) that the honorification morphemes head a verbal projection together. 

This is not an unreasonable assumption, since the suffixal part -ninar clearly 

includes what corresponds to the verb root -nar ‘happen/become’.12 Now, it is 

reasonably assumed that the honorification verb has the selectional restric

tion as stated above. Since raising verbs do not assign any (G-)role to its 

Spec, the subject-honorification verb do not take a raising verb as its com

plement.

11 An exception seems to be the case of control verbs in (8-9). While the 
embedded verbs have their own 0-role assigned to an argument in its Spec, 
the honorification morphemes do not appear on the embedded verbs, but on 
the control verbs. Notice, however, that the control verb itself assign its 0-role 
to the Spec, so that it satisfies the proposed subcategorization property of 
the honorification verb. Also, as has been shown in footnote 5, there are 
some control verbs that allow both patterns. Keeping in mind the generaliza
tion that there is no subject-honorification on a predicate of which Spec is 
non-0 position, we here put aside the question why the cases in (8-9) do not 
allow both.

12 Harada (1976) argues, based on detailed morphosyntactic investigation, 
that -ni and -nar are verbal heads, projecting VP separately. Even though 
they are morphological separable, we here do not assume that -ni is an inde
pendent verb (or a head of whatever category), since it is unclear what role 
each morpheme independently plays in honorification. The question is open, 
however.
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An analysis along this line might capture an interesting parallelism among 

the passive verb, the causative verb, and the subject-honorification verb. All 

these three must precede raising verbs, and follow control verbs, as shown 

below for the cases of the passive in (15-16)13 and of the causative in (17- 

18).

13 There is a seemingly mysterious contrast between raising and passive in 
regard to subject-honorification. Shibatani (1978) points out that subject- 
honorification is induced by passivized subjects, as shown in (i) below.

(i) a. *Yamada-sensei-ga sono hito-ni(yotte) o-nagur-ininar-are-ta
professor-nom that person-by hon-hit-hon-pass-past 

‘Professor Yamada was hit by that person.’ 
b. Yamada-sensei-ga sono hito-ni(yotte) o-nagur-are-ninar-ta 

professor-nom that person-by hon-hit-pass-hon-past

Here, the honorification suffix directly follows the passive morpheme, as 
shown in (ia), but not the embedded verb, as in (ib). One might wonder why it 
is not the other way around, since both raising subjects and passivized sub
jects are in a non-0-position.

What we have witnessed here, however, is not that raising construction 
behaves differently from passive construction in terms of subject- 
honorification, but that the subject-honorification verbs exactly pattern with 
the passive verb and also with the causative verb.

Under the mechanism of subject-honorification proposed here (see below 
in the text), the ungrammatically of (ia) is assumed to be due to a failure of 
0-role absorption by the passive verb because of the intervening subject- 
honorification verb.

Incidentally, the analysis in the text does not account for the fact that in 
the causative construction, subject-honorification is always induced by the 
causer subject, as pointed out by Shigeru Miyagawa (p.c.). As in (ii-iii) below, 
the subject-honorification verb cannot precede the causative verb.

(ii) *John-ga Yamada-sensei-o/ni o-aruki-ninar-ase-ta
-nom professor-acc/dat hon-walk-hon-caus-past 

‘John made/let Professor Yamada walk.’
(iii) Yamada-sensei-ga John-o/ni o-aruk-ase-ninar-ta/*o-aruki-ninar-ase-ta

professor-nom -acc/dat hon-walk-caus-hon-past/hon-walk-hon-caus-past 
‘Professor Yamada made/let John walk.’
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(15) a. *John-ga (Mary-ni(yotte)) nagur-are-naosi-ta

-nom -by hit-pass-‘re do’-past

‘John was hit by Mary again’

b. John-ga (Mary-ni(yotte)) naguri-naos-are-ta

-nom -by hit-*re do’-pass-past

(16) a. John-ga (Mary-ni(yotte)) nagur-are-sugi-ta

-nom -by hit-pass-‘do too much'-past

‘John was hit by Mary too much’

b. \John-ga (Mary-ni(yotte)) nagur-isugi-rare-ta

-nom -by hit-*do too much'-pass-past

(17) a. *John-ga Mary-o/ni hasir-ase-naosi-ta

-nom -acc/dat run-caus-*re do'-past

‘John made/let Mary run again’

b. John-ga Mary-o/ni hasiri-naos-ase-ta

-nom -acc/dat run-‘re do'-pass-past

The question is why the embedded verb cannot be the target of honorifica
tion. Comparing (ii-iii) with (ia) above, it might be possible to regard these 
examples as another instance of the similarity between the passive verb and 
the causative verb with respect to its relation with the subject-honorification 
verb. That is, it might be assumed that when the causative or passive verb 
appears, it must be directly adjoined to by an embedded verb that has a full 
thematic structure, to play its syntactic role relating to 0-role assignment or 
absorption. The issue ought to be explored in further research.
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(18) a. John-ga Mary-o/ni hasir-are-sugi-ta

-nom -acc/dat run-caus-‘do too much’-past

‘John made/let Mary run too much’

b. *John-ga Mary-o/ni hasir-isugi-sase-ta

-nom -acc/dat run-'do too much’-caus-past

The well-known function of the passive verb is to absorb an external 0-role of 

its complement verb (see Hoshi 1993 for an analysis of passive in Japa

nese). Moreover, the passive verb locates another argument of the comple

ment verb in the Spec. The causative verb itself has an external 0-role for its 

cause argument in the Spec. Given the significant symmetry between these 

two, and the subject-honorification verb, it is suggested that the subject- 

honorification verb also puts an argument of its complement verb in the 

Spec, and has a direct relationship with the argument in the Spec in terms of 

a 0-role of the kind discussed so far, which results in licensing morphologi

cally parallel forms of the predicate and its argument. Here the following 

mechanism will be tentatively proposed. The subject-honorification verb re

ceives a 0-role of the complement verb that is ranked highest at that point, as 

does the passive verb, but it does not ‘absorb’ it. Then, it assigns the 0-role 

to an argument that is moved to its Spec, as the causative verb assigns its 

cause role to the argument in the Spec. At the same time, the subject- 

honorification verb is naturally assumed to have its own feature such as [+
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honorification]. Since this is a semantic feature (just like the case of [+/- hu

man]), it is natural to assume that the thematic relationship with the argument 

in its Spec must be properly in accordance with this semantic feature specifi

cation. That is, the argument must also have the same semantic feature [+ 

honorification].14 Now. the incompatibility between the raising verb and the 

subject-honorification verb is straightforwardly accounted for, since the rais

ing verb has no 0-role to hand in to the subject-honorification verb. This 

analysis supports the raising analysis of the -yooni subjunctive complements.

The morphological status of the subject-honorification verb might also 

defend an analysis along this line. The prefix o- and the initial part of the suf

fix, -ni are both noun-related morphemes. The former can be attached to a 

noun, forming a noun that sounds polite (although not all nouns become this 

form, the details here to be put aside), and the tetter's form corresponds to 

the dative particle or the postposition, -ni. Furthermore, the inflected form of 

the sandwiched verb is the same as the one that can be used as a derived 

nominal (let us put the details aside, again) (e.g., o-hataraki-ninar, hon-work- 

hon, ‘to work’ and John-no hataraki-ga //, [John-gen work]-nom 'good-is', 

‘John’s work is good’). Since the rest of the suffix, -nar, is verbal, it might be

14 The approach might be extended to object-honorification, given Harada’s 
(1976) generalization that when a complement verb is ditransitive, only the 
indirect object, but not the direct object, induces object-honorification. Notice 
that the indirect object is higher than the direct object in terms of the thematic 
relation with the verb. An analysis along the line suggested here seems 
promising.
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assumed that the entire complex might correspond to a single predicate that 

has an internal structure where a verb takes a nominal complement. This 

newly created predicate, thus, has a single set of 0-role(s) to be assigned to 

its argument. Under this view, both transferring a 0-role of the complement 

verb to the subject-hononfication verb and movement of an argument of the 

complement verb to the Spec of the subject-honorification verb, are neces

sary to restructure the two verbs into a single honorific predicate in the com

ponent of syntax.

I have suggested that the subject-honorification phenomenon is yielded 

syntactically in the sense stated above. Under this analysis, however, one 

might doubt whether it can be ensured that the highest argument of the com

plement verb goes through the Spec of the subject-honorification verb just for 

the need of receiving 0-role. It is still unclear, however, whether a syntactic 

agreement mechanism is needed for subject-honorification such as an op

eration of Agree (Chomsky 1998, 1999).15 This is mainly because of the in- 

terpretability of a [+ honorification] feature of the subject-honorification verb 

and of nouns. Since Agree takes place between two features both/either of

15 Cf. Niinuma (2000), which presents a theory of object-honorification in 
terms of the operation Agree between v and an object that properly captures 
Harada’s (1976) generalization (see footnote 14), and also give an argument 
against an account with recourse to Spec-head agreement or feature move
ment (in terms of Chomsky 1993, 1995). The example of subject- 
honorification on the psych-predicate in (14a) might be a potential counter
example to an analysis of subject-honorification along the line of Niinuma’s, 
however.
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which has an uninterpretable feature there is no reason to assume that 

Agree establishes the necessary relation of subject-honorification (although it 

is possible to assume that the complement verb of the subject-honorification 

verb has an uninterpretable [+ honorification] feature, it just causes verb 

movement). This issue is left to future research.

3.2 Nominative/pro Subjects and The Control Requirement

In this section, I will be concerned with the control property of subjunctive 

complements, and with its direct relevance to the Case property of embed

ded subjects. It can be observed that subjunctive complements basically al

low PRO, pro, or a lexical NP with certain exceptional cases in which tempo

ral interpretations of embedded predicates become an issue.

Subjunctive complements are divided into two types in regards to the 

control property of embedded subjects; control type and non-control type. 

First, I will discuss a fairly obvious case; non-control type complements, in 

which embedded subjects can be nominative NP or pro, in 3.2.1. Second, I 

will look into the other case, i.e., control type, which is more complicated. An 

empty category appears in an embedded subject position of the control type 

complement. It will be questioned whether the empty category is PRO or pro, 

or even both. Moreover, it will be examined what the control structure is that 

is required in the complements. In 3.2.2, I will show that nominative and pro 

subjects are available in subject and object control subjunctive complements,
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where the embedded subjects are not necessarily strictly controlled by the 

matrix elements in certain cases. Such cases are called ‘semi-control’. The 

occurrence of a pro subject is, in particular, confirmed by examples in which 

an empty subject may refer to what is prominent in a given context. Such 

non-strict control (semi-control, in my term) is restricted to taking place in a 

certain group of subject control complements that basically express an action 

that is simultaneous with the matrix action. The restriction is loosened when 

a complement denotes a generic/habitual or durative action. It will be sug

gested that the difficulty in semi-control interpretations is attributed to the in

teraction of a required tense reading with the possibility of identification be

tween the matrix subject and the embedded subject.

3.2.1 Non-Control Type Complements

As seen in chapter 2, some of the subjunctive complements freely allow 

overt nominative subjects. First, verbs of wanting and praying select this type 

of subjunctive complements, where either -yoo(ni(-to)) or -koto appears, as 

shown in (18) below.16 These main verbs optionally select matrix objects, 

which may or may not be coreferential with embedded subjects. Some of the 

other -koto subjunctive complements are also non-control type; i.e., factive 

complements and complements of fictional verb, as shown (19) below.
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Non-control type

(18) NP-nom (NP-dat) [NP-nom... V-yoo(ni(-to)) ] negau, nozomu, inoru,

nenjiru

sbj comp wish. hope. pray. etc.

hitobito-ga (kami-ni) [ame-ga hur-u -yoo(ni(-to)) ] inot-ta 

people-nom (God-dat) rain-nom fall-nonpast-sbj comp pray-past 

‘People prayed (to God) that it would rain.'

(19) a. NP-nom (NP-dat) [NP-nom ...V-koto]-o negau, nozomu, inoru, nenjiru

sbj comp-acc wish. hope. pray. etc.

hitobito-ga (kami-ni) [ ame-ga hur-u -koto]-o inot-ta

people-nom (God-dat) rain-nom fall-nonpast-sbj comp-acc pray-past 

‘People prayed (to God) that it would rain.'

b. NP-nom [NP-nom ... V-koto]-o/ni kiduku, kookaisuru, wasureru,

yorokobu, etc. 

sbj comp-acc/dat notice, regret, forget, be pleased, etc.

John-ga [Mary-ga kinoo ko-nakat-ta koto]-o osin-da 

-nom -nom yesterday come-not-past subj .comp-acc regret-past

‘John regretted that Mary did not come yetsterday.’

c. NP-nom [ NP-nom V koto]-o omow, kangaeru, yumemiru

16 Verbs such as nozomu, ‘hope’, negau, ‘wish’, and so on, take both control 
type and non-control type complements.
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subj.comp-acc think, ponder, imagine, dream 

John-ga [ kodomotachi-ga (umi-de) oyogu koto]-o kangae-ta

-nom children-nom sea-dat swim sbj comp-acc think-past 

‘John thought that the children would swim (in the sea).’

It is, thus, obvious that if subjects of the non-control type are empty, they are 

pro. The example in (20) below shows that the embedded empty subject of 

the non-control type does not require coreference with any element in the 

matrix.

(20) Johnj-ga [ e^ daigaku-ni ukar-u yoo(ni(-to)) / koto-o ] inot-ta

-nom university-dat pass-nonpast subj comp/subj.comp-acc pray-past

‘Johnj prayed that he^ could enter a university.’

In addition, if there is a matrix object, an embedded empty subject may or 

may not refer to it, as the following example shows:

(21) a. Johnj/j-ga kamisamak-ni [ e^rk daigaku-ni ukar-u yoo(ni(-to))/

-nom God-dat univresity-dat pass-nonpast sbj comp/

koto-o ] inot-ta 

sbj comp-acc pray-past

‘Johni prayed to Godk that he-̂ -k could enter a university.’
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b. John-ga mahootukaii-ni [ ej arasi-o okos-u yoo(ni(-to))/

-nom wizard -dat storm-acc cause-nonpast sbj comp 

koto-o ] negat-ta

sbj comp-acc wish-past

‘John wished that the wizard would cause a storm.’

This fact clearly indicates that empty subjects of the non-control type sub

junctive complements are pro.

3.2.2 Nominative and pro Subjects

In this subsection, we deal with the rest of the groups of subjunctive com

plements; namely, control type. Some exhibit subject control (hereafter, SC) 

and the other, object control (hereafter, OC), as in the following examples.

(22) a. HanakOj-ga [ e ^  mainiti umi-de oyog-u koto]-o

-nom everyday sea-dat swim-nonpast sbj comp-acc

hajime/kokoromi/kime-ta17

start/try/decide-past

17 Some verbs selecting SC complements take both complementizers -koto- 
o and -yoo(ni). Aspectual verbs only select -koto-o, whereas verbs such as 
keikakusu ‘plan’ select both (see 2.1.1). The examples given below only in
clude -koto in the case of SC complements, just for the sake of space.
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‘Hanako started/tried/decided to swim in the sea everyday.’

b. HanakOj-ga Taroj-ni [ e*i/j mainiti umi-de oyog-u -yoo(-ni(to))]/ 

-nom -dat everyday sea-dat swim-nonpast -sbj comp

koto]-o meiji/susume/negat-ta

sbj comp-acc order/recommend/wish-past

‘Hanako ordered/recommend/wished Taro to swim in the sea

everyday.’

The empty subject of a control infinitival complement in English has been as

sumed to be controlled PRO.18

(23) a. Johni started/tried/decided [PROi/-j/*hej/j to swim in the sea],

b. Johni ordered/asked Billj [PRO-^/*hei/j to go to Boston].

It seems possible to regard the empty subjects of the control type subjunctive 

complements in Japanese to be also controlled PRO, if the obligatory local 

control phenomenon is attributed to some referential property of PRO (Cf. 

Hornstein 1999).

As is pointed out by Watanabe (1993), however, the obligatory control re

quirement of a complement clause does not necessarily imply that its subject 

is controlled PRO, given Borer’s (1989) observation of Korean control
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clauses, where an overt reflexive and pronoun as well as an empty element 

are eligible to satisfy the control requirement by the governing verb.

(24) Johni-ka [ e^j/kuirj/cagiVj/*Bill, ttena-lye-ko ] nolyek ha-ess-ta

-nom he self leave-will-comp try do-past

‘John tried to leave.’

Sakaguchi (1990) indeed demonstrates that the subjunctive complements in 

Japanese are very similar to Korean control clauses in this respect. That is, 

overt anaphors and/or pronouns are permitted in certain cases (see also Ha- 

segawa 1984). Consider the following example of an OC complement:19

(25) Hanakorwa Taroj-ni [ (?)karejisin-i/j-ga/(?)kare-j/j-ga mainiti umi-de

-top -dat heself-nom/he-nom everyday sea-dat

oyog-u -yoo(-ni(-to))/-koto]-o meiji/susume-ta 

swim-nonpast-sbj comp/sbj comp/acc order/recommend-past

‘Hanako ordered/recommend Taro to swim in the sea everyday.’

Following Takezawa’s (1987) hypothesis that the [+ Tense] feature is re

sponsible for nominative Case in Japanese, Ueda (1990) argues that nomi

native Case of an overt reflexive/pronoun as in (25) is licensed by an em

18 See Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), Martin (1996), Homstein (1999), and 
references cited there, for Minimalist approaches to PRO and/or control.
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bedded [+ Tense] predicate marked with the nonpast tense suffix -(r)u (Cf. 

the alternative hypothesis given in Chapter 4). Since Japanese has pro, it 

seems quite reasonable to assume that those overt subjects can be replaced 

by pro in the subjunctive complements. This sharply contrasts with the PRO 

subject of the control infinitival complement in English, which never alter

nates with an overt nominative NP.

Here, one might observe the overt reflexive and pronoun to be less ac

ceptable and doubt that nominative Case is licensed in the subject position of 

an OC complement. Previous studies disagree about the degree of accept

ability of relevant data. For example, while Hasegawa (1984) judges exam

ples such as in (25) to be less acceptable, Sakaguchi (1990) regards them 

as perfect. In addition, according to more than a few informants, lexical sub

jects as in (25) are completely grammatical. The examples relevant to this 

point, therefore, should be evaluated carefully enough. It should be noted 

here that the lexical subjects as in (25) only receive emphatic or contrastive 

reading, as noted by Sakaguchi (1990) and by Watanabe (1996b). Once ap

propriate contrastive stress is placed, the apparent marginality disappears 

accordingly. This fact suggests that the mild deviancy of the lexical subjects 

at issue just originates from the use of an overt element in the embedded

19 The grammatical judgements given here are mine.
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subject position that redundantly refers to the immediately preceding element 

in the matrix object position without the emphatic/contrastive reading.20

There is a piece of evidence that the less acceptability in (25) does not 

come from illegal licensing of nominative Case. Watanabe (1996b) argues 

that, since overt nominative subjects aooear onlv marainallv. thev are not li-4 « * 4 W  4 • 4

censed by the same syntactic mechanism as the one for empty subjects, 

which are completely grammatical. However, when a nominative subject oc

cupies a position in which nominative Case is never licensed, the sentence 

results in total ungrammaticality, which is much more severe than the rela

tively mild deviancy of nominative subjects such as in (25). Compare (25) 

with an example of the -ni (dative) causative sentence as in the following:

(26) Hanako-ga Taroj-ni [ej/*kare(jisin)j-ga heya-o soojis]-ase-ta 

-nom -dat he self -nom room-acc cealn-caus-past

‘Hanako made Taro clean the room.’

The embedded overt nominative subject is strictly prohibited here. Takezawa 

(1987) argues that, since there is no [+ Tense] element in a complement of 

the causative morpheme -(s)ase, nominative Case is unavailable in the com

plement. The contrastive/emphatic stress does not improve the severe un-

20 In this sense, I follow Hasegawa’s (1984) suggestion that the degraded 
status of (25) is due to a violation of the Avoid Pronoun Principle (Cf. Wata
nabe 1996b, see also footnote 21).
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grammaticality at all. This strongly suggests that the mechanism of licensing 

nominative Case is in principle available in the OC complements as in (25). 

The fact that a lexical subject and an empty subject are both permitted, 

therefore, needs to be accounted for by the grammar.21

Now. let us look into more detail at lexical and pro subjects. The exam

ples to be presented below are of three types of subjects in both SC com

plements and OC complements, i.e., (i) controlled lexical reflexives and pro

21 Watanabe (1996b) argues that the less acceptability of the examples in 
(25) is accounted for in his terms of Switch-reference and the effect of the so- 
called ‘Avoid Pronoun Principle’ is captured by his theory of PRO and Switch- 
reference. Here, we just briefly review Watanabe (1996b)’s analysis, and rise 
a question about it.

Romance subjunctive clauses show obviation, where an embedded sub
ject pronoun cannot refers to the matrix subject. This phenomenon has been 
accounted for in term of the ‘Avoid Pronoun Principle’. According to Wata
nabe, on the other hand, Romance subjunctives are headed by a different- 
subject (DS) marker, causing the obviation.

As for Japanese subjunctives, Watanabe shows that while -koto is un
specified with respect to Switch reference, -yoo(ni) is a DS marker, which 
causes the effect of what the ‘Avoid Pronoun Principle’ allegedly induces, just 
like the case of Romance subjunctive obviation.

Watanabe’s argument about -yoo(ni) as a DS marker is based on the fact 
that -yoo(ni) always heads OC complements. The subjunctive complemen
tizer -yoo(ni), however, appears in other non-OC complements, e.g., in SC 
complements of verbs such as ‘try/attempt’ and ‘plan/decide’. Although Wa
tanabe treats them as an exception, it is not clear whether those cases are 
exceptions to what are derived from the core property of -yoo(ni) as a sub
junctive complementizer.

Moreover, the subjunctive complementizers introduce non-control com
plement of which subject can refer to the matrix subject, as we have seen in 
the previous subsection. This fact raises a question as to whether the sub
junctive markers at least in Japanese function as a Switch-reference marker 
(i.e., a marker of the control property of embedded subjects). I will briefly dis
cuss the control structure of subjunctive complements from a different point 
of view in this section.
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nouns, (ii) lexical subjects, but neither reflexives nor pronouns, and (iii) empty 

subjects which are not strictly coreferential with the matrix elements. It will be 

shown that subjects of subjunctive complements are not always locally con

trolled, whereby their empty subjects can be pro (under a certain condition in 

some group of SC complements).

First let us consider the case of OC complements. As discussed above, 

the OC complements allow controlled reflexives and pronouns to appear in 

their subject positions, and license nominative Case there. Now, observe that 

in the examples in (27) below, the embedded subjects are lexical, but neither 

object-controlled reflexives nor pronouns. That is, the lexical subjects are not 

coreferential with the matrix object.22-23

(27) a. Context: Hanakoj is the chief of a section which [Taro, KeikOj. and Jirojk

belong to at a company. KeikOj wanted to go to Boston on business 

by herself. Hanakoj, however, decided to sent all of themk to 

Boston.

HanakOj-ga KeikOj-ni [ [kanojyo- ^ - 0  hukum-u 3-nin]-ga 

-nom -dat she -acc include-nonpast -cl-nom

22 I owe this example Mamoru Saito (p.c.).

23 The controlled pronouns do not need to be used as contrastive or em
phatic here, because they are embedded under the complement subjects, so 
that the matrix subjects and the complement subjects are not coreferential. 
Notice that reflexive subjects such as kanojyozisin ‘she self ’are also possible 
in these examples, which are omitted for the sake of space.
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Boston-ni syucchyoosu -ru -yoo(-ni(-to))/-koto]-o meiji-ta.

-to ‘have a trip on business’-nonpast-sbj comp/sbj comp-acc order-past

‘Hanakoj told KeikOj that the three including herj should have a trip to

Boston on business.’

b. sensei-wa seito-ni [ hiroti-hitori-ga doryokusu-ru -yoo(ni(-to))/ 

teacher-top student-dat 'one person’-nom 'make a efFort’-nonpast -sbj comp/

-koto]-o motome-ta

-sbj comp-acc require-past

The teacher required the students that each one should make a effort.’

c. koochyoo-wa sono kyooshij-ni [ [(karei-no) ukemochi-no seito]-ga 

principal-top that teacher-dat he-gen 'taking charge’-gen student-nom

choorei-no aidajyuu shizukadear-u -yoo(ni(-to))/-koto]-o

morning assembly-gen during 'be quiet’-nonpast -sbj comp/sbj comp-acc

yookyuusi-ta

request-past

The principal request the class teacher that the students of his class 

should keep quiet during the morning assembly.’

d. shyachyoo-ga buchyoo-ni [ [kachyoo -ijyoo]-ga sono kaigi-ni 

president-nom chief director-dat section chief-over-nom that meeting-dat

syussekisu-ru -yoo(ni(to))/koto]-o meiji-ta 

attend-pres -sbj comp/sbj comp-acc order-past

The president ordered the chief directors that those who holding a mane- 

gial post attend that meeting.’
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In these examples, the referent of the embedded subject is closely re

lated, but not identical, to that of the matrix object. Surprisingly, there is no 

obligatory coreference between the embedded subject and the matrix object. 

These complements are not truly control complements. In other words, the 

coreferential requirement between them is not so strict as has been consid

ered so far.24 Since the embedded subject and the matrix object are not 

completely referentially independent of each other, let us tentatively call 

these complements ‘semi-control’ complements.

Notice that it is not possible to assume that these complements in (27) 

have multiple subjects that consist of an object-controlled empty subject plus 

the lexical noun phrases appearing. The examples in (28) below clearly indi

cate that, in each example in (27) above, there is no empty subject controlled 

by the matrix object in addition to the embedded nominative subject.

(28) a. *Keiko,-ga [kanojyoj-o hukum-u 3-nin]-ga Boston-ni 

-nom she -acc include-nonpast -cl-nom -dat

syuttyoosi -ta

‘have a trip on business’-past

‘As for KeikOj, the three members including herj had a trip to Boston on

24 It should be noted that even those speakers who judged the example in
(25) above to be less acceptable, more easily admit the examples listed 
here. Then, it might be suggested again that the deviancy is related to the 
use of an overt controlled pronoun/reflexive, namely, the effect of the ‘Avoid 
Pronoun Principle’.
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business.’

b. *seito-ga hiroti hitori-ga doryokusi-ta

student-nom ‘one person’-nom ‘make a effort’-past

‘As for the students, each one made a effort.’

c. *sono kyooshij-ga (karej-no) ukemochi-no seito-ga

that teacher-nom he-gen 'taking charge’-gen student-nom

chyoorei-no aidajyuu shizukadat-ta 

"morning assembly’-gen during 'be quiet’-past

‘As for the teachers, the students of hiss class kept quiet during the

morning assembly.’

d. *buchyoo-nom [kachyoo -ijyoo]-ga sono kaigi-ni syussekisi-ta

chief director-nom section chief-over-nom that meeting-dat attend-past 

‘As for the chief directors, those who holding a manegial post attended 

that meeting.’

It is naturally assumed that the semantics of the governing verbs of the 

OC complements determines what kind of referential dependency should oc

cur between the goal argument of the governing verb and the agent 

/experiencer argument of an embedded verb. The semantic requirement by 

these governing verbs may be satisfied either by control complements or 

semi-control complements as shown in (28). In the former case, an action 

denoted by the complement should be earned out in the future by the goal 

person. On the other hand, in the latter, what is expressed by the comple
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ment does not have to be fulfilled by the goal person, but it can be done by 

those who are connected with him/her. That is, the strict coreference be

tween the matrix object and the embedded subject is not necessarily re

quired when the OC complements have semi-control structure. Since a semi- 

OC complement allows lexical subjects as in (27), it is safe to assume that an 

empty subject in these OC complements can be pro.

The following example also supports the point. Here, the adverbial 

phrase, hitori-hitori(-de) ‘one by one/individually’, in the complement guaran

tees the embedded empty subject to refer not to the matrix object, Keiko, but 

to a group of people who are prominent in the given context, which includes 

Keiko.

(29) Context: Hanakoj is the chief o f a section which [Taro, KeikOj. and Jirojk

belong to at a company. KeikOj wanted to go to Boston on business 

together with the other members. Hanakoj, however, wanted themk 

to go to Boston one by one/individuaily.

HanakOj-ga KeikOj-ni [e*j/*j/k hitori-hitori(-de) Boston-ni
-nom -dat 'one preson’-'one person’-dat -to

syucchyoosu -ru -yoo(ni(to))] meiji-ta

'make a business trip'-nonpast-sbj comp order-past

‘Hanakoj ordered KeikOj thattheyk should go to Boston on business one

by one.’

Cf. karerak-ga/*KeikOj-ga hitori-hitori(-de) Boston-ni syucchyoosi-ta
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-nom -nom ‘one by one’ -to ‘make a business trip‘ -

past

‘(*As for KeikOj) theyk went to Boston on business one by one.’

In  t h o  O f *  n n r n n l ^ m o n + o  o l l n u r  o o n + r n l l o r l  o n K i o M c  A A n f r A l l o H• it wui i • | tuw w w wwiti îwiuwiug Caiiwwv wumi iCAiudi OuujCotO, wwi ill WiiGl*

empty subjects, semi-controlled lexical subjects, and semi-controlled empty 

subjects. It follows that nominative Case is available in the subject position of 

an OC complement. The question remains at this point whether PRO is also 

able to show up in the same position, as will be addressed in 3.2.3.

Next, let us return to the SC complements. The governing verbs of the SC 

complements are divided into two types in regards to whether semi-control 

structure is freely allowed: (i) some permit it without restriction, same as the 

OC complements, and (ii) the others allow it in a very limited fashion. The 

former type of verbs (hereafter, type-i) are some of the so-called subject 

control verbs, which are keikakus/kuwadate/mokurom ‘plan’, kime ‘decide’, 

nozom ‘hope’, and so forth. The complements of type-i refer to some action 

that has not been realized at the time point of the matrix action. The verbs of 

the latter type (hereafter, type-ii) are aspectual verbs such as hazime ‘start’, 

oe ‘stop’, tuduke ‘continue’, and verbs meaning ‘try’ such as kokoromi and 

tames. The type-ii complement basically expresses some action that is si

multaneous with the action of the matrix verb.
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Let us first look at the type-i, which is more simple than type-ii. The fol

lowing examples are of semi-control complements of verbs such as keika- 

kus/kuwadate/kime ‘plan/decide’. This type allows both lexical subjects and 

empty subjects, whether they are strictly controlled by the matrix subjects or

nr>f I i w i .

(30) Context: [Hanako,, Taro, Keiko. and Jirojj are close friends. Hanakoj wondered 

what to do as a physical exercise. She thought o f swimming in the sea.

a. Contorlled/semi-controlled lexical subjects of the type-i SC comple

ments

HanakOj-wa [e^/kanojyo(zisin)i-ga/[kanojyoj-o hukum-u 4-nin]j-ga 

-top she self-nom/ she -acc include-nonpast -cl -nom

mainiti umi-de oyog-u -yoo(ni)/-koto]-o keikakusi/kime-ta 

everyday sea-at swim-nonpast-sbj comp/sbj comp-acc plan/decide-past

‘Hanakoj made a plan/decision, according to which shej/theyj swim in

the sea every day.’

b. Semi-controlled empty subjects of the type-i SC complements

HanakOj-ga [e*  ̂mainiti hitori-hitori(-de) umi-de oyog-u -yoo(ni)/ 

-nom everyday ‘one by one’ sea-at swim-nonpast-sbj comp

koto]-o keikakusi/kime-ta 

sbj comp-acc plan/decide-past

‘Hanako made a plan/decision, according to which theyj should swim in 

the sea every day one by one/individually.’

Cf. karera,-ga/*HanakOj-ga hitori-hitori(-de) mainiti umi-de oyoi-da
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they -nom/ -nom ‘one by one’ every day sea-at swim-past 

‘Theyj/*HanakOj swim in the sea every day one by one/individually.’

Note that nominative subjects are quite freely allowable here. It straightfor

wardly follows that an empty subject of this type of SC complement can be 

pro unconditionally, just like the case of OC complements. It is suggested, 

thus, that the type-i subjunctive complements correspond to the so-called 

nonobligatory control complements such as the infinitive complement of de

cide in English. As for the distinction between obligatory control and nonobli

gatory control, one might expect that the type-ii verbs, on the other hand, re

quire obligatory control in the complements. This is not the case, however.

The type-ii SC complements (i.e., the complements of the aspectual 

verbs and those verbs meaning ‘try/attempt’) behave differently from type-i 

with respect to the possibility of semi-control structure. As for control struc

ture, not only empty subjects, but also lexical subjects are allowed. This 

means that nominative Case is basically licensed also in this type of com

plements. This is not surprising given that embedded predicates are always 

finite. Whether a semi-control structure is possible, however, depends on the 

following condition. The semi-control complement of type-ii must denote ei

ther (a) a generic (or habitual) action or (b) an action that takes place within 

certain time duration (typically expressed by verbs showing durative as
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pect25), but not an action that instantaneously/momentarily happens at a 

specific point of time (typically expressed by verbs showing momentaneous 

aspect26). Thus, an empty subject of this type of complement can refer to 

someone/something in a given context only if the complement expresses ei

ther one of the two types of actions (a-b). Semi-control subjects in the OC 

complements and the SC complements of type-i are not sensitive to the dis

tinction of the types of action denoted by complements. In what follows, first I 

will present relevant facts, and then I will discuss where such situations come 

from.

First, let us begin with confirming that nominative Case is in principle 

available also in the type-ii complements. The following example introduces a 

typical example of durative action (we have already seen an example of ge

neric/habitual action, such as mainiti oyogu ‘swim everyday’ above). The ex

ample in (31) is durative, so that it can be modified by the adverb sibaraku 

‘for a while’, but not by the adverbial phrase sono syunkan ‘at that moment’

(31) durative action

HanakOj-ga sibaraku/?*sono syunkan hon-o yom-u/-da

-nom ‘for a whileVthat moment book-acc read-nonpast/-past

‘Hanakoj will read/read books for a while.’

25 Verbs such as ‘run’, ‘swim’, ‘read’, ‘live, have this meaning.

26 Verbs such as ‘arrive’, ‘appear1, ‘leave’, ‘reach’, which are the so-called 
Inchoative (Jackendoff 1990), have this meaning.
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The durative action is, of course, compatible with the matrix verbs at issue, 

when the embedded subject is empty and strictly controlled. This is shown 

below (as for generic action, see the example in 22a above):

(32) Controlled empty subjects of the type-i SC complements of durative 
action

HanakOi-ga [e, hon-o sibaraku yom-u koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta

-nom book-acc ‘ for a whole' read-nonpast sbj comp-acc start/try-past

‘Hanakoj started to read books for a while.’

The following example is of the type-ii complements of generic/durative ac

tion, in which controlled and semi-controlled lexical subjects are basically al

lowed.27 Note that the controlled reflexives/pronouns are degraded if they do 

not receive contrastive/emphatic stress and are not interpreted as such, as in 

the other cases (see note 20, 24).28

27 Some speakers do not allow lexical subjects in this type of SC comple
ment at all. Interestingly, however, even those speakers allow semi
controlled empty subjects when the complements denote generic/durative 
action (for example, they accept examples as in (34a) below). Thus, they do 
not exclude the possibility of semi-control structure of this type of SC com
plement in principle. It might be suggested that they have a licensing condi
tion of pro independently from that of nominative Case. Further investigations 
ought to be in order.

28 Accordingly, if the reflexive morpheme -zisin ‘self appears in addition to 
zibun/kanojyo ‘self/she’, the example becomes more acceptable. This is be-
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(33)a. Controlled/semi-controlled lexical subjects of the type-ii SC comple

ments of generic action

Context: [Hanakoj, Taro, Keiko, and Jirojjare close friends. Hanako, is the 

leader o f [hen friendsjj. She, wondered what to do as a physical 

exercise, and thought of swimming in the sea.

(?)HanakOi-wa [zibun(zisin)/kanojyo(zisin)i/[kanojyOi-o hukum-u

-nom self self/ she sefl/ she -acc include-nonpast

4-nin]j -ga mainiti umi-de oyog-u koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 

-cl -nom everyday sea-at swim-nonpast-subj comp-acc start/try-past

‘HanakOi started/tried to swim in the sea everyday/to conduct theirj

activity, which was swimming in the sea everyday.'

b. Controlled/semi-controlled lexical subjects of the type-ii SC comple

ments of durative action

Context: [Hanakoj. Taro, Keiko, and Jirojjare close friends. Hanako, is the 

leader o f [hen friendsjj. One day they gathered, and she, was 

wondering what to do to kill the time.

(?)HanakOj-wa [zibun(zisin)/kanojyo(zisin)j/ [kanojyoi-o hukum-u

-nom self self/ she self/ she -acc include-nonpast

4-ninJj -ga hon-o sibaraku yom-u -koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 

-cl -nom book-acc ‘ for a while’ read-nonpast-sbj comp-acc start/try-past

‘Hanakoj started/tried to read books for a while/to conduct theirj activity,

which was reading books for a while.’

cause anaphors with this morpheme easily gets contrastive/emphatic stress 
and provide such readings as emphatic anaphors/pronouns.
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These semi-controlled lexical subjects are relatively less acceptable when 

compared with the perfect status of those appearing in the type-i comple

ments (see 30a above), and in the OC complements. Since licensing of 

nominative Case is not a problem here, as shown above, I assume that the 

deviancy is related to difficulty in semi-control interpretations with respect to 

identification between the agent of the main verbs and that of the embedded 

verbs. The examples as in (33) are actually paraphrased almost such as 

‘Hanako forced them to do the action’. This is why appropriate discourse is 

necessary for semi-controlled subjects. Moreover, the person referred to by 

the matrix subject must be able to govern and control the others’ action.

What is assumed here is as follows. To get embedded subjects semi

controlled, the agent of the matrix verb, which started/tried to do the action, 

should not be strictly identical to, but closely connected to the agent of the 

embedded verb, that actually participated in the action. This is exactly the 

case in the semi-control case of OC complements and the type-i SC com

plements. In those cases, the situation is not unusual at all, since the action 

expressed by the complement is not realized at the time point of the matrix 

action, but going to take place in the future. If one can use his/her power (in 

any sense) to direct someone in a close relationship with him/her to do 

something in general, he/she can easily arrange for the one to do something
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in the future. Such a situation is presupposed by the semi-control interpreta

tion for type-i and OC complements.

The verbs of type-ii, however, require furthermore that the referents of 

both subjects be more closely tied together, as stated above. Notice here 

that the type-ii complement refers to an action that is simultaneous with the 

matrix action. The referent of the matrix subject must force that of the em

bedded subject to do the same action at the same time. It is certainly difficult 

for a speaker to admit such a situation. The determination also seems to de

pend largely on a context given in the discourse, which results in the more 

severe judgements on the type-ii semi-control complements.29

29 Semi-controlled subjects are more degraded in the case of ‘start’, com
pared with the case of ‘try’. The reason, again, seems that it is relatively 
harder to get an interpretation such that those who start to conduct some ac
tion forces someone else to participate in accomplishing the same action at 
the exactly same time. The speakers allowing the semi-control complements 
of ‘start’ have such a reading, while those disliking them do not.

There are some type-i verbs similar to ‘try’, which have not been men
tioned so far, i.e., yakusokusu ‘promise’ and tikaw ‘make a vow’. Judgements 
vary also depending on whether speakers permit such loose identification. 
We here focus on more clear cases (aspectual verbs and ‘try’), leaving the 
case of other verbs for future research.

One might doubt whether this kind of interpretation for semi-control 
clauses is linguistically obtained in the first place. Terzi (1997) discusses 
more theoretical approach to a very similar case of Modern Greek ‘try’. Terzi 
points out that ‘try’ in Modern Greek takes control subjunctive complements 
where some speakers allow non-control structure (non-controlled lexical 
subject or pro) (e.g., in Verlokosta 1994), but others strictly require subject 
control structure.

Terzi proposes, based on independent evidence, that such non-control 
structure is obtained by a structure in which the matrix ‘try’ selects an invisi
ble subjunctive complement of which head is an invisible counterpart of the 
causative verb ‘make’, which, in turn, embeds the visible subjunctive com
plement (the interpretation is such that ‘try to make it so that’, same as semi-
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It is not completely impossible, however, to presuppose such a situation 

and the loose identification between the matrix subject and the embedded 

subject under a certain condition. In the case of examples as in (33), what is 

expressed by the semi-controlled complements is a generic or durative ac

tion. The action denoted by the complement takes place and lasts during a 

certain time span which also covers the point of time of the matrix action. 

That is, although the action denoted by the complement starts at the same 

time as the action denoted by the matrix, the former action necessarily last 

longer than the latter. The situation is similar to the type-ii and OC comple

ments in a sense that the action denoted by the type-i complement continues 

in the future (the important difference is when the action denoted by the 

complement begins). Because of this time duration, a speaker more easily 

obtains the semi-control interpretation: the matrix agent is allowed to have a 

time to use his/her power to direct the complement agent to do the action.

control complements in Japanese). The subject of the intervening invisible 
subjunctive complement is, then, subject-controlled PRO, whereas that of the 
most embedded one refers to the causee. In this approach, ‘try’ in Modem 
Greek is always a SC verb.

Recall that Japanese verb su ‘make it happen/force’ is quite similar to the 
Modern Greek causative verb with respect that both select subjunctive com
plements and give rise to similar interpretation (in addition, the selected sub
junctive complements have nominal property in both languages). Thus, it 
might be possible to apply Terzi’s analysis to the semi-control cases of ‘try’ at 
issue in Japanese, and to assume that Japanese ‘try’ and other verbs allow
ing semi-control complements take a null counterpart of the verb su (which 
takes the overt subjunctive complement).

A potential problem of such an analysis extended to Japanese is the ne
cessity to assume an empty subjunctive complementizer. In 2.1.2, we have
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Based on the availability of semi-controlled lexical subjects, it would be 

expected that semi-controlled empty subjects, i.e., pro, are also possible in 

the same contexts. This is actually the case.

(34) a. Semi-controlled empty subjects of the type-ii SC complements of 

generic action

Context: same as in (33a)

HanakOi-ga [e*  ̂mainiti hitori-hitori(-de) umi-de oyog-u koto]-o

-nom everyday ‘one by one’ sea-at swim-nonpast sbj comp-acc

hajime/kokoromi-ta

start/try-past

‘Hanakoi started/tried to conduct theirj activity, which was swimming in

the sea everyday one by one/individually.’

b. Semi-controlled empty subjects of the type-ii SC complements of 

durative action

Context: same as (33b)

HanakOj-ga [e*  ̂sibaraku hitori-hitori-de hon-o yom-u -koto]

-nom 'for a while' ‘one by one? book-acc read-nonpast-sbj comp

-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 

-acc start/try-past

‘Hanakoj started/tried to conduct theirj activity, which was reading 

books individually.’

argued that there is no null counterpart of the non-subjunctive/subjunctive
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Interestingly, these semi-controlled pro are more clearly acceptable than 

controlled/semi-controlled lexical subjects as in (33), which is the familiar 

situation (as seen in the case of OC complements). It is, thus, suggested that 

semi-control readings should not be excluded in the type-ii complements, 

when the complements denote generic/durative actions. This also means 

that the type-ii verbs cannot be characterized as the obligatory control type of 

verbs such as try in English.

Now, let us compare what has been observed so far with the following 

cases in which the complement refers to a momentary action. The sentence 

in (35) below is a typical example of a momentary action, which is compatible 

with the adverbial phrase sono syunkan ‘at that moment’.

(35) momentary action

HanakOj-ga *sibaraku/sono syunkan syuppatusu-ru/-ta 

-nom ’for a wholeVthat moment leave-nonpast/past

‘HanakOj will leave/left home at that momentTfor a while.’

A momentary action can also be denoted by the type-ii complement in princi

ple, of course.

(36) Controlled empty subjects of the type-i SC complements of 

complementizers in Japanese. Further examination should be necessary.
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momentary action

HanakOj-ga [e> ie-kara sono syunkan syuppatusu-ru-koto]-o

-nom home-from that moment leave-nonpast-sbj comp-acc

hajime/kokoromi-ta

start/try-past

‘Hanakoj tried to leave home at that moment.’

The following examples indicate that the type-ii complement permits neither 

semi-controlled lexical subjects nor semi-controlled empty subjects.

(37) a. Semi-controlled lexical subjects of the type-ii complements of 

momentary action

Context: [Hanako,, Taro, Keiko, and Jirojj are close friends. Hanakoj is the 

leader of [hen friendsjj. Shei planned to have a picnic and to 

leave her house together with themj exactly at eight a.m.

*HanakOi-wa [[kanojyoi-o hukum-u 4-nin] -ga ej ie-kara sono syunkan 

-top she-acc include-nonpast -cl-nom home-from that moment

syuppatusu-u -koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 

leave-nonpast-sbj comp-acc start/try-past

‘Hanakoj started/tried to conduct the action, which was theirj leaving

home at that moment.’

b. Semi-controlled empty subjects of the type-ii complements of 

momentary action

Context: same as above

*HanakOi-ga [ej ie-kara hitori-hitori(-de) sono syunkan syuppatusu
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-nom home-from 'one-by-one' that moment leave

-u koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 

nonpast sbj comp-acc start/try-past

‘Hanakoj started/tried to conduct the action, which was theirj leaving 

home one by one/individually at that moment.’

The severe ungrammatical status of (37) becomes more clear, once this is 

compared with type-i complements denoting the same type of action. In (38) 

below, the type-i complement that means a momentary action quite freely 

allows semi-controlled lexical/empty subjects.

(38) (Semi-)controlled lexical/empty subjects of the type-i complements of 

momentary action

Context: same as (37)

HanakOj-wa [ei/j/zibun(zisin)/kanojyo(zisin)j/[kanojyorO hukum-u

-top self self/ she self she-acc include-nonpast

4-nin] -ga ie-kara sono syunkan syuppatusu-ru-koto]-o 

-cl -nom house-from that moment leave-nonpast-sbj comp-acc

keikakusi/kime-ta

plan/decide-past

‘Hanakoj planned/decided that they should leave her house at that 

moment.’

Thus, the badness of (37) is a peculiar property of the type-ii complement 

denoting a momentary action. Given the discussion above, I suggest that the
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total ungrammaticality is attributed to the inconsistency of the required si

multaneous reading of the type-ii complement with the loose identification 

between the matrix subject and embedded subject that is inevitably re

quested to obtain semi-control interpretations

This reasoning does not exclude the possibility of controlled lexical sub

jects in the type-ii complements denoting momentary actions. Rather, it is 

predicted that, since nominative Case is licensed in this type of complement, 

controlled lexical subjects yield no problem. This is actually the case, as 

shown below.

(39) Controlled lexical subjects of the type-ii complements of momentary 

action

?(?)Hanakorwa [zibun(zisin)/kanojyo(zisin)i -ga ie-kara sono syunkan

-top self self/ she self -nom house-from that moment

syuppatusu-ru-koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta

leave-nonpast-sbj comp-acc start/try-past

’HanakOi started/tried to leave home at that moment’

The controlled lexical subjects are degraded if compared with those of the 

same type-ii complements of generic/durative actions as in (33a,b).30 It 

should be emphasized, however, that these controlled lexical subjects in (39)

30 The degree of less acceptability of (39) depends on how good/bad one 
judges the controlled lexical subjects in (33a, b).
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are much better than the semi-controlled subjects in (37) above, even if the 

latter is lexical. Moreover, the degree of less acceptability varies depending 

on speakers. This suggests, again, that the badness of this type of construc

tion is a matter of interpretation concerning tense and aspect in the comple

ment (and the matrix), but not that of Case licensing.31

Before closing this section, I add a final comment on the treatment of the 

semi-control complements in relation to passivization.32 Given Visser’s gen

eralization that subject control verbs resist passivization, I predict the follow

ing. When a semi-control structure of subjunctive complement is licensed by 

a given context, the matrix verb can be passivized. When a control structure 

is required, on the other hand, passivization of the same verb is prohibited. 

This predication is born out. The examples in (40) show that passivizatin of 

hajimeAokoromi ‘start/try’ is possible when the action denoted by the com

plement is generic or durative, hence, allow semi-control structure.

31 Another piece of evidence supporting this approach is concerning ad
verbs. So far we have used the adverb hitori-hitori-(de) ‘one by one’ to en
sure an occurrence of pro, which forces the distributive reading of a plural 
subject. If we use another adverb such as ze'nin-de ‘all the members’, which 
implies the collective reading of a plural subject, the semi-controlled subjects 
in (39) become more acceptable. This fact suggests that, if the referent of the 
embedded subject of the type-ii complement is interpreted as a single unit in
cluding that of the matrix subject, it becomes easier to get a semi-control in
terpretation; a loose identification between the former and the latter.

32 I owe the following discussion on the relevance of passivization to the 
semi-control structure of type-ii to Daiko Takahashi (p.c.)’s suggestion.
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(40) a. Context: same as in (33a)

Hanakoi-niyotte [e*  ̂mainiti hitori-hitori(-de) umi-de oyog-u 

-by everyday ‘one by one’ sea-at swim-nonpast

koto]-ga hajime/kokoromi-rare-ta

sbj eomp-nom start/try -pass-past

‘*lt was tried/started by HanakOi to swim in the sea everyday.’

b. Context: same as (33b)

HanakOj-niyotte [e-^ sibaraku hitori-hitori-de hon-o yom-u 

-by ‘ for a while' 'one by one’ book-acc read-nonpast

-koto]-ga hajime/kokoromi -rare-ta

-sbj comp-nom start/try -pass-past

‘*lt was tried/started by HanakOi to read books for a while.’

On the other hand, when the same verbs take control complements, that is, 

complements denoting a momentary action, the passivized sentence be

comes worse.

(41) ??HanakOj-niyotte [ei ie-kara sono syunkan syuppatusu-ru-koto]-ga

-by house-ffom that moment leave-nonpast-sbj comp-

nom

hajime/kokoromi -rare-ta 

start/try -passive-past

‘*lt was tried/started to leave home at that moment’
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According to Hendrick (1995), there is a similar contrast in English. As is 

shown by Baker (1988), nonobligatory control verbs such as decide allow 

passivization, as in the following.

(42) It was decided to shave oneself.

Here, the complement subject is not controlled PRO, but arbitrary PRO, and 

the complement is a generic statement. That is, when a complement ex

presses a generic action, the subject has a generic/arbitrary reference, and 

does not need obligatory control. Hendrick points out that the arbitrary refer

ence is necessary for passivization, by showing the following example.

(42) *lt is decided to shave himself/yourself.

In this example, the complement denotes a non-generic action, and the PRO 

subject should be controlled by a specific referent. The failure of passiviza

tion in such a case is in accordance with Visser’s generalization, since 

obligatory subject control is involved in that case. Furthermore, the contrast 

in (41-42) supports the observation that the control/semi-control distinction is
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related to a distinction of the types of the action denoted by the complement 

in terms of generic/non-generic.33

In sum, the facts observed in this subsection suggest that the control re

quirement by these governing verbs is optional. Both strict control and semi

control are therefore possible as long as semi-control interpretations are 

consistent with tense interpretations of the complements. The tense inter

pretations of the type-i complements and the OC complements, on the one 

hand, and that of the type-ii complements, on the other, are different, as 

mentioned earlier in this section: whether the event denoted by the comple

ment is unrealized at the point of time of the matrix or it is simultaneous with 

that point. The semi-control interpretation is difficult when the agents of two 

actions that take place simultaneously do not coincide. This is the reason the 

seemingly mysterious restriction on semi-controlled subjects exists. The dis

tinction between the OC/type-i complements and the type-ii complements in 

terms of tense will be discussed in more detail in the next section 3.3.

33 As for a durative action, since it is not necessarily generic, we cannot 
straightforwardly generalize an analysis along this line. It might be sug
gested, however, that the relation between obligatory/nonobligatory control 
and generic/non-generic distinction is a part of a certain connection between 
the referential property of an empty subject and the tense and aspectual 
properties of a predicate. We will leave the entire issue for future research.
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3.3 PRO Gate Effects34

In this section, I will demonstrate that an empty subject of the subjunctive 

complements behaves exactly like PRO in a WCO configuration. That is, the 

empty subject yields the effect same as the so-called PRO gates (Higgin

botham 1980).

In a WCO structure such as illustrated in (40) below, where an operator is 

in an A’-position and neither pronoun nor variable does not c-command each 

other, the pronoun cannot be interpreted as a bound variable.

(42) Opi... [xp ... pronounj . . . ] ... vb lj...

(ex. ?*WhOj did hiSj mother kiss ti?/?*HiSi mother kissed everyonej.)

I assume here that in such a configuration, a bound pronoun must be c- 

commanded by a variable, putting aside details of theoretical treatments of 

WCO phenomena.35 A typical example of WCO in Japanese is shown below.

(43) ?*[soitUj -no sensei]-ga darej-o susensi-ta-no?

’the guy'-gen teacher-nom who-acc recommend-past-Q

‘?*WhOj did hiSj teacher recommend?’

34 Japanese examples of PRO gates discussed in this section were originally 
presented by Daiko Takahashi (p.c.).

35 See Hornstein (1995) for a Minimalist approach to WCO effects, for ex
ample.
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The pronoun soitu is not c-commanded by the variable of the wh-operator 

dare ‘who’ at LF. Higginbotham (1980) points out that there are no WCO ef

fects in configurations such as in (44).

(44) Opi... [x p  PROj ...pronouns... ] ••• vbh...

Here, even though the pronoun is not c-commanded by the variable, it can 

serve as a bound pronoun. The only difference between this structure and 

the WCO configuration is the existence of PRO that is controlled by the op

erator, which is the so-called PRO gate. Compare (45a/b) with (45c/d).

(45) a. ?*WhOj did [her] forgetting what he* said] annoy fc?

b. ?*[HiSi getting letters from hiSj sweethearts] is important for [every 

soldiers]j.

c. Whoi did [PROj forgetting what hej said] annoy tf?

d. [PR O j getting letters from hiSj sweethearts] is important for [every sol

diers];.

Suppose that XP in (44) is the subjunctive complement and that the operator 

controls an empty subject of XP. If the empty subject is PRO, it is expected 

that there is no WCO violation thanks to the PRO gate. Before proceeding to
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the subjunctive complements, it must be confirmed that lexical and pro sub

jects do not induce such gate effects in Japanese. Consider the following ex

amples in this respect.

(46) a. darei-ga [ prOi/i/TarOj-ga/fsoitUi-no hahaoya]-ga soitUi-no

-nom -nom/'the guy'-gen mother-nom ’the guy'-gen

koibito-ni at-ta no ]-o iyagat-ta-no?

girlfriend see-past nominalizer -acc dislike-past-Q

‘WhOi disliked [Taro/s/pro/hisi mother’s seeing his, girlfriend]?

b. '?*[ prc>i//TarOj-ga/[soitUj-no hahaoya]-ga soitUi -no koibito-ni

-nom/ 'the guy’-gen mother -nom 'the guy'-gen girlfriend-dat

at-ta no ]-ga darei-niyotte iyagar-are-ta-no? 

see-past nominalizer-nom who-by dislike-pass-past-Q

‘[TarOj’s/hiSj mother’s/pro^ seeing hiSj girlfriend] was disliked by whOi?’

In (46a), the pronoun soitu cannot be interpreted as a variable bound by the 

wh-operator dare ’who’ due to the WCO effect. Even if the embedded subject 

is pro, it does not significantly change the ungrammatical status. Therefore, it 

can be assumed that PRO gate effects are obtained in Japanese.36

36 One might argue that the example in (46) (and the examples to be given 
as those concerning PRO gate below) are independently excluded. That is, it 
might be the case that soitu cannot be locally A-bound, but must be always 
A-free. Whether this condition applies or not seems to depends on speakers.

There might be another way to construct relevant examples, namely, using 
not soitu, but a reflexive zibun ‘self, which can be bound by a quantified NP 
(Saito and Hoji 1983). In that case, the wh-operator must appear as the ma
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Now, let us return to the subjunctive complements. The examples to be 

examined with respect to PRO gates must have overt structures such as 

schematized below.

(47) [ x p  P R O i ...soitUi... -koto-o/-yoo(ni(to))] ... O p i ...

Here, since the operator is the controller of PRO at the same time, it is either 

the matrix subject or the matrix dative object. It follows that the complement 

clause must be overtly moved higher than the matrix subject or object, and 

stay there at LF. It is necessary to ensure that the complement is moved to 

an A-position from which LF reconstruction does not takes place. We will first

trix subject due to the subject orientation of zibun. Taking into consideration 
this and the other conditions on constructing examples of PRO gates that are 
discussed below in the text, we tentatively present the following example in 
(i) (where zibun should not receive any emphatic or contrastive stress, since 
it should not be treated as a sort of an emphatic pronoun).

(i) [?*prOj/*soitUj-gaj zibunj -no koibito-ni doko-de at-ta to]j 
'the guy’-nom self-gen girlfriend where-dat see-past comp 

[[ t sorej-o ii-soo-mo-nai] darejj-niyotte (mina-ni) iw-are-ta-no?
it-acc say-seem-even-not who-by all-to say-pass-past-Q 

‘[that [pro/hiSj seeing self's girlfriend where] was said by which person 
who is not likely to say itj?’
Cf. [[ t sorej-o ii-soo-mo-nai] darej-ga] [ [soiturga/proj zibunj-no 

it-acc say-seem-even-not who-nom ‘the guy’-nom self-gen 
koibito-ni doko-de at-ta to]j it-ta-no? 
girlfriend-dat where-dat see-past comp say-past-Q

Although the controlled pro subjects in (i) seems less acceptable, finer ex
amination on relevant facts ought to be necessary. See also note 38.
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introduce examples to testify to A-movement of the complements, and then, 

return to those of PRO gates.

First, let us observe examples of the SC complements. Consider the fol

lowing example, where the intended reading of the pronoun sore ‘it’ is the 

one such that it is bound to the complement clause in which the operator 

doko ‘where’ occurs.

(48) ?*[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-ga [ ej dokok-de John-o 

it -acc do-seem-even-not person-nom where-at -acc

hihansu-ru -koto]-o keikakusi-ta-no? 

criticize-nonpast-subj comp-acc plan-past-Q

‘A personj who is not likely to do itj planned [ PROj to criticize

John wherek]j?’

The example is degraded only if the pronoun sore ‘it’ has the intended read

ing. This fact suggests that the pronoun serves as a variable bound by the 

complement, and also that the sentence exhibits a kind of WCO violation, 

since the pronoun sore is not c-commanded by the complement. Although 

the complement clause itself is not a wh-operator, it contains the wh-operator 

doko ‘where’. I here tentatively assume that the complement clause functions 

as a quantified antecedent of the pronoun.37 There is a piece of evidence

37 It might be assumed that the subjunctive complement is pied-piped as a 
container of the wh-operator, moves to an operator position, and binds the
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supporting this analysis. It is well-known that A-movement of an operator 

remedies a WCO violation (ex. ‘Everyone; seems to his; mother t; to be intelli

gent.’). If the less acceptability of (48) above is caused by WCO, it is pre

dicted that A-movement of the control complement cancels it. This is actually 

the case. Compare the degraded example in (48) with the following in (49), 

where the complement undergoes passivization.

(49). [ej dokok-de John-o hihansu-ru -koto]j-ga [[ t sorero si-soo-mo- 

where-at -acc criticize-nonpast-sbj comp-nom it-acc do-seem-even-

nai] hito]j -niyotte keikakus-are-ta -no? 

not person-by plan-pass-past-Q

‘[PR O j to criticize hiSj friend wherek ]; was started/planned by a person] 

who is not likely to do it;?'

The example in (49) is perfect. The moved complement need not be recon

structed to its original position at LF, since the sentence would otherwise be 

as bad as the example in (48). Based on this, we utilize this type of bound 

interpretation of the pronoun sore ‘it’ for guaranteeing A-movement of a com

plement that plays a role of the quantified antecedent of sore ‘it’.

pronoun at LF. we will leave the exact mechanism of LF operator-movement 
for future research. For detailed discussions on LF pied-piping in Japanese, 
see Nishigauchi (1990).
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Now, the sentences in (50) below exemplify PRO gates in the SC com

plements.

(50) a. ?*[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga [ ej dokok-de soitUj -no 

it -acc do-seem-even-not who-nom where-at ‘the guy'-gen 

yuujin-o hihansu-ru -koto]j -o keikakusi-ta-no? 

friend-acc criticize-nonpast subj comp-acc plan -past-Q

‘Which person, who is not likely to do it; planned [PR O j to

criticize hiSj friend wherek]j?’

b. [ej dokok-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu- ru -koto]j-ga [[ t sorej-o 

where-at ‘the guy'-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] darejj-niyotte keikakus-are-ta no? 

do-seem-even-not who -by plan-pass-past-Q

‘[P R O j to criticize hiSj friend wherek]i was planned by which

personjwho is not likely to do itj?’

In these examples, the agent NP hito ‘person’ in (48-49) above is changed 

into the wh-phrase dare ‘who’, which is the controller of the embedded empty 

subject. The sentence in (50a) is degraded because of the WCO effect. That 

is, the intended bound reading of sore ‘it’ is illicit. On the other hand, the ex

ample in (50b) significantly sounds better than (50a). Since the passivized 

complement clause in (50b) is in an A-position at LF, a WCO configuration 

such as in (50a) is avoided. Although the difference in judgements might be
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subtle, what is important here is the fact that the interpretation of soitu ‘the 

guy’ as a variable bound by dare ‘who’ is allowable in (50b), but not in 

(50a).38 Since the LF structure of (50b) corresponds to (47) above, it is as

sumed that an empty subject of the SC complement can be PRO.

38 Jun Abe (p.c.) proposes alternative examples relevant to P R O  gates in 
which the wh-operator doko ‘where’ is dropped as shown in (i-ii) below, re
porting that the occurrence of multiple wh-operators in (50) obscures gram
matical judgements concerning the availability of the bound interpretation of 
soitu. The examples in (ia-b) show an alternative way to ensure that the 
complement is in an A-position. That is, at least some speakers require that 
sore, in its non-deictic use, should be c-commanded by its antecedent at LF 
(see Ueyama 1998, for detailed discussions on this requirement as well as 
syntactic requirements on so-words in general). To them, (ib) is acceptable 
because it satisfies the c-command requirement of sore at LF

(i)a. ??[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga [ ej soitUj -no yuujin -o
it -acc do-seem-even-not who-nom ‘the guy'-gen friend -acc 

hihansu-ru -koto]j -o keikakusi-ta-no?
criticize-nonpast-subj comp-acc plan-past-Q 
‘Which personj who is not likely to do itj planned [PRO j to 
criticize hiSj friend]i?‘ 

b. [ ej soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu- ru]j -koto-ga [[ t sorej-o 
‘the guy'-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast-subj comp-nom it -acc 

si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j -niyotte keikakus-are-ta-no? 
do-seem-even-not who -by plan-pass-past-Q

‘[P R O j to criticize hiSj friendk]i was planned by which personj who 
is not likely to do itj?’

To those speakers, (iib) is an example of P R O  gate (where the SC comple
ment stays at the moved position at LF). (iib) is exactly better than (iia).

(ii)a. ?(?)[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j -ga [ ej yuujin -o hihansu
it -acc do-seem-even-not person-nom friend -acc criticize- 

-ru -koto]i-o keikakusi-ta 
nonpast-sbj comp-acc plan-past
‘A  personj who is not likely to do itj planned [PR O j to criticize 
hiSj friendji’

b. [ ej yuujin-o hihansu- ru -koto]j -ga [[ t sorei-o si-soo-mo-nai] 
friend-acc criticize-nonpast-subj comp-nom it -acc do-seem-even-not
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Second, let us turn to the OC complements. The example in (51a) below 

exhibits a WCO effect of the same kind as discussed in the case of the SC 

complement as shown in (48) above. In (51b) below, on the other hand, the 

WCO effect disappears by clause-internal scrambling of the OC complement 

(see Abe 1993, Yoshimura 1989, Saito 1992, among others). The moved 

complement stays at the scrambled position.39

(51) a. ?*[[ t sorej-o meiji-soo-mo-nai] hito ] -ga Johnj -ni [ e, dokok-de 

it -acc order-seem-even-not person-nom -dat where-at

hito]j-niyotte keikakus-are-ta 
person-by plan-pass-past

Akira Watanabe (p.c.) independently points out another problem about 
multiple-wh constructions. That is, the example in (50a) is not degraded in 
the first place to those speakers who use the operation of absorption in the 
sense of Higginbotham and May (1981) (by which a sequence of simple op
erators is mapped onto a single complex operator). In that case, it is impos
sible to detect the contrast between (50a) and (50b).

Furthermore, Watanabe (p.c.) suggests that the use of the pronoun 'soitu' 
causes the ungrammaticality independently from WCO, reporting that both 
examples of WCO and PRO gate presented here are not acceptable. The 
problem of the use of soitu is that it might have to be locally A-free (which 
seems to depend on speakers, however) The reflexive zibun ‘self should be 
used instead in that case, (see also note 35).

Noriko Yoshimura (p.c.) also suggests that the adjunct-wh phrase doko 
‘where’ in the complement, should be changed to some argument-wh phrase, 
in order to get the contrast at issue clear.

Although there might be these and other interfering factors involved in the 
examples discussed in this section, we present them as a first approximation 
of the examples of PRO gates in Japanese.

39 Interestingly, the fact shown in (51) indicates that a complement clause 
can also undergo clause-internal A-scrambling. See the discussion on the 
mechanism of A-scrambling in Chapter 5.
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yuujin-o hihansu-ru -yoo(ni(to))]j jituwa meiji-ta-no? 

friend-acc criticize-nonpast-sbj comp actually order-past-Q

‘A person who is not likely to order its actually ordered Johnj [P R O j

to criticize his friends where*]!?’

b. [ej doko*-de yuujin-o hihansu-ru -yoo(ni(to)) ]i [[ t sorej-o meeji- 

vvhere-at friend-acc criticize-nonpast-sbj comp it -acc order-

soo-mo-nai] hito]-ga Johnj-ni jituwa meiji-ta-no? 

seem-even-not person-nom -dat actually order-pass-past-Q

The followings are examples of PR O  gates in the OC complements. The 

empty subject of the O C  complement is controlled by the matrix wh-operator, 

dare ‘who’.

(52) a. ?*[[ t sorei-o meiji-soo-mo-nai] hito ]-ga darej -ni [ej doko*-de 

it -acc order-seem-even-not person-nom who-dat where-at

soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu-ru -yoo(ni(to))]j jituwa meiji-ta-no? 

"the guy'-gen friend criticize-nonpast-sbj comp actually order-past-Q

‘A person who is not likely to order itj actually ordered whomj [PR O j

to

criticize hiSj friend where*];?’

b. [ej doko*-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu-ru -yoo(ni(to))]]j [[ej 

where-at 'the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast-sbj comp

sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] hito]-ga darej-ni jituwa meiji-ta-no? 

it -acc do-seem-even-not person-nom who-dat actually order-past-Q
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Since the bound reading of soitu in the OC complement is possible in (52b), 

it is suggested that the empty subject is PRO. The acceptable status of (52b) 

becomes more clear if it is compared with examples in which a lexical subject 

appears in a non-subjunctive complement clause. Consider the following ex

ample of a WCO structure with a non-subjunctive finite complement in (53a), 

and that of cancellation of the WCO structure by passivization of the com

plement in (53b).40

(53) a. ?*/??[[ t sorei-o ii-soo-mo-nai] hito]-ga (minna-ni) [pro/Taro-ga 

it -acc say-seem-even-not person-nom all-dat -nom

dokok-de Jiro-o hihansi-ta to ]j jituwa tuge-ta no? 

where-at -acc criticize-past comp actually tell-past-Q

‘[A person who is not likely to say itijj actually told all [that pro/Taro

criticized Jiro wherek ]i? ’

b. [pro/Taro-ga dokOk-de Jiro-o hihansi-ta to]j [[t sorero ii-soo-mo-nai] 

-nom where-at -acc criticize-past comp it-acc say-seem-even-not

hito] -niyotte (minna-ni) jituwa tuge-rare-ta no? 

person-by all-dat actually tell-pass-past-Q

‘[that pro/John criticized Bill wherek ]j was actually told all by [a per

40 A question immediately arises about how the non-subjunctive finite com
plement undergoes passivization in spite of its clausal category as CP. Al
ternatively, the complement is moved by clause-internal A-scrambling, inde
pendently from passivization. The issue should be explored in future re
search.
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Observe that the following examples in (54b), where the bound pronoun soitu 

appears in the non-subjunctive finite complement, is severely degraded 

compared with (54b)

(54) a. ?*/??[[ t sorero ii-soo-mo-nai] dare]j -ga [pro/Johni-ga dokok-de 

it -acc say-seem-even-not who-nom -nom where-at

soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansi-ta to]j (mina-ni) jituwa tuge-ta no? 

'the guy'-gen friend-acc criticize-past comp all-dat actually tell-past-Q

‘Which person j who is not likely to say iti actually told all [that

praj/Johni criticized hiSj friend where* ]j? ’

b. ?*/*[pro/Johni-ga doko*-de soitUj-no yuujin-o hihansi-ta to]j 

-nom where-at 'the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-past comp

[[ t sorei-o ii-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-niyotte (mina-ni) jituwa tuge-rare-ta-no? 

it-acc say-seem-even-not who-by all-dat actually tell-pass-past-Q

‘[That prOj/Johni criticized hiSj friend where* ]i was actually reported by

which personj who is not likely to say itj?’

The examples (54b) indicate that the unacceptability due to a WCO violation 

by the offended bound pronoun soitu cannot be rescued in this context. 

Given this, compare (54b) with (52b) above, the latter which is far better than 

the former. The contrast also supports the assumption that the example of
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the OC complements in (52b) is an instance of PRO gates. Consequently, an 

empty subject of the OC complement as well as the SC complements are 

assumed to be PRO.

It has been shown in this section that PRO subjects indeed appear in the 

OC subjunctive complements marked by -yoofnifto)) and the SC subjunctive 

complements marked by - koto-o. The following are examples relevant to the 

effect of PRO gate in SC subjunctive complements marked by -yoo(ni). Since 

the same account as stated above is applicable here, it will not be repeated 

here. The examples in (55a-b) are of WCO and of its cancellation by clause- 

internal scrambling of the complement. Those in (56b) are the examples of 

the PRO gate effect.

(55) a. ?*[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-ga [ ej dokok-de John-o 

it -acc do-seem-even-not person-nom where-at -acc

hihansu-ru j -yoo(ni)] jituwa keikakusi-ta-no? 

criticize-nonpast-subj comp-acc actually plan-past-Q

‘A personj who is not likely to do itj actually planned [ PROj to criticize

John wherek]j?’

b. [ej dokOk-de John-o hihansu-ru -yoo(ni)]j [ [ t  sorej-o si-soo-mo- 

where-at -acc criticize-nonpast-sbj comp-nom it-acc do-seem-even-

nai] hito]j -ga jituwa keikakusi-ta -no? 

not person-nom actually plan-past-Q
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(56) a. ?*[[ t sorero si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga [ ej dokok-de soitUj -no 

it -acc do-seem-even-not who-nom where-at 'the guy’-gen 

yuujin-o hihansu-ru yoo(ni)]j jituwa keikakusi-ta-no? 

friend-acc criticize-nonpast subj comp-acc actually plan -past-Q

Which personj who is not iikeiy to do itj actuaiiy pianned [P R O j to

criticize hiSj friend wherek]j?’

b. [ej dokok-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu- ru -yoo(ni)]j [[ t sorej-o 

where-at 'the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga jituwa keikakusi-ta no? 

do-seem-even-not who -nom actually plan-past-Q

A group of subjunctive complements have not been mentioned so far, i.e., 

the non-control type complements. In 3.1.1 above, I have shown that these 

complements freely allow overt nominative subjects, hence, also pro sub

jects. Here it will be examined as to whether they allow PRO subjects as well 

as nominative/pro subjects, by presenting examples of the PRO gate effect in 

this types of complements. There are two types in the non-control cases: the 

one is complements of verbs of wishing and praying headed by -yoo(ni(to)) 

and by -koto, and the other is complements of factive verbs such as kuyam 

‘regret’ and yorokob ‘glad’ headed by -koto. As will be shown below, only the 

former displays the effect of PRO gate.
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(57-58) and (59-60) below are examples of the complements of nozom 

‘wish’ headed by -yoo(ni(to)) and those headed by -koto, respectively. Can

cellation of WCO violations is testified in terms of clause-internal scrambling 

for the case of -yoo(ni(to)) in (57b), and in terms of passivization for the case 

of -koto in (59b). The examples of the PRO gate effect are (58b) and (6Qb), 

both of which actually escape WCO violations.

(57) a. ?*[[ t sorero nozomi-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-ga [ e, dokok-de John-o

it -acc wish-seem-even-not person-nom where-at -acc

hihan-deki-ru \ -yoo(ni(to))] jituwa nozon-da-no? 

criticize-can-nonpast-subj comp actually wish-past-Q

‘A personj who is not likely to wish itj actually wished [ PRO j to be able

to criticize John wherek]j?’

b. [ej dokok-de John-o hihan-deki-ruyoo(ni(to))]j [[ t sorej-o nozomi-soo- 

where-at -acc criticize-can-nonpast-sbj comp it-acc wish-seem-

mo-nai] hitojj -ga jituwa nozon-da -no? 

even-not person-by actually wish-past-Q

(58) a. ?*[[ t sorej-o nozomi-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga [ ej dokok-de John-o

it -acc wish-seem-even-not who-nom where-at -acc

hihan-deki-ru -yoo(ni(to))] j jituwa negat-ta-no? 

criticize-can-nonpast-subj comp actually wish-past-Q

‘which personj who is not likely to wish itj actually wished [ PR O j to be

able to criticize John wherek]j?'
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b. [ej dokok-de John-o hihan-deki-ru-yoo(ni(to))]i [[ t sorej-o nozomi-soo- 

where-at -acc criticize-can-nonpast-sbj comp it-acc wish-seem-

mo-nai] dare]j -nom jituwa nozon-da -no? 

even-not vvho-nom actually wish-past-Q

(59) a. ?*[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-ga [ ej dokok-de soitUj -no

it -acc do-seem-even-not person-nom where-at "the guy'-gen 

yuujin-o hihan-deki-ru -koto]j -o jituwa nozon-da-no?

friend-acc criticize-can-nonpast-subj comp-acc actually wish-past-Q

‘A personj who is not likely to do itj actually wished [P R O j to criticize

hiSj friend wherek]i?’

b. [ej dokok-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu- ru -koto]j-ga [[ t sorej-o 

where-at 'the guy'-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-niyotte jituwa nozom-are-ta no? 

do-seem-even-not person -by actually wish-pass-past-Q

‘ [PRO j to criticize hiSj friend wherek]i was wished by a personj who

is not likely to do itj?’

(60) a. ?*[[ t sorej-o si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga [ ej dokok-de soitUj -no

it -acc do-seem-even-not who-nom where-at ‘the guy'-gen 

yuujin-o hihan-deki-ru -koto]j -o jituwa nozon-da-no?

friend-acc criticize-can-nonpast-subj comp-acc actually wish-past-Q

‘Which personj who is not likely to do itj acutally wished [PR O j to
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b. [e,- dokok-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu- ru -koto]j-ga [[ t sorej-o 

where-at ‘the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-niyotte jituwa nozom-are-ta no?

do-seem-even-not who -by actually wish-pass-past-Q

‘[PR O j to criticize hiSj friend w here^  was actually wished by which 

personj who is not likely to do iti?’

Let us compare these cases with the other case; factive subjunctive com

plement introduced by -koto complements. (61a-b) are examples of the com

plement of kuyam ‘regret’. (61 a-b) show a WCO effect and its cancellation by 

passivization.

(61) a. ?*[[ t sore,-o si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-ga [e j dokok-de soitUj -no

it -acc do-seem-even-not person-nom where-at ‘the guy'-gen 

yuujin-o hihansi-ta -koto]i -o jituwa kuyan-da-no? 

friend-acc criticize-past-subj comp-acc actually regret-past-Q

‘A personj who is not likely to do it,- actually regretted [that ej criti

cized hiSj friend wherek]j?’

b. [ej dokok-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansi-ta -koto]j-ga [[ t sorero 

where-at ‘the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-past sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] hito]j-niyotte jituwa kuyam-are-ta no? 

do-seem-even-not person -by actually regret-pass-past-Q
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‘[That ej criticized hiSj friend wherek]j was actually regretted by a personj 

who is not likely to do itj?’

The deviancy of the example in (62b) shows that there is no PRO gate effect.

(62) a. ?*[[ t sorei-o si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-ga [ ej dokok-de soitUj -no 

it -acc do-seem-even-not who-nom where-at ‘the guy'-gen 

yuujin-o hihansi-ta -koto]j -o jituwa kuyan-da-no? 

friend-acc criticize-past-subj comp-acc actually regret-past-Q

‘Which personj who is not likely to do itj actually regretted [that ej

criticized hiSj friend wherek]i?’

b. ??[ej dokOk-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansi-ta -koto]j-ga [[ t sorei-o 

where-at ‘the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-past sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-niyotte jituwa kuyam-are-ta no? 

do-seem-even-not person -by actually regret-pass-past-Q

‘[That ej criticized hiSj friend wherek]i was actually regretted by which

personj who is not likely to do itj?’

The less acceptability of this example should be compared with the gram- 

maticality of the example of SC complements marked by -koto shown in 

(50b) above, which is repeated in (63b) below.
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(63) a. ?*[[ t sorei-o si-soo-mo-nai] dare],-ga [ ej dokok-de soitUj -no 

it -acc do-seem-even-not who-nom where-at 'the guy’-gen 

yuujin-o hihansu-ru -koto]j -o jituwa keikakusi-ta-no? 

friend-acc criticize-nonpast subj comp-acc actually plan -past-Q

‘Which personj who is not likely to do iti actually planned [PRO j to

criticize hiSj friend w hereof?7

b. [ej dokok-de soitUj -no yuujin-o hihansu- ru -koto]i-ga [[ t sorei-o 

where-at 'the guy’-gen friend-acc criticize-nonpast sbj comp-nom it-acc

si-soo-mo-nai] dare]j-niyotte jituwa keikakus-are-ta no? 

do-seem-even-not who -by actually plan-pass-past-Q

‘[PR O j to criticize hiSj friend wherek]i was actually planned by which

personj who is not likely to do iti?’

What is important is the fact that (62b) sounds worse than (63b), the latter of 

which exemplifies the PRO gate effect. The minimal difference between fac- 

tive complements as in (62b) and SC complements as in (63b) is the type of 

the main verbs (whether factive or not), hence, the tense of the embedded 

verbs (whether past or nonpast). In connection to this, the lack of PRO gate 

effects in subjunctive factive complements reminds us of the similar case of 

non-subjunctive finite complements as shown in (54b). Both are shown to 

disallow PRO subjects in complements of which predicates are past tense. I 

will discuss the issue concerning the relation between subjects and tense in 

the next section.
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Notice that the lack of PRO gate effects in non-control type subjunctive 

complements marked by -koto is what is naturally expected under an as

sumption that nominative/pro subjects and PRO subjects complementarily 

distribute in complement clauses. On the other hand, it has already been ob

served that PRO subjects as well as nominative/pro subjects are possible in 

the rest of non-control and the entire control subjunctive complements. One 

might wonder whether it is exactly the case that the two distinct types of 

empty category, PRO and pro, alternately show up in the same context. Be

low, a few examples of the OC subjunctive complements will be shown to 

confirm the point.

Heim, Lasnik and May (1991) point out the three-way ambiguous reading 

in the example in (64) below.

(64) John and Mary told each other that they should leave.

Here, the matrix plural subject binds the matrix reciprocal object, and the 

embedded subject pronoun, they, has three readings (= ‘I’-, ‘you’-, and ‘we’- 

reading) as shown in (65-c) below.

(65) a. ’John told Mary that he should leave and Mary told John that she

should leave.’ (=T-reading)

b. 'John told Mary that she should leave and Mary told John that he
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should leave.’ (= ‘you’-reading)

c. ‘John told Mary, and Mary told John, "We (together/separately) 

should leave.’ (= ‘we’-reading)

Heim, Lasnik and May observe that PRO subject of the infinitival comple

ment, on the other hand, has only one reading that corresponds to the one in 

(65b) (= ‘you’-reading), as shown in (66) below.

(66) John and Mary persuaded each other PRO to leave.

'John told Mary that she should leave and Mary told John that he should 

leave.’ (= ‘you’-reading)

In the corresponding example in Japanese, the pronominal subject of a non

subjunctive finite complement also displays the same three-way ambiguity as 

in (65a-c), as shown the example in (67) below.41

(67) [John to Hanako]i-ga otagaij-ni [karerar ga deteik-u -bekida to]

and -nom each-other they-nom leave-nonpast-should comp

it-ta

tell-past

‘John and Mary told each other that they should leave.’ = (56a-c)

41 Daiko Takahashi (p.c.) originally pointed out to me the similarity between 
English and Japanese in this respect such as shown in (67-68).
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Furthermore, even if the overt pronoun is replaced by pro, the same three 

readings are possible, as in the following example.

(68) [John to Hanako]j-ga otagaij-ni [proj deteik-u -bekida to] it-ta

and -nom each other-dat leave-nonpast-should comp tell-past

‘John and Mary told each other that they should leave.’ = (65a-c)

Now, given this, let us consider the OC subjunctive complements. It is pre

dicted that the same three readings should be available, if an empty subject 

of an OC subjunctive complement can be pro. On the other hand, if it is 

PRO, only one of them, i.e., the ‘you’-reading as in (65c) is expected. At first 

sight, the second predication seems indeed born out by the following exam

ple in (69).

(69) [John to Hanako]j-ga otagaij-ni [ et deteik-u yoo(-ni(to))] meiji-ta.

and -nom each other-dat leave-nonpast subj. sbj .comp order-past

‘John and Mary ordered each other to leave.’ (= ‘you’-reading)

The interpretation of this example is exactly parallel with that of the English 

example in (66) above, i.e., ‘you’-reading. This fact supports that an empty 

subject of OC subjunctive complements can be PRO.
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Nonetheless, it does not deny a possibility of pro subject, either. If an ap

propriate context is given, the interpretation is significantly changed accord

ingly. Recall that semi-controlled subjects of OC subjunctive complements 

refer to someone prominent in a given context who is closely connected to 

the matrix object. Suppose that an empty subject in (68) is semi-contro!!ed, 

given an appropriate context. It is, then, predicted that the semi-controlled 

empty subject has some reading other than the ‘you’-reading. The following 

example confirms this prediction.42

(70) Context: Hanako and Taro belong to the same section of a company. They 

wanted to go to Boston on business together with other colleagues. 

[Hanako to Taro]j-ga otagaii-ni [pro, mina-de/3-nin-de Boston-ni 

and -nom each other-dat all-dat/ -cl-dat -to

syucchyoosu -ru -yoo(ni(to))] it-ta

‘make a business trip'-nonpast-sbj comp tell-past

‘Hanako and Taro told each other that they should go to Boston on

business together with the others/the other two.’

Here, the sentence means that Hanako told Taro that Taro and the oth

ers/the other two (one of whom may be Hanako) should go to Boston and 

Taro told Hanako that Hanako and the others/the other two (one of whom 

may be Taro) should go to Boston. This reading is not available in the exam-

42 This fact was pointed out to me by Jun Abe (p.c.)
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pie in (69). That is, the empty subject in (70) is not PRO, but pro. These facts 

confirm again that OC subjunctive complements allow both PRO and pro 

subjects.
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Chapter IV 

The Tense Property and

The Case Properties of Subjects

In this chapter, the tense property of subjunctive complements will be ex

plored. What will be argued is as follows; (i) the tense property of T in the 

subjunctive complements is deficient compared with that of T in non

subjunctive clauses, in spite of the fact that tense morphemes in both types 

of clauses are morphologically indistinguishable; and (ii) the tense property of 

T in a clause determines the Case property of its subject, so that Case- 

checking in Japanese, which lacks ^-feature agreement, is not mediated by 

<|>-feature agreement between T and NP/DP, but by agreement between them 

in terms of Case feature. In this sense, I adopt the mechanism of Case 

checking proposed by Chomsky (1995), but not that pursed by Chomsky 

(1998, 1999). However, I do assume that values for Case feature are deter

mined by values of T’s tense feature, following the spirit of Chomsky’s (1998, 

1999) suggestion that values for Case feature are determined by the value of 

T’s <|>-feature.

136
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The tense in subjunctive clauses is naturally different from that in non

subjunctive ones in relation to the clauses’ modal property, as seen in many 

other languages which show visible restriction in tense morphology in sub

junctive clauses. It will be maintained that the tense property of subjunctive 

complements in Japanese is significantly impoverished, compared with that 

of in non-subjunctive clauses. The deficiency will be observed mainly in li

censing of temporal adverbs and in the (un)ambiguity of temporal interpreta

tions of nonpast stative predicates. Adopting the neo-Richenbachian theory 

of tense pursued by Hornstein (1990) (see also Girogi and Pianesi 1997), I 

assume that tense structures are represented in terms of relations among the 

speech time (hereafter, S), the reference time (hereafter, R), and the event 

time (hereafter, E). Following Hornstein’s hypothesis that tense morphemes 

map from a given pair of S and R to a specific relation between them, I 

maintain that the nonpast and past suffixes in Japanese also determine SR 

relations, and contribute to the composition of SR relations and RE relations, 

forming proper tense structures, i.e., triplets of S, R, and E.

In section 4.1, it will be indicated that past tense is always disallowed in 

the subjunctive complements headed by -yoo(ni(to)), whereas it is allowed in 

some cases of those headed by -koto. That is, the subjunctive complemen

tizer -yoo(ni(to)) selects [- past] T. On the other hand, the other subjunctive 

complementizer -koto may take [+ past] or [- past] in the complement in prin

ciple, depending on types of the governing verbs. In 4.2, it will be demon
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strated that subjunctive complements are not uniform with respect to licens

ing of temporal adverbs. The raising and type-ii SC complements cannot 

have temporal adverbs that make an independent time reference. The OC, 

type-i SC, and non-control type complements, on the other hand, allow tem

poral adverbs that make a specific time reference independently from the 

matrix.

In section 4.3 (un)ambiguous readings of [- past] (= nonpast) predicates 

in subjunctive and non-subjunctive clauses will be discussed. I will first re

view ambiguity of nonpast stative predicates in non-subjunctive clauses: a 

stative predicate followed by the nonpast suffix -(r)u in a non-subjunctive 

clause is ambiguous between a simultaneous reading and a future reading 

(Ogihara 1996). Contrarily, It will be pointed out that a stative nonpast predi

cate in a subjunctive complement is unambiguous in certain cases: a non

past stative predicate in the OC and type-i SC complements (see 3.2.2) and 

in the non-control complement headed by -yoo(ni(to)) has the future reading 

only, whereas that in the type-ii SC complements has the simultaneous 

reading only. In the case of the others of the non-control type, the same 

predicate can be ambiguous.

In section 4.4, based on the unambiguity of nonpast predicates in sub

junctive complements observed in section 4.3, I will propose a mapping rule 

from a certain tense feature specified for each tense morpheme (i.e., either 

the past suffix or the nonpast suffix) to a certain relation between S and R in
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a tense structure. By the mapping rule, [+/- past] specification in T yields the 

past reading in which R precedes S, the future reading in which S precedes 

R, and the simultaneous reading in which S coincides with R. I assume that, 

while the feature [- past] basically has an ability of setting two different types 

of SR relations that correspond to the simultaneous reading and the future 

reading, it can be defective to the extent that it loses the ability, and is able to 

specify only one relation between S and R that brings about either one of the 

two readings. The assumption concerning tense features will be supported 

by the observations in 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.

In section 4.5, it will be argued that tense features are closely correlated 

with Case properties of subjects and that Case checking is not mediated by 

agreement in terms of (j)-feature (which is morphologically invisible in Japa

nese, if any), but by agreement between T and NP/DP in terms of their Case 

features, basically assuming Chomsky’s (1995) framework. It will be pro

posed that Case feature is valued by T’s tense feature, so that T’s [+ tense] 

feature determines its Case feature to be Nominative. Under the assumption 

given in 4.4, the [+ tense] feature is a prerequisite for setting an SR relation 

on its own. If a given T in a finite clause is [- tense], it cannot be interpreted 

at all unless a generic operator is induced, to give values to R (which is a 

certain time duration), and relates it to S. It will be pointed out that [- tense] 

feature is independent from [+ finite] feature, so that the presence of a tense 

suffix does not guarantee Case for a subject (Cf. Takezawa 1987). It will be
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demonstrated that raising out of CP in which T lacks the ability of nominative 

Case checking is possible whether the clause is subjunctive or not. It will also 

be shown that a certain defective [- past] feature is directly connected to li

censing of null Case for PRO. This observation concerning the deficiency of 

T in subjunctive clauses will be the basis for an analysis of long-distance A- 

scrambling out of subjunctive complements presented in Chapter 5.

4.1 [+/- Past] Tense

Here the possible combinations between matrix tense and embedded 

tense in subjunctive complements are considered. As far as the embedded 

tense being nonpast (i.e., -(r)u). main verbs can be either in nonpast or in 

past in all the cases, whether they are of the control type or the non-control 

type, whether -yoo(-ni(to)) or -koto, etc. The past tense (i.e., -fa) appears in 

a very limited way, on the other hand. As will be shown below, the generali

zation is simply as follows. Only nonpast predicates are possible in the rais

ing complement headed by -yooni, the control and non-control type comple

ments headed by -yoo(-ni(to)) and SC and OC complements headed by - 

koto. On the other hand, both nonpast and past predicates are permitted in 

non-control type complements headed by -koto.

First, the raising complement and the control type complements only al

low nonpast tense. The OC and SC subjunctive complements never allow 

embedded past tense whether they are headed by -yoo(-ni(to)) or by -koto.
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(1) Raising complement

a. Johnj-ga [ts motto benkyoosu-ru-yooni] nar -u/-ta

-nom more study-nonpast-sbj comp happen-nonpast/-past

‘It has happened that John studies harder.’

b. \Johnrga [t* motto benkyoosi-ta-yooni] nar -u/-ta
-nom more study-past-sbj comp happen-nonpast/-past

(2) OC complements

a. John-ga nakamaj-ni [ei yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusu-

-nom partner-dat dawn-by successfully ‘escape fromjail'-

ru -yoo(ni(-to))/koto-o] motome/nega -u/-ta 

nonpast sbj comp/sbj comp-acc require/hope -nonpast/-past

‘John requires/hopes/required/hoped that his partner should have suc

cessfully escaped from jail before dawn.’

b. Mohn-ga nakamarni [e, yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-ta

-past

yoo(ni(-to))/ koto-o] nega-u/-ta 

sbj com/sbj.comp-acc order-nonpast-past

(3) SC complements

a. Johnrga [ei yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusu-ru

-nom dawn-by successfully ‘escape from jail'-nonpast
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koto]-o keikakusi/hajime/tames -u/ta1

sbj comp-acc plan/start/try -nonpast/-past

‘John plans/starts/tries/planed/started/tried to escape from jail

successfully before dawn.’

b. \Johnrga [e* yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-ta

-nom dawn-by successfully‘escape from ja il’-past

koto]-o keikakusi/hajime/tames -u/ta

sbj comp-acc plan/start/try -nonpast/-past

Second, the non-control type subjunctive complements allow embedded 

past tense when they are headed by -koto, as in (4), but not when they are 

headed by -yoo(ni(to)), as in (5).

(4) -koto complements of verbs such as ‘wish’ and ‘pray’

a. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusu-ru

-top partner-nom dawn-by successfully ‘escape from ja il’-nonpast

-koto]-o nega-u/-ta

sbj comp-acc -nonpast/-past

‘John hoped that his partner would successfully escape from jail be

fore dawn.’

b. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-(oose)-ta
-accomplish-past

1 Here, keikakus ‘plan’ alternately takes the subjunctive complementizer '- 
yoo(ni)’. We just omit the case for the sake of space.
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koto]-o nega-u/ta

-nonpast/-past

‘John hopes/hoped that his partner had successfully escaped from jail 

before dawn.

The appropriate context for the examples in (4b) is as follows. One day, 

John’s partner, a prisoner, tried to escape at night, but John didn’t know 

about that at all. After the next day break, John was only told by someone 

that his partner had tried to escape last night, but again, he didn’t know 

whether the attempt was successful. So, in the morning, he hoped that his 

partner had successfully escaped from jail by dawn. (4b) is grammatical and 

felicitous under such a context. The example in (5b) below, on the other 

hand, is severely ungrammatical under whatever context.2

2 One should be careful to distinguish the ungrammatical example as in (5b) 
from a sentence embedding a direct speech of an optative sentence, as 
shown below.

(i) John-ga [(dooka) nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-
-nom please partner-nom dawn-by successfully ‘escape from ja il'- 

(masi)- ta -yooni*(to)] negat/inot -ta 
politeness-past-sbj comp wish/pray -past

‘John wished/prayed that his partner would have successfully escaped 
from the jail by dawn.’

The existence of the politeness suffix and the ungrammatically of deletion of 
-to confirm that the bracketed part of (i) is not a complement, but a quotation 
(see Ch 2: note 12). We will briefly touch upon the past optative sentence in 
section 4.4 (the example in 21).
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(5) -yoo(ni(-to)) complements of verbs such as ‘wish’ and ‘pray’

a. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusu-ru

-top partner-nom dawn-by successfully 'escape from ja il’ -nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to))] nega-u/-ta 

subj comp hope-nonpast/-past

‘John hoped that his partner had successfully escaped from jail be

fore dawn.'

b. *John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-(oose)-ta

-accomplish-past

-yoo(ni(-to))] nega-u/-ta 

-sbj comp -nonpast-past

It follows that the impossibility of past predicates in the complements headed 

by -yoo(ni(to)) cannot be attributed to some semantic restriction such that 

since they are complements of verbs such as ‘wish’ and ‘hope’, the embed

ded predicates always express unrealized events. The sentences in (6) be

low, which are examples of -koto complements of fictional verbs, more easily 

and naturally show the point. Given the same context as in (4b) above, the 

past predicate in (6b) is used to denote John’s idea that his partner had al

ready escaped from jail.

(6) -koto complements of verbs of speculation/imagination/fiction

a. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusu-ru

-top partner-nom dawn-by successfully ‘escape from jaiP-nonpast
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koto]-o soozoosu-ru/soozoosi-ta 

sbj comp-acc imagine-nonpast/imagine-past

‘John imagines/imagined that his partner would successfully escape

from jail before dawn.’

b. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-ta koto]-o

-past

soozoosu-ru/soozoosi-ta

imagine-nonpast/imagine-past

‘John imagines/imagined that his partner had successfully escaped 

from jail before dawn.’

Third, complements of factive verbs such as kiduk ‘find out’ and yorokob 

‘be glad’ headed by -koto also allow both.3

3 Koichi Takezawa (p.c.) points out that true factive verbs such as kookais 
‘regret’ only selects [+ past] predicates in the complements, and suggests as 
follows: since the embedded empty subjects of this type of factive comple
ments must be always subject-controlled, it is assumed to be PRO, and if so, 
the presence of the past tense suffix does not necessarily exclude the possi
bility of an occurrence of PRO subject.

If this is empirically correct, this type of complement belongs to non
nonpast group (but, see note 37). If the non-nonpast complement indeed al
low PRO subjects, it is not subject to our generalization made so far (i.e., 
only the non-past group complements allow PRO subjects, see 3.3). Al
though we here do not deal with this type of factive subjunctive complements 
any further, we just point out the following: (i) according to our example of 
PRO gate, this type of factive complements do not permit PRO subjects (see 
3.3, 63b), (ii) they allow semi-control structures as show in (i) below, and (iii) 
they also allow long-distance A-scrambling (see Chapter 5).

(i) Johni-wa [[jibuns-o hukum-u 4-nin]-ga hubenkyoo-de siken-ni 
-top self-acc include-nonpast 4-cI-nom ‘not to study’-at exam-dat
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(7) -koto factive complements

a. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusu-ru
-top partner-nom dawn-by successfully‘escape from jail'-nonpast

-koto]-ni kiduk-u/-ta /-koto]-o yorokob-u/-da

sbj comp-acc notice-nonpast/past /-sbj comp-acc notice-nonpast/-past

‘John notices/noticed/is glad/was glad that his partner successfully

escape from jail before dawn.’

b. John-wa [nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-ta

-past

-koto]-ni kiduk-u/-ta /-koto]-o yorokob-u/-da

sbj comp-acc notice-nonpast/past /-sbj comp-acc notice-nonpast/-past

‘John notices/noticed/is glad/was glad that his partner successfully

escape from jail before dawn.’

In sum, embedded past tense is possible (i) in the non-control type com

plements headed by -koto, but (ii) neither in the control type complements

oti-ta koto]-o kookaisi-ta 
fail-past sbj .comp-acc regret-past
‘(lit.)Johni regretted that the four people, including hinrij, failed the exam 
because of their laziness.

These facts suggest that nominative Case is available for the embedded 
subject of this type of complement, but null Case is not. The semi-control 
structure implies that pro is also possible (relevant data are omitted). Thus, 
the apparent obligatory subject-control is the preferred interpretation due to 
the semantics of the main verb, just like the case of the type-ii SC subjunc
tive complement.
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headed by -yoo(ni(-to)) and -koto , nor in the non-control type complements 

headed by -yoo(ni(-to)). I refer to (i) as past group, and (ii), as non-past 

group. The embedded tense in the non-past group is strictly restricted; that 

is, it is always specified as [- past]. In other words, the subjunctive comple

mentizer -yoo(ni(-to)) always selects [- past] T as its complement, whereas 

the subjunctive complementizer -koto selects both [- past] T as well as [+ 

past] T.

Notice that the distinction between the non-past group and the past group 

does not coincide with the distinction between the control type and the non- 

control type. That is, the past group covers the non-control type with one ex

ception; the non-control type of complements headed by -yoo(ni(-to)) belongs 

to the non-past group. In section 4.5, I will examine how this specification of 

tense feature relates to the Case properties of complement subjects.

4.2 (In)dependent Tense

In this section it is examined whether tense in subjunctive complements is 

able to make an independent specification of R. This property is examined by 

the licensing of temporal adverbs. Some subjunctive complements allow 

temporal adverbs denoting different points of time from those in the main 

clauses, whereas others do not. Let us tentatively refer to the distinction in 

terms of ‘(in)dependent tense'. I will discuss how the property of dependent
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tense is derived from more general deficient tense property of subjunctive 

complements in 4.4.

Below, it will be shown that independent tense exists in the control and 

non-control subjunctive complements headed by -yoo(ni(to), and the type-i 

control and non-control type subjunctive complements headed by -koto, 

whereas dependent tense appears in the type-ii SC subjunctive comple

ments headed by -koto and the raising subjunctive complement headed by - 

yooni.

Nakau (1973) points out that tense in what I call the type-ii complements 

cannot refer to any time independent from the matrix tense, and that the em

bedded nonpast predicate is always interpreted either as being the same as 

the matrix tense or as being generic/habitual. In the example in (8) below, the 

matrix clause denotes an event in the past, i.e., on the day before yesterday. 

Since the matrix event and the embedded event are contemporaneous, the 

complement cannot be modified by the temporal adverb asu ‘tomorrow’, nor 

even by the temporal adverb kinoo ‘yesterday’, which also denotes the past.4

4 The following example appears to be a counterexample to the existence of 
dependent tense in this type of complement at first sight, since the two ad
verbs the complement makes its own specific time reference.

(i) kinoo-no Mary-ga [e kyoositu-ni gogo 3-ji-ni i-ru 
yesterday-gen -nom classroom-dat p.m. -time-dat be-nonpast 
-koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 
-sbj comp-acc start/try-past
‘Yesterday, Mary started/tried to be in the classroom at 3 o’clock.’
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(8) a. slightly modified from Nakau (1973):VI.2.1.(19)

*Johrij-wa [PRO* asu/kinoo umi-de oyog-u koto]-o

-top tomorrow/yesterday sea-dat swim-nonpast-sbj .comp-acc

ototoi kokoromi-ta

the day before yesterday attempt-past

‘*The day before yesterday, John attempted to swim in the sea 

yesterday/tomorrow.’

b. *Johni-wa [PR O i asu/kinoo umi-de oyog-u koto]-o

-top tomorrow/yesterday sea-dat swim-nonpast sbj .comp-acc

ototoi hajime-ta

the day before yesterday start-past

'* The day before yesterday, John started to swim in the sea yester

day/tomorrow.’

On the other hand, as is naturally expected, the type-i and OC comple

ments can make their own specific time reference that is independent with 

respect to the time reference made by the matrix.

However, such an example is always the case in which the embedded ad
verb does not independently point to a time different from the time expressed 
by the matrix. In this case, too, the adverb phrase gogo 3-ji-ni ‘at 3 o’ clock’ is 
interpreted relative to the matrix. Since the matrix refers to the past, the des
ignated time ‘3 o’ clock’ is, of course, at yesterday. We take it that the de
pendent tense cannot specify its own time reference, apart from the time ref
erence made by the matrix.
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(9) John-ga [e, asu/kinoo umi-de oyog-u -yoo(ni)/koto-o]

-nom tomorrow/yesterday sea-dat swim-nonpast-sbj.comp/sbj comp-acc

ototoi keikakusi/kime-(tei)-ta

the day before yesterday plan/decide-past (perf)

The day before yesterday, John made a plan/decision that he will swim in 

the sea yesterday/tomorrow.’

(10) John-wa Maryrni [ei asu/kinoo umi-de oyog-u yoo(ni(-to))

-top -dat tomorrow/yesterday sea-dat swim-nonpast sbj .comp

/koto-o] ototoi nozon-(dei)-ta

sbj.comp-acc the day before yesterday want-past (perf)

The day before yesterday, John wanted Mary to swim in the sea yester

day/tomorrow.'

Since the complements in (8-10) all belong to the same non-past group, the 

appearance of tense morphology in the type-ii SC complements and the OC 

complements is uniform. Nevertheless, the substantial content of tense fea

ture in the former type is more severely defective than the latter. That is, 

while tense in the type-ii complements is dependent, tense in the OC com

plements is independent.

Now, the distinction between independent tense and dependent tense 

does not correspond to the distinction between control type and non-control
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type, again, as the distinction between [+ past] and [-past] does not (see 4.1). 

The non-control subjunctive complements headed by by -yoo(ni(-to)) have 

their own independent time reference, even though it belongs to non-past 

group, as shown below.

(11) John-wa [ Mary-ga asu/kinoo umi-de oyog-u yoo(ni(-to))]

-top -nom tomorrow /yesterday sea-dat swim-nonpast sbj comp

ototoi negat-(tei)-ta

the day before yesterday wish-past-(perf)

The day before yesterday, John wished that Mary would swim in the sea 

yesterday/tomorrow.’

Since the rest of the non-control type complements also belong to the past 

group, it is straightforwardly expected that their tense is independent, making 

a specific time reference. The sentence in (12) below shows that the com

plements of fiction verbs actually have independent tense.

(12) John-wa [ Mary-ga asu/kinoo umi-de oyog-u koto]-o

-top -nom tomorrow/yesterday sea-dat swim-nonpast sbj comp-acc

ototoi soozosi-(tei)-ta

the day before yesterday imagine-past (perf)

The day before yesterday, John imagined that Mary would swim in the 

sea yesterday/tomorrow.’
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Another member of the past group, the complements of factive verbs, also 

make an independent time reference, although the point of time reference is 

naturally limited to in the past (because the factive complements denote fac

tual events that have alreadv taken olaceV
4 « /

(13) John-wa [ Mary-ga iti-nen-mae umi-de oyoi-da koto]-ni

-top -nom one-year-before sea-dat swim-past subj comp-dat

kinoo kidui-ta 

yesterday notice-past

'Yesterday, John noticed/found out that Mary swam in the sea a year 

ago’

Finally, compare the raising subjunctive complement introduced by - 

yooni. As the following example shows, the complement does not permit an 

independent temporal adverb modifying it, suggesting that its tense is also 

dependent.

(14)‘ Johni-ga [tj umi-de asu/kinoo oyog-u 

-nom sea-dat tomorrow/yesterday swim-nonpast

-yooni] ototoi nat-ta

-subj comp the day before yesterday happen-past

'Yesterday, it happened that Mary will swim in the sea now/tomorrow.’
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Recall that the complement expresses a result, i.e., a natural consequence of 

the situation (see 3.1). Since the matrix predicate is past, the result is what 

had been already obtained by the matrix event time. Thus, the complement 

does not express some event in the present or future time in spite of its sur-

fapo nnnnact mnrnholnnw Tho rojojnn Mjifh .wnnn/ r*l«aorly/ rJio_• v«vv i iiv  wwiii|^iwiiiCm vvitii y w s u i n  uiw

plays not only the independent property of tense, but also its tense-less 

property, i.e., [- tense].5 I will later touch upon what role the [- tense] feature 

plays in relation to the construction of tense structures and the checking of 

nominative Case (see 4.4 and 4.5).

In short, except for the dependent tense in the type-ii SC complements 

(and in raising complements), tense in the type-i SC, OC, and non-control 

type, subjunctive complements are independent.

4.3 (Un)ambiguity of Nonpast Predicates

This section discusses temporal interpretations of nonpast predicates in 

subjunctive complements, indicating that T in subjunctive complements is 

more defective than T in non-subjunctive complements. The topic is signifi

cant, in particular, in the case of non-past group. Since predicates in this 

group of complements are limited to be nonpast, a question immediately

5 This property is exactly shared by the non-tensed form followed by -te, 
which we discussed in 2.1.1. In 4.5, the tense-less property will be further 
discussed.
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arises what tense they are allowed to denote compared with past/nonpast 

predicates in non-subjunctive clauses.

Recall that subjunctive complements do not just state or describe actions, 

states, or events, but additionally express the speakers’ certain attitudes to

ward them In this sense, the tense interpretations of subjunctive comple

ments depend on the semantics of the governing verbs. For example, the 

complement of a main verb such as ‘order’, ‘ask’, and so on, only denote an 

action to be realized at some time later than the time of ordering, asking, and 

so on. As was observed in the previous subsection, however, the semantics 

of the governing verbs is not the sole factor that decides the tense form of a 

complement predicate (e.g., the contrast between the non-control comple

ment headed by -yoo(ni(to)) of verbs of wishing and praying, and the com

plement headed by -koto of the same groups of verbs with respect to [+/- 

past]). Subjunctive complements, thus, independently signify some tense that 

is not only restricted by the semantics of the main verbs (hence, by the rele

vant modal meanings), but are also determined by the tense features, such 

as we have seen so far, which are syntactically connected with the surface 

tense morphology of subjunctive clauses. Below, I will investigate the tense 

property of subjunctive complements from this point of view.6

6 See Ogihara (1996) for a modal-theoretic approach to the semantics of 
tense in Japanese and English, in particular, for a semantic approach to SOT 
phenomena in terms of a de se analysis of attitudes.
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Let us begin with a review of basic tense interpretations of nonpast predi

cates in non-subjunctive clauses in Japanese, and then compare them with 

the case of subjunctive complements. First, consider nonpast predicates in 

non-subjunctive main clauses. As pointed out by Ogihara (1996: Ch1), a sta

tive verb followed by the nonpast tense suffix ~(r)u, as in (15) below, is am

biguous between a simultaneous reading and a future reading.7, 8

7 Below, we will ignore non-verbal tensed predicates, such as adjectives. 
Some of nonpast adjectives of stage-level are ambiguous between the future 
reading and the simultaneous reading, in the same way as the nonpast sta
tive verbs as shown in (15).

(i) Sono syobyoosi-ga (ima/asu) syutudoo-kanoo da
that fireman-nom now/tomorrow ‘go into action’-able ‘be nonpast’
The fireman is now available/The fireman will be available tomorrow.’

Others are interpreted only as being simultaneous with the speech time, 
however.

(ii) Sono syobyoosi-ga (ima/*asu) genki da
that fireman-nom now/tomorrow lively ‘be nonpast’
The fireman is now lively/The fireman will be lively tomorrow.’

Those of individual-level are not ambiguous in the same way, either. Al
though such an adjective denotes a state that holds at the speech time, a 
temporal adverb such as ima ‘now’ cannot appear because of the permanent 
status of the denoted state.

(iii) Sono syobyoosi-ga (*ima/*asu) tyoosin da
that fireman-nom now/tomorrow tall ‘be nonpast’
The fireman is tall.’

We do not discuss how these readings of adjectives are derived, which is 
beyond the scope of this study.

8 This sentence has another reading; that is, a generic/habitual reading. The 
generic/habitual reading will be discussed later in this section.
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(15) John-ga/wa9 kyoositu-ni i-ru

-nom/top classroom-dat be-nonpast

‘John is in the classroom’ or ‘John will be in the classroom.’

The simultaneous reading is such that John is in the classroom at the mo

ment of speech, and the future reading is such that John will be in the class

room at some future time relative to the moment of speech. That is, the non

past suffix -(r)u functions both as a present marker and as a future marker. 

This is one major difference form English, where stative present predicates 

refer to the moment of speech, but not to the future.

Similarly, when a nonpast stative predicate is embedded in a comple

ment, it has both the simultaneous reading and the future reading. Japanese 

is one of the non-SOT (sequence of tense) languages (see Nakamura 1995, 

Ogihara 1996, Kusumoto 1998). That is, tense in a finite complement is in

9 To reduce the less acceptability caused by the nominative marking when 
the sentence is uttered out of the blue, the topic marking should be used in
stead. Although the formal noun -koto is usually added at the end of the 
sentence for the same reason in the literature, we here want to avoid confu
sion between the formal noun -koto and the subjunctive complementizer - 
koto (for the necessary distinction, see 2.2.2).
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terpreted as being relative to the matrix event time (see also Miyamoto 1993 

for an analysis of the case of temporal adverbial clauses). Consequently, 

both simultaneous and future readings of an embedded nonpast stative 

predicate are interpreted in relation to the matrix event time. Consider the 

following example.

(16) Mary-ga [John-ga kyoositu-ni i-ru to] it-ta

-nom -nom classroom-dat be-nonpast comp say-past 

‘Mary said that John was in the classroom (at the moment of her say

ing.)'

The sentence means that John’s being in the classroom was simultaneous 

with Mary’s saying so in the past. This simultaneous reading is the same one 

as the English translation has. The so-called shifted reading is not available, 

However. This sentence does not mean that John’s being in the classroom 

took place earlier than Mary’s saying in the past, which is another interpreta

tion of the English translation.

The following example shows a future reading of an embedded nonpast 

non-stative predicate.

(17) a. Context: One day, Bill noticed that no one was in the classroom. Then, he

asked, ‘Well, who will be in the classroom (tomorrow)?'.

Mary-ga [John-ga (asu) kyoositu-ni i-ru to] it-ta
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-nom -nom tomorrow classroom-dat be-nonpast comp say-past 

‘Mary said that John will be in the classroom (tomorrow/in some future 

relative to the moment of speech).'

Even if the adverb asu ‘tomorrow’ does not appear in the complement, the 

future reading is clearly available under an appropriate context. The denoted 

future time is relative to the matrix event time, again. These facts evidently 

indicate that tense structures of embedded clauses are always interpreted as 

being relative to the matrix event time.10, 11

10 This is generally hold in Japanese even if an embedded predicate is past, 
as shown in the following contrast between English and Japanese:

(i) a. John said [that Mary was sick],
b. John-ga [Mary-ga byooki-da to] it-ta

-nom -nom sick-’be nonpast’ comp say-past

The English example is ambiguous between a reading in which Mary’s sick
ness is simultaneous with John’s saying and another in which Mary’s sick
ness is earlier than John’s saying. On the other hand, the Japanese exam
ple, where the embedded predicate is nonpast, only has the former reading.
We will not go into theoretical details of such non-SOT phenomenon any 
further. See Ogihara (1997) and references cited there.

11 This generalization reminds us of the SOT rule for infinitival complements 
proposed by Homstein (1990: p. 148).

(i) SOT rule for infinitival clauses: Associate En with Rn-i

Actually, if this rule applies to (subjunctive as well as non-subjunctive) com
plements in Japanese, correct interpretations seem to be derived. Notice that 
the SOT rule for finite complements is that Sn is associated with En-i. As
suming that English infinitival clauses lack their own S points (and if S does 
not exist, R and E cannot receive interpretations in relation with S), Homstein 
gives the rule as in (i). Then, there seems no necessarily reason why Japa-
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Now, keeping this in mind, let us return to the non-past group of subjunc

tive complements. They behave rather differently. First, in the case of OC 

and type-i SC complements and non-control complements headed by - 

yoo(ni(to)), an action denoted by the complement is unrealized at the event 

time of the matrix action such as ordering, planning, etc. takes place. This 

interpretation amounts to a future reading interpreted relative to the matrix 

event time that is observed for nonpast stative predicates in non-subjunctive 

complements. Consider the following example.

(18) a. kinoo Mary-ga John-ni [e kyoositu-ni (asu) i-ru

yesterday -nom -dat classroom-dat (tomorrw) be-nonpast

-yoo(ni(to))/koto-o] meiji-ta 

-sbj comp/sbj comp-acc order-past

‘Yesterday, Mary ordered John to be in the classroom (tomorrow/later 

than the moment of her ordering.’

b. kinoo John-ga [e kyoositu-ni (asu) i-ru -yoo(ni)/ 

yesterday -nom classroom-dat (tomorrw) be-nonpast-sbj comp/

koto-o] keikakusi/kime-ta 
sbj comp-acc plan/decide-past

‘Yesterday, John decided/planned to be in the classroom (tomorrow).’

nese finite complements, which have S, are always subjects to the SOT rule 
as in (i). We will leave other relevant questions for future study.
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c. kinoo Mary-ga [John-ga kyoositu-ni (asu) i-ru -yoo(ni)12

12 The longest form of this complementizer -yoonito must be avoided here. 
As has been mentioned earlier (note 2, see also Ch2: note 12, note 22), a 
main sentence headed by -yoo(ni) can be embedded as a direct quotation. If 
the embedded clause is a quoted speech of a main optative sentence, it is 
predicated that the sentence allow both simultaneous and future readings. 
This is because T in a main optative sentence is not defective, but as com
plete as T in non-subjunctive clauses (see relevant discussion in 4.4). This 
prediction is born out by the following example.

(i) kinoo Mary-ga [John-ga kyoositu-ni (asu) i-(mas)-u 
yesterday -nom -nom classroom-dat (tomorrw) be-politeness-nonpast 
-yooni *(to) ] nega/inot-ta
-sbj comp quotation marker wish/pray-past
‘Yesterday, Mary wished that John would be in the classroom (tomor
row).’

The quoted speech easily refer to the event that is simultaneous of the matrix 
action, i.e., Mary’s wishing/praying. Speakers, including myself, report that 
the example in (i) contrasts with (18c) above with respect to the availability of 
the simultaneous reading. The point is clearly shown by the following exam
ple, in which a non-stative nonpast progressive predicate appears:

(ii) kinoo Mary-ga [ame-ga hut-tei-ru -yooni??(to)] nega/inot-ta 
yesterday -nom -nom fall-prog-nonpast-sbj comp wish/pray-past 
‘Intended reading = Yesterday, Mary wished that it was raining at the 
moment of wishing.’

As will be discussed in 4.4, a non-stative nonpast progressive predicate must 
be interpreted only as being a simultaneous with the moment of speech. The 
fact that the example in (ii) where -to does not occur is degraded indicates 
that the forced simultaneous reading of the complement predicate is incom
patible with some tense property of T in this type of subjunctive complement.

One might still consider a simultaneous reading to be available in this type 
of complement (such as in 18c). That is, a stative nonpast predicate in sub
junctive complements might permit an interpretation such that the event re
ferred to by the predicate starts at the moment of speech and continues for 
some time after the moment of speech. In non-subjunctive complements, 
however, the same stative nonpast predicate never allows such a interpreta
tion. Thus, even though the non-past group of subjunctive complements ap
parently refer to the moment of speech, the interpretation should be distin-
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yesterday -nom -nom classroom-dat (tomorrw) be-nonpast-sbj comp

nega/inot-ta

wish/pray-past

‘Yesterday, Mary wished that John would be in the classroom (tomor

row).’

John’s being in the classroom did not occur at the matrix event time, which is 

in the past, and it will occur later than that. That is, the event denoted by the 

complement never takes place at the exactly same time as the matrix event 

time. Even though both events took place in the past, the matrix event al

ways precedes the event denoted by the complement, as shown in the case 

of the above examples without the adverb asu ‘tomorrow’. Thus, this type of 

complement is interpreted only as denoting some future time relative to the 

matrix event time.

This restricted reading is not simply derived from the semantics of the 

governing verbs. That is, for example, as shown (4) above, in the non-control 

type complement, there should be no conflict between the semantics of the 

main verbs such as ‘wish’ and ‘pray’ and that of their complements even if 

the complements refer to events that is simultaneous with the matrix. There

fore, the unavailability of the simultaneous reading of the example in (18c) is

guished from the strict simultaneous reading of a stative nonpast predicate in 
non-subjunctive clauses.
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fore, the unavailability of the simultaneous reading of the example in (18c) is 

not follow from some hypothetical semantic requirement by the main verbs of 

this kind of complement.

Second, a nonpast stative predicate in the type-ii SC complements oppo

sitely expresses an action that is simultaneous with the matrix action: they 

only yield the simultaneous reading. This reminds us of what we have ob

served in the previous section, where it is indicated that these types of com

plements disallow independent temporal adverbs. The situation is actually 

more restricted, however. Consider the following example.

(19)kinoo-no gogo 3-ji Mary-ga [e kyoositu-ni (*asu/*5-hun-go-ni)

yesterday-gen p.m. -time -nom classroom-dat (tomorrw/"5 minutes later")

i-ru -koto]-o hajime/kokoromi-ta 

be-nonpast-sbj comp-acc start/try-past

‘Yesterday, at 3 o’clock, Mary started/tried to be in the classroom 

(*tomorrow/*5 minutes later).’

Here, the matrix states the event that took place at yesterday, 3 p.m. The 

subjunctive complement expresses the action that occurs at the same time. 

Accordingly, it does not permit the adverb asu ‘tomorrow’, nor the temporal 

adverbial phrase go-hun-go-ni ‘5 minutes later1, the latter of which does not 

refer to some time not in the past, but to some past time
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non-contemporaneous with the matrix event time. That is, the nonpast stative 

predicate in this type of complement strictly requires the simultaneous inter

pretation relative to the matrix event time.

It is now suggested that nonpast predicates in subjunctive clauses are not 

only specified in terms of [+ tense, -past], and that a certain feature deter

mines whether those predicates allow both future and simultaneous read

ings, and if not, which reading they yield. In the next section, a certain map

ping mechanism from tense features to tense structures and how it correctly 

captures the necessary distinction in (un)ambiguous reading of nonpast 

predicates in Japanese will be proposed.

4. 4 Mapping from Tense Features to Tense Structures in 

Japanese

In this section, will present a mechanism of mapping from tense features 

to tense structures, basically under Hornstein’s (1990) neo-Richenbachian 

framework. The analysis to be proposed will nicely account for various read

ings of nonpast predicates in subjunctive and non-subjunctive clauses.

Hornstein argues that a tense morpheme composes an SR relation and 

an RE relation, mapping to a tense structure made of S, R, and E, and that 

tense morphemes and aspectual morphemes deal with SR relations and RE
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phemes in English that give rise to the following correlation between the 

tense morphemes and the tense structures:

(20) Hornstein (1990: p. 111, 42ai-ii):

present morpheme: associate S and R: S, R 

past morpheme: R removed to left of S: R_S 

future morpheme: R removed to right of S: S_R

After a certain SR relation is determined by a tense morpheme, it is tied to

gether with a corresponding RE relation by an ordering principle proposed by 

Hornstein (1990: p.113, 43a), which ends up with a complete tense structure. 

The ordering principle requires that the linear order of RE should be identical 

to the linear order of SR in a tense structure, if not intrinsically determined 

(by some aspectual morpheme, for example). Thus, for example, (S, R) is 

tied together with (R, E), which results in (S, R, E), i.e., the present tense 

structure.

Suppose, then, that Japanese tense morphemes, the nonpast suffix and 

the past suffix, basically do the same as the English tense morphemes. That 

is, they determine SR relations. I assume, furthermore, that not a tense suffix

(0 (E, R_S) = past, (S, R, E) = present, (S_R, E) = future

That is, (x v) and (x, y), represent ‘x precedes y’ and ‘x is coincides with y\ 
in a time line from left to right, respectively. We do not deal with the perfect 
tenses below.
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itself, but a certain tense feature specified for each tense suffix, is responsi

ble for constructing an SR relation. Let us consider what feature determines 

what SR relation. First of all, it is natural to assume that [+ finite] T is qualified 

to have both S and R (see note 11). If a given [+ finite] T is [+ tense], it can

Hotormjnoe cnrno cpor'ifio QD relation r>n ite nwm ^  If if ic T_ toncol it rpnnnt
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make its own SR relation. Later in this section, how [+/- finite, +/- tense] T 

behaves will be shown.

Then, if a given T is [+ tense], it can basically determine one of the three

possible relations between S and R, namely, (S, R),15 (R S), and (S R). I

assume that [+/- past] is specified for each [+ tense] T and specifically de

termines one SR relation according to the following mechanism. Mapping of 

the past tense structure is simple. It is assumed that [+ past] T set the SR

relation as (R S), just like the case of English past morpheme. Recall here

that a nonpast predicate in Japanese is ambiguous between a simultaneous 

reading and a future tense reading in certain cases (see 4. 3). If such a 

predicate appears in a main clause, the simultaneous reading amount to a 

present tense reading. It follows that [- past] T in Japanese ambiguously de

14 The [+ tense] feature assumed here plays a role that is almost corre
sponding to what T1 does under Girorgi and Pianesi’s (1997) theory of tense 
structures.

15 (S, R) is equivalent to (R, S) here. There is an issue concerning this point, 
however. See Hornstein (1990: pp. 213-216) and references cited there, for 
example.
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termines SR relations in principle, contrary to the case of English present 

morpheme.16 How does [- past] T set SR relations?

The feature specification of [- past] signifies that mapping by way of the [+ 

past] feature is not applicable. Since the [+ past] T puts R to left to S in a time 

line (hence, creates (R_S). what f- past] T does is either to associate S and 

R, or to put R to right of S in a time line. This simply accounts for the ambigu

ity of a [- past] stative predicate in non-subjunctive clauses, which yields both 

a future interpretation based on the (S R) relation, and a present (i.e., si

multaneous) interpretation from the (S, R) relation. This way of mapping by [- 

past] T can be stated more clearly. That is, [- past] T has both ability of asso

ciating S and R, and that of separating R to right of S.

Given this mechanism, the limited interpretations of a [- past] stative 

predicate in the subjunctive complement of the non-past group is also 

straightforwardly explained in our terms. The [+/- past] feature of T in a sub

junctive complement of this group is not as complete as that of T in non sub

junctive clauses, since the former is always fixed as -, and never altered into 

+. That is, [- past] T in the former is not only different from, but also more de

ficient than, [- past] T in the latter. Let us refer to [- past] T in the former case 

as [- past] def (which represents a defective/deficient [- past] feature).

16 Therefore, Homstein’s (1990: p.113, 43b) mapping principle as in (i) below 
is not applicable to Japanese tense system.

(i) Morphemes unambiguously determine unique mappings.
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There are two types of [- past] defl [- past] def and more, namely, most de

fective [- past] def- Let us refer to the former ‘type-i’ [- past]def, and to the latter 

‘type-ii’ [- past]def- The type-i and ii [- past]def appear in the corresponding 

types of the SC control complements (but not in the case of the OC comple

ments, see 3 2 .2). The type-ii [- pastUjf is the most defective so that it does 

not have an ability of making a relation greatly changed from the initial stage 

of mapping. That is, it cannot do almost anything other than just coupling SR 

together in a tense structure, hence yielding (S, R) only. This SR relation 

provides a simultaneous reading, after the application of the ordering rule of 

the RE relation as introduced above. The type-i [- past] def feature, on the 

other hand, is slightly richer, and has an ability to do some more operation: 

that is, it puts R in a point different from S in a tense structure, creating the 

relation (S R). This SR relation finally reaches the tense structure for a fu

ture reading.

Under this analysis of tense features, it follows that subjunctive comple

ments are different from non-subjunctive clauses not only in their modal 

property induced by the subjunctive complementizers, but also in their tense 

property in certain cases. The subjunctive complementizers sometimes (but 

not every time) select defective T. In raising complements, the complemen

tizer -yooni takes [- tense] T. In the type-ii SC subjunctive complements 

headed by -yoo(ni) and/or -koto, T must be the most defective [- past], i.e., 

type-ii [- pastjdef. In the OC and type-i subjunctive complements and the non
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control complement headed by -yoo(ni(to)), T must be the type-i [- past] def. In 

the rest of the non-control types headed by -koto, T is not defective at all, 

and is as complete as T in subjunctive complements. Thus, the difference 

between them lies not in T, but only in C.

pM r+horm oro  fh o  fo n c o  nrAnoft>/ X  in iKm in fh o  rn o ti w* 4,1«w 111 iwi w, u iw  piwja/wiiy wi i lii g u k/ju iiu iivu  widuoCo m u iC iw u i

context are accounted for as in the following way. In main clauses, the sub

junctive complementizer in a weak imperative sentence, -yoo(ni) or -koto, al

ways takes the type-i [- past]det T, which is less defective and interpreted as 

denoting a future event. The future reading is properly associated with the 

modal meaning also induced by the subjunctive complementizer such as the 

speaker’s strong intention.17,18 On the other hand, as we have observed in

4.1 that, in the non-control subjunctive complement of verbs meaning ‘wish’ 

and ‘pray’, the complement may denote an event in the past (which is

17 Note also that this account is applicable for the case of purposive clauses, 
which are headed by -yoo(ni(to), without additional assumptions.

18 Note that even if an adverb such as ima ‘now’ or tatta ima ‘right naw’ ap
pears in an imperative sentence, the moment of ordering cannot be identical 
to the point of time when the order is carried out. That is, such a sentence 
should not be interpreted as an instance of the simultaneous reading.
This is shown by the fact that the adverb ima ‘now’ in an imperative sen

tence can be replaced by adverbs such as (ima) sugu ‘(now) quickly’ or ta- 
dati-ni promptly/immediately’ without any change in the meaning. On the 
other hand, if the adverb ima ‘now’ is used as a deictic adverb to denote the 
speech time in subjunctive/non-subjunctive clauses, it cannot be replaced by 
those adverbs of the different meaning.

It is suggested that there is no simultaneous reading in imperative sen
tences, which seems to be naturally the case.
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4.1 that, in the non-control subjunctive complement of verbs meaning ‘wish’ 

and ‘pray’, the complement may denote an event in the past (which is 

marked by the past suffix), as long as the complement is headed by -koto. 

That is, such a situation is just semantically normal. Then, I predict that the 

subjunctive complementizer in an optative sentence, i.e., -yoo(ni), allows a 

past predicate, meaning that the speaker wants the denoted event to have 

come out in the past.19 The following example confirms the point.

(21) (dooka) nakama-ga yoake-madeni umaku datsugokusi-

inteijection partner-nom dawn-by successfully 'escape from jair-

It is suggested that there is no simultaneous reading in imperative sen
tences, which seems to be naturally the case.

19 Recall that the type-i [- pastjdef T is selected by -yoo(ni) and -yoo(ni(to)) in 
complements. One might, then, wonder why the same form -yoo(ni) is al
lowed to select non-defective T in main clauses. We do not have a straight 
answer to this question.

Here, we just point out that our observation clearly indicates that there is no 
intrinsic requirement of selecting defective T by the subjunctive complemen
tizers. In other words, the invariant property of the subjunctive complemen
tizers is their modal property, but not their selectional property concerning T. 
Still, the defective tense property of the complements, such as we have ob
served so far, is importantly connected with the modal property of the com
plementizers. Subjunctive clauses accordingly appear in the various con
texts.

It seems, thus, that there is no obvious correspondence between the shape 
of C and the type of T in Japanese, expect that the absence of the clause- 
type indicator -yoo(ni) in [+ finite] CP signifies the presence of non-defective 
T (that is, if the clause subordinator -to is the only member of C, it means that 
the complement is non-subjunctive. Furthermore, if -to selects [+ finite] T, 
then, it has no deficient tense feature). Relevant questions are left for future 
research.
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(masi) -ta -yoo(ni) 

politeness-past-sbj comp

‘(I wish) My partner successfully escaped from the jail by dawn.’

Additionally, the prediction is that since there is no defectiveness in [+/- past] 

specification for T in the optative sentences, [- past] T allows both the simul

taneous reading and the future reading, unlike [- past]def T in the weak im

perative sentences. This is actually the case, as shown below.

(22) (dooka) Mary-ga kyoositu-ni asu/ima i-(mas)-u

interjection -nom classroom-dat tomorrow/now be-politeness-nonpast

-yoo(ni)

-sbj comp

‘I (wish) Mary be in the classroom now or Mary will be in the classroom 

tomorrow.’

These facts also support the analysis of the nonpast tense suffix.

Under this analysis, the distinction between independent and dependent 

tense observed in 4.2 is attributed to the degree of defectiveness of [- past] 

feature of T in subjunctive complements and to the general principle that the 

tense interpretation of a complement is given relative to the matrix event time 

(see 4.3). When the most defective nonpast tense (= type-ii [- past]def) ap

pears in a complement, it always requires the strict simultaneous reading
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relative to the matrix event time, as in the case of type-ii SC complement. A 

temporal adverb in the complement must not refer to some point of time that 

is contradictory to the (S, R) relation. A temporal adverb modifies E and/or R 

points. But it cannot change the tense structure already given (see Hornstein 

19990: CH.1. for examples). When the less defective nonpast tense (= type-i 

[- past] def) appears in a complement, on the other hand, it always requests 

the future reading relative to the matrix event time, as in the OC and the 

type-i SC complement and the non-control complement headed by - 

yoo(ni(to)). A temporal adverb in the complement, then, may denote any 

point of time as long as it is later than the matrix event time. As a conse

quence, a specific feature such as [+/- independent] is not further needed 

(Cf. Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1999).

This analysis also correctly predicts that nonpast stative predicates in the 

past group complements show ambiguity. Since predicates in this group of 

complements can be either [+ past] or [- past], the feature specification with 

respect to [+/- past] for T in this group is as complete as that for T in non

subjunctive clauses. Thus, the [- past] feature of T in the past group subjunc

tive complements (i.e., the complements of factive verbs and fiction verbs, 

except for a certain case noted in fn. 3) gives forth both a simultaneous
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reading and a future reading. Consider the following example of a comple

ment of the fiction verb soozoos ‘imagine’.20

(23) kinoo-no Mary-ga [John-ga kyoositu-ni (asu) i-ru 

yesterday-gen -nom -nom classroom-dat (tomorrow) be-nonpast

-koto]-o soozoosi-ta

-sbj comp-acc imagine-past

‘Yesterday, Mary imagined that John was in the classroom (at the mo

ment of her imagining)’ or ‘Yesterday, Mary imagined that John will be in 

the classroom (tomorrow/later than the moment of her imagining).’

Moreover, the proposed analysis naturally accounts for available inter

pretations for nonpast non-stative predicates in subjunctive complements. In 

a non-subjunctive clause, a nonpast non-stative predicate yields a future 

reading, but not a simultaneous reading, as shown in (24a) below. When it is

in an embedded clause, as in (24b) below, the future interpretation is relative

to the matrix event time, as usual.

(24) a. John-ga (asu) sono hon-o yom-u

-nom tomorrow that book-acc read-nonpast

20 We omit an example of the other past group complement, factive comple
ment, just for the sake of space. Although factive verbs typically take factive 
complements of which predicates are past, this is not a morphological re
striction on the all factive verbs, as we have shown in 4.1 (See also note 37).
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‘John will read the book (tomorrow/in some future relative to the

moment of speech).’

b. Context: Bill said, ‘Well, who will read the book (tomorrow)?

Mary-ga [John-ga (asu) sono hon-o yom-u to] it-ta

-nom -nom tomorrow that book-acc read-nonpast comp say-pas

‘Mary said that John will read the book (tomorrow/in some future

relative to the moment of speech).’

In order to express that John’s reading the book is taking place at the mo

ment of speech, an aspectual morpheme must be added; the progressive 

suffix -tei, which expresses a continuous state of an event/action.21

(25) a. John-ga sono hon-o yon-dei-ru

-nom that book-acc read-prog-nonpast

‘John is reading the book (at the moment of speech).’

b. Mary-ga [John-ga sono hon-o yon-dei-ru to] it-ta

-nom -nom that book-acc read-prog-nonpast comp say-past

‘Mary said that John was reading the book (at the moment of her

saying.)’

21 Here we are only concerned with the continuous reading for an event de
rived by the progressive morpheme -tei, putting aside other interpretations 
caused by this morpheme (such as continuation of a result from the event).
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Now, Let us compare this with the case of non-subjunctive complements. 

Interestingly, a nonpast non-stative predicate in the type-ii SC complements 

is allowed to give a simultaneous reading even if it is not followed by the pro

gressive suffix, as shown below.

(26) Mary-ga [e sono hon-o (*asu) yom-u -koto]-o

-nom that book-acc (tomorrw) read-nonpast-sbj comp-acc

hajime/kokoromi-ta
start/try-past

‘Mary started/tried to read the book (‘ tomorrow).’

The analysis given above quite naturally accounts for why it is the case.

Since T in this type of complement is the most defective [- pastjdef, i.e., the 

type-ii [- pastjdef, it automatically yields the simultaneous reading.

On the contrary, in the OC and type-i SC complements and the non

control -yoo(ni(to)) complements, a nonpast non-stative progressive predi

cate is never interpreted as simultaneous with the matrix event, but only as 

later than the matrix event time. A progressive form basically expresses a 

continuous state of an event at a certain point of time. Thus, if there is no 

temporal adverb to specify when the event continues (in the future), the 

sentence sounds odd. The following example of the type-i SC complement 

shows the point.
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(27) Mary-ga [e sono hon-o ??(asu gogo) yon-dei-ru -koto]

-nom that book-acc (tomorrow afternoon) read-prog-nonpast-sbj comp

-o keikakusi/kime-ta 

-acc plan/decide-past

‘Mary planed/decided to being read the book tomorrow afternoon.’

This follows from our analysis. Since the nonpast tense in these types of 

complements is specified as the type-i [- pastjdef, it only results in the future 

reading and is incompatible with the simultaneous reading that the nonpast 

non-stative progressive predicate originally has in the non-subjunctive con

text.22

22 The remaining question is what feature is associated with a nonpast non- 
stative predicate. Since it yields the future reading, it might appear that the 
nonpast non-stative predicate is restricted to be the type-i [- past]def- We do 
not adopt such an assumption, however, since it is entirely unclear how the 
defectiveness in the [+/- past] feature is forced to co-occur only with the non- 
stative predicate even in non-subjunctive clauses.

Alternatively, I here suggest the following. It might be the case that some 
aspectual nature of the non-stative predicate causes the incompatibility with 
the simultaneous reading of [- past] T. For example, a non-stative predicate 
might express an incomplete event/action at a certain point of time, while a 
stative predicate denotes a complete state of affairs that holds over the time. 
Then, a definite point of time, i.e., S, cannot be associated with the event 
time, E, of the incomplete event/action, yielding no simultaneous reading. 
(Note that finer aspectual distinction does not matter here, such as durative 
vs. momentary. Non-stative predicates in Japanese all induce future inter
pretations.)

When the progressive suffix is added to the non-stative predicate, it intro
duces a time duration to R, and relates E to R. Even if the event/action de
noted by the non-stative predicate expresses an incomplete state, it can 
obtain if a time duration/interval is given. Then, the nonpast progressive non- 
stative predicate allows the tense structure (S, R, E), hence, the simultane
ous reading.
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Finally, I present comments on generic/habitual readings of nonpast 

predicates. As has been observed in the previous chapter (see 3.2.2), and as 

is originally pointed out by Nakau (1973), even in the type-ii SC comple

ments, which are usually interpreted as simultaneous with the matrix event, 

generic/habitual readings are available. Why is it the case? The answer is 

simple, actually. Notice that a generic reading is basically possible in all 

cases discussed so far. First of all, it is available for a nonpast stative predi

cate almost by definition, since a state of affairs naturally obtains over the 

time, not only at the time of utterance. Consider the following example.

(28) Context: Mary asked Bill to pick up someone among John. Sue, and David.

and to let her know anything about the person. Then. Bill said: 

John-ga/wa23 (mainiti/itumo) kyoositu-ni i-ru

The analysis is compatible with another reading of a non-stative progres
sive predicate, which we have not mentioned so far. It can be interpreted as 
denoting a future event if an appropriate adverb appears, just like the case of 
the OC and type-i SC subjunctive complement.

(i) Mary-ga sono hon-o ??(asu gogo) yon-dei-ru
-nom that book-acc tomorrow afternoon read-prog-nonpast 

‘Mary will be reading the book tomorrow afternoon.’

That is, if only an adverb locates R (a time duration/interval) in the future, the 
sentence means a continuous state of a future (incomplete) event. I leave 
related questions for future study.

23 Although the nominative-marked subject might sound less acceptable 
than the topic-marked subject in the generic reading at first glance, this is not 
relevant to the issue concerning availability of the generic reading. An appro
priate focus/contrastive reading of the nominative subject cancels the slight 
oddness. Note also that the focus reading of the subject causes no problem 
with the generic reading of the sentence.
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-nom/top every day/al ways classroom-dat be-nonpast 

‘John is in the classroom (everyday/always).’

177

This sentence has an interpretation such that John is habitually in the class

room (even without the adverb mainiti/itumo ‘everyday/always’ under such a 

context as shown above, where the sentence is an answer to a request such 

as ‘Pick up someone (among people given in the context) for example, and 

tell me anything about the person’, or simply Tell me about John.’)

By the same token, the nonpast non-stative predicate in a non

subjunctive clause allows the generic/habitual reading other than the future 

reading. (Suppose the same context as in (28) above, if it is difficult to get the 

generic reading).

(29) John-ga/wa (mainiti) hon-o yom-u

-nom/top everyday book-acc read-nonpast

‘John reads books (everyday).’

This sentence means that John is a well-read person. The generic/habitual 

reading is also available for a nonpast non-stative progressive predicate, in 

addition to the simultaneous reading.

(30) John-ga/wa (mainiti) hon-o yon-dei-ru

-nom/top everyday book-acc read-prog-nonpast
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‘John reads books (everyday).’

The reading of (30) is same as that of (29).

Moreover, the generic/habitual interpretations are preserved in embedded 

clauses, as shown below.

(31) a. Mary-ga [John-ga/wa (mainiti) kyoositu-ni i-ru

-nom -nom/top everyday classroom-dat be-nonpast

to] it-ta

comp say-past

‘Mary said that John is in the classroom (everyday/generally).'

b. Mary-ga [John-ga/wa (mainiti) hon-o yom-u to]

-nom -nom/top everyday book-acc read-nonpast comp

it -ta 

say-past

‘Mary said that John reads books (everyday/generally)’

b. Mary-ga [John-ga/wa (mainiti) hon-o yon-dei-ru to]

-nom -nom/top everyday book-acc read-prog-nonpast comp

it-ta

say-past

‘Mary said that John reads books (everyday/generally)’

The compatibility of the generic reading and all of the types of nonpast 

predicates (whether they are stative or non-stative, whether they are pro-
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gressive or not, and whether they are embedded or not) indicate that the ge

neric reading is a sort of default interpretation. Slightly modifying Giorigi and 

Pianesi’s (1997) analysis of generic readings of English eventive predicates, 

which adopts Chierchia’s (1995) approach to generic and habitual sentences,

I assume that the [+ finite] feature in Japanese is associated with the 

quantificational feature that induces the generic operator, Gen. 24 The generic 

operator Gen ranges over a certain reference time. The reference time is ei

ther a generic time that is simply introduced by the operator or a certain time 

interval that is specifically located by a given context. For example, the ge

neric reading available for the following sentence John-wa sake-o nom-u, 

John-nom alcohol-acc drink-nonpast, ‘John drinks’, is such that for every generic 

time, there is an event of John’s drinking. If the predicate of the sentence is 

past, an adverb such as itinen-mae, ‘a year ago’ is necessary to appear in 

the sentence to make reference to the time interval during which the genetic 

time is located.

This analysis naturally accounts for the original question, namely, the 

availability of generic/habitual readings in the subjunctive complements as

24 Girorgi and Pianesi originally propose that the categorial features [+ V, -N] 
in English are associated with the quantificational feature and the generic 
operator.
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we have observed in 3.2.2.25 Since the generic/habitual reading is given for 

[+ finite] T as a default interpretation, the most defective nonpast, i.e., the 

type-ii [- pastdef] is not an exception. Furthermore, as Giorgi and Pianesi ar

gue, when the generic operator is induced in a sentence of the present tense 

(such as the type-ii SC complement), the event time does not need to be di

rectly associated with the speech time any more (if it does, the simultaneous 

reading would be forced). This is because the speech time is a part of the 

generic time during which the event time is located generically many times, 

due to the quantification of Gen.

The following summarizes what we have observed so far.

25 Although relevant examples were not presented in 3.2.1, the ge
neric/habitual interpretations are also possible for non-control type comple
ments. The followings are examples of the factive complement.

(i) John-ga [Mary-ga sake-o nom-u koto]-ni kidui-ta
-nom -nom alcohol-acc drink-nonpast sbj comp-dat notice-past 

‘John noticed that Mary drinks.’

(ii) John-ga [Mary-ga kyonen sake-o non-da koto]-ni kidui-ta
-nom -nom last year alcohol-acc drink-past sbj comp-dat notice-past 

‘John noticed that Mary (habitually) drunk last year.’
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(32) Summary of 4.4

Types of Subjunctive Clauses Types of T
(see Ch.2 &3) (a reading available for nonpast predicates)

M a in  c l a u s e  
W e a k  Im p era tive

-yoo(ni), koto

Optative

-yoo(ni)

C o m p l e m e n t s

Raising

-yooni

r.

<

Control type 

type-i SC

-yoo(ni), koto

type-ii SC

-yoo(ni(to)), koto 

OC

-yoo(ni(to)), koto

Non-control type

-yoo(ni(to))

-koto

(- pastjdef 
(future reading)

[+/- past]

(both readings, when [- past])

[+ finite, - tense]

(no nonpast reading)

type-i [- past]cjef 

(simultaneous reading)

y- Nonpast 

group

~ \

y  type-ii [- past]def 

(future reading)

J

V.

Past

group

[+/- past]

(both readings, when [- past])
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In the next section, given the assumption concerning the mapping from spe

cific tense features to their corresponding tense structures, I will point out a 

certain correlation between the tense features and the Case properties of 

subjects.26

26 There is still another meaning for nonpast predicates in the embedded
context, namely, what Ogihara (1996) calls ‘double-access reading in Japa
nese’, as in the following example (Ogihara 1996: p.240,111):

(i) Taroo-wa kinoo [Hanako-ga ima Tookyoo-ni ir-u to] it-ta
-top yesterday -nom now Tokyo-dat be-nonpast comp say-past 

-yo. (ai-ni it-ta ra?)
-interjection see-dat go-past if
Taro said yesterday that Hanako is in Tokyo now. (Why don’t you go 
see her?)

In this case, the complement is interpreted as not relative to the matrix event 
time, but to the matrix speech time. See Ogihara (1996: Ch.6) for a theoreti
cal treatment of double-access readings in general and more discussions on 
relevant Japanese examples.

One might wonder whether the double-access reading is possible also in 
subjunctive complements. It seems to be the case, except for the type-ii SC 
complement, as shown in the following sentence, which is an example of the 
OC complement.

(ii) kinoo Mary-ga Johnj-ni [ej kyoositu-ni ima i-ru -yoo(ni(to)) 
yesterday -nom -dat classroom-dat now be-nonpast-sbj comp 
/koto-o] (arakajime) meeji-ta-yo (ai-ni it-ta ra?)
sbj comp-acc ‘ in advance'order-past-inteijection see-dat go-past if  

‘Yesterday Mary ordered John (in advance) that he should be in the class
room now (= at the moment of speech). (Why don’t you go see her?)’

Since the event denoted by the complement is interpreted as being simul
taneous with the matrix speech time, one might argue that this is a counter
example to our analysis according to which the nonpast predicate in the OC 
subjunctive complement as in (i) above, for example, should yield the future 
reading only. Although the temporal location of the complement is in the fu
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4.5 Correlation Between Tense Features and The Case 

Properties for Subjects

In this section, I will argue that uninterpretable Case feature is checked 

between T and its subject quite independently of ^-feature checking. It will be 

proposed, in particular, that Case features of pro and lexical NP/DP and 

Case features of PRO are checked by corresponding Case features of [+ 

tense] T and those of [- past]<jef T, respectively. In relation to the raising sub

junctive complement, it will be demonstrated that raising out of CP is possible 

in principle, since C is allowed to select defective T, at least in Japanese, by 

presenting examples of raising out of non-subjunctive CP of which T is [- fi

nite].

ture relative to the matrix event time, but is simultaneous with the matrix 
speech time.

It is suggested here that the double-access interpretations originate from 
entirely different grounds from those for the other normal cases. The most 
peculiar property of the double access reading is that it is interpreted relative 
to the matrix speech time, instead of the matrix event time. That is, we need 
a special procedure in order to introduce the matrix speech time when the 
temporal interpretation is assigned to the complement. Then, it might be as
sumed that such a special procedure is not concerned with the defectiveness 
of the [+/- past] features, but just with the distinction between [+ past] and [- 
past], the latter which simply means that it does not precede the moment of 
speech (hence, may be simultaneous with it). Since this is only a speculation, 
the question is still open for future research.
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The analysis to be discussed at the end of this section is reminiscent of 

Chomsky (1995) in that I also assume that not only NP/DP, but also T has 

uninterpretable Case feature. At the same time, I would like to suggest that 

Case need not be intrinsically valued for NP/DP and for T, but is determined 

by T’s interpretable tense feature. That is. I will deny Chomsky’s (1998. 

1999) hypothesis that Case is a reflection of the completeness/defectiveness 

of T’s <j>-feature set, whereas I will agree that Case is a reflection of the com

pleteness/defectiveness of T’s feature other than Case, and propose that the 

relevant feature is a tense feature in languages like Japanese.

In Chomsky (1998, 1999). <(>-feature agreement is implemented by the 

operation called ‘Agree’. Furthermore, Case checking is assumed to be me

diated by <)>-feature agreement between an appropriate head, e.g., T, and 

NP/DP. That is, it is the agreement property of T, hence, its ^-feature prop

erty, that gives values of Case to its subject (let us here put aside the exact 

mechanism of Case/<|>-feature checking under this framework). T in Rais- 

ing/ECM complements has a defective set of ^-features, hence, unable to li

cense any Case (let us call such T T def’). On the other hand, T in Control 

complements has a full set of <j>-features that is enough to license null Case 

for PRO (let us call such T Tfuii’). This theory seems to fit well into languages 

showing both subject-agreement morphology on predicates and its relevance 

to Case licensing property of T (for example, Turkish. See discussion
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in George and Kornfilt 1981).

This view of Case checking, however, does not straightforwardly account 

for languages in which agreement morphology is irrelevant to availability of 

Case. For example, in a language like Japanese, since there is no visible <j>- 

feature agreement, no morphological evidence for ^-feature agreement is 

available for children. Furthermore, in a language like Modern Greek, where 

rich morphological <)>-feature agreement is observed, although finite predi

cates in subjunctive complements manifest full subject-agreement (the same 

morphology as in finite indicatives), nominative Case is not always available 

for subjects of subjunctive complements. That is, morphological <j>-feature 

agreement does not coincide with nominative Case licensing in some lan

guages.27

27 Maintaining the mechanism of Case checking in terms of Chomsky (1998, 
1999), one might argue that the null hypothesis is that ^-features in a lan
guage like Japanese are just morphologically invisible and play the same role 
as visible <j>-features do (that is, there is abstract <j>-feature agreement even in 
the former type of language).

Although there is no empirical evidence denying this hypothesis in Japa
nese, it should be noted that, since children still need morphologically visible 
marking that helps them differentiating T with a full set of invisible <j)-features 
from one with a defective set, overt tense morphology (and its combination of 
modal markings), such as we discuss here, must be (a part of) the guideline 
for children even under this hypothesis.

Moreover, a language like Modem Greek poses a similar problem, since it 
shows no correlation between the rich overt <j>-feature morphology and the 
shape of Case. What is clear from the discussion above is, at least, that 
Case is a reflection of Ts tense feature in some languages, for example, in 
Japanese, it might be suggested that what feature in T is most responsible 
for Case in a given language is determined by some parameter. See also 
brief discussion on this topic in 5.5.
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It is thus quite reasonable to hypothesize that Case checking does not 

accompany <|>-feature agreement in such a language. The fact that Case li

censing occurs in no relation with morphological ^-feature agreement in 

these languages strongly suggests that the way of Case licensing without 

relying on morphological ^-feature agreement must be available for natural 

languages without any special cost. Since the core property of T is obviously 

to specify the tense structure, we believe that intrinsic tense features are as

sumed to exist in every T without any stipulation. It has been indeed pro

posed that tense features directly license nominative Case in Modem Greek 

(Verlokosta 1994, Hornstein and Verlokosta 1996, and Alexiadou and Anag- 

nostopoulou 1999).28 The present study adds further support to an analysis 

of Case checking along this line.

Let us now examine which tense feature decides which Case, based on 

our observation of subjunctive complements. First, let us consider how nomi

native Case is checked in Japanese. The answer is easily found in the ob

servation of the raising subjunctive complements made above. T in the rais

ing subjunctive complement is more defective than the others. Even though 

the surface morphology is nonpast, its interpretation can be neither a simul

28 Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1999), for example, assume that nomi
native Case is available only when [+ independent] T is present in the struc
ture. It has been shown above, however, that the [+/- independent] feature is 
not necessary, hence does no exist in T, at least in Japanese (see 4.2).
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taneous reading nor a future reading. That is, T in the raising subjunctive 

complement has a certain tense feature specification so defective that it 

yields the limited interpretation. Let us investigate how the tense feature for T 

is specified in the raising subjunctive complement, and, then, ask how it is 

connected to its inability to license nominative Case.

First, observe the limited interpretations of T in the raising subjunctive 

complement, as shown by an example like the following:

(33) Johni-ga [ t, kyoositu-ni i-ru -yooni] nar-(tei)-ru/-ta

-nom classroom-dat be-nonpast-subj comp happen-(prog)-nonpast/past 

When the matrix predicate is -na-ru (future), ‘It will happen (as a natural

result) that John will be in the class room;’

When it is -nar-tei-ru (simultaneous), ‘It happens (as natural result) that 

John is in the classroom;’

When it is -nar-ta (past), ‘It happened (as a natural result) that John was 

in the classroom.’

When the matrix predicate -nar is nonpast, it only receives a future reading 

(that is, -nar is non-stative). Then, the nonpast embedded predicate ex

presses some event that will be obtained as a natural result in the future 

relative to the matrix event time, which follows the matrix speech time. John’s 

being in the classroom will happen as a natural consequence of the situation 

in the future. Second, when the matrix predicate is progressive, it has a si
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multaneous reading (that is, the present tense reading). The nonpast em

bedded predicate, then, denotes some event that obtains as a natural result 

at the matrix event time, which is identical to the matrix speech time. John’s 

being in the classroom currently occurs at the present moment (i.e., the ma

trix  e n o o r h  tim o t T h irH  ii/h on  th e  m a tr iv  n roH ipato  ie n p c t (h o  nonnoi>( r»/-irr».
(A < kiii iwy. < U (v  (A i t IV  WWMI

plement predicate denotes a state of result that had already been given from 

the situation by the matrix event time. John’s being in the classroom, thus, 

had already obtained by the matrix event time, which precedes the matrix 

speech time in the past.

It should be noted that there is no ambiguity in all cases. These temporal 

interpretations of the raising complement obviously show that they are not 

subject to the general interpretive rule for T in subordinate clauses that an 

embedded T is interpreted as being relative to the matrix event time (as we 

have observed in 4.3). The raising subjunctive complements yield more re

stricted interpretations. That is, a nonpast predicate in the raising comple

ment does not receive its intrinsic nonpast reading (such as future and si

multaneous) relative to the matrix event time.29 Its temporal interpretation 

crucially depends on the temporal interpretation of the matrix. The same 

property is exactly shared by non-tensed predicates in general, such as a

29 For example, if T in the raising complement is interpreted as relative to the 
matrix event time, the nonpast stative predicate in the complement should be 
ambiguous between the simultaneous reading and the future reading, as we 
have observed for the case of non-subjunctive complements in section 4.4.
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bare verb followed by -te, as we have observed in 2.1.1. A relevant example 

is repeated below.

(34) John-wa kono hon-o kat-te ku-ru/ki-ta.

-top this book-acc buy-te come-nonpast/come-past 

‘John comes/came buy this book.’

The bare verb followed by -te, kaw ‘buy’, is interpreted as the past action 

when the higher verb is past, and as the future action when the higher verb is 

nonpast (the higher verb is non-stative).

Based on this similarity, it can be assumed that the nonpast predicate in 

the raising subjunctive complement is tense-less, i.e., [- tense]. This feature 

specification stands for inability of yielding its own tense structure. In my 

terms, [- tense] T determines no relation between S and R, so that any rela

tion for the triplet of S, R, and E is not specified (since the default RE relation 

is impossible, either). This results in a no tense structure, hence, no temporal 

interpretation of its own.

The given S and R must be interpreted, however, due to the economy 

principle of Full Interpretation. The remaining possibility is to borrow specific 

values of S and R from something outside of the clause. The closest element 

that has some specific values for S and R is the next higher [+ tense] T. If 

there is one, its values are copied onto S and R of [- tense] T. Accordingly, 

the valued S and R are properly interpreted. That is, the S, R and E points in
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the complement are interpreted as same as the S, R, and E points in the 

matrix. As a result, if the matrix is past, for example, the complement denotes 

an action in the same point in the past (not an action in the past relative to 

the matrix event/speech time). This is basically what happens in the raising 

subjunctive complement. The bare verbs followed by -te, on the other hand, 

are not only [- tense], but also [- finite], since it completely lacks any tense 

suffixes. If a form includes a tense suffix, it is [+ finite] and S and R points are 

assigned. Therefore, T in the raising subjunctive complement is assumed to 

be [+ finite, -tense].30

Interestingly, it very often happens that the raising complement receives a 

generic/habitual interpretation, as in the following example (and the example 

(33) above, too, actually).

(35) Johni-ga [ tj umi-de oyog-u -yooni] nat-ta

-nom sea-dat swim-nonpast-subj comp happen-past 

‘As a natural result from the situation, it has happened that John swims in

the sea.’

Here, since the matrix is past, the sentence means that John’s swimming in 

the sea obtained at the matrix event time in the past (note that it does not say 

anything about whether John’s swimming in the sea obtains at the moment of

30 The case of [- finite] T will be discussed later.
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speech). Moreover, John’s swimming in the sea is interpreted as a habitual 

action. This fact indicates that, when T is [- tense], there is another way to 

have specific values for S and R. That is, the generic operator, Gen, is in

duced. As has been discussed based on Giorigi and Pianesi (1997) in the 

previous section. Gen determines R. which is some time duration/interval, 

and its relation with S (that is, S is a part of R). Although [- tense] T itself 

cannot specify the values of S and R, nor make any relation between them, 

Gen can do so instead of [- tense] T. This is possible, since the generic 

quantification is associated not only with [- past] T, but also with [- tense] T. 

That is, Gen can be associated with [+ finite] T in general.31

31 Actually, the generic/habitual reading seems to be always required for the 
raising subjunctive complement. That is, it might be the case that even if S 
and R in the raising complement inherit some specific values from those in 
the matrix, it is not sufficient in order to determine an SR relation. Rather, 
Gen must be induced to specify how the valued S is related with the valued 
R in the tense structure of the complement.

Here, we present the following examples, which might suggest that [-tense] 
T always need the generic quantification to determine a specific relation of S, 
R, and E.

(i) Johni-ga [tj kyoositu-ni (??kinoo-no gogo 5-ji 32-hun-ni) i-ru
-nom classroom-dat yesterday-gen p.m. -o'clock -minute-dat be-nonpast 

-yooni] nar-ta 
-sbj comp happen-past
‘(lit.) it happened as a natural result that John was in the classroom (*at 
yesterday, 5: 32 p.m.)’

If the adverb phrase ‘yesterday, 5: 32 p.m.’ appears, it fully specifies E of the 
event denoted by the complement (since the matrix is past, the E point 
specified is also in the past). The sentence sounds odd, however. If the ad
verb phrase disappears, the less acceptability is improved.

Although an analysis of this type of sentence in more detail is left for future 
study, I here suggest that the peculiar interpretive property of the raising
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By now it has been made quite clear to us that T in the raising subjunctive 

complement is [- tense]. Recall that the subjunctive complements other than 

the raising complement all allow overt nominative subjects as well as pro in 

principle (see discussion in 3.2.2), and that their T is able to refer to its own 

SR relation, even if it does so in a limited way (see 4.4). It is, therefore, safe 

to conclude that T in the non-raising subjunctive complements are [+ tense], 

and that [+ tense] is the feature responsible for nominative Case checking. It 

follows that the existence of a tense suffix, which implies the existence of [+ 

finite] T, is not a sufficient condition to license nominative Case. This analysis 

essentially follows Takezawa’s (1987) hypothesis that nominative Case in 

Japanese depends on the existence of tense elements (as was briefly re

viewed in 2.2). I have shown, furthermore, that the morphological finiteness 

(i.e., [+/- finite]) and the [+/- tense] feature specification should be distin

guished from each other in Japanese, and that only the latter is connected to 

checking of nominative Case.

Moreover, what is interesting here is that raising for Case reason takes 

place out of CP. It has been reported in the literature that raising is possible 

out of subjunctive clauses (e.g., in Romanian and in Modern Greek, see 

Rivero1989, Grosu and Horvath 1984, Watanabe 1993b, and references 

cited there). The raising subjunctive complement in Japanese adds a piece

subjunctive complement should be accounted for in terms of its [- tense] 
property and its relation with the generic quantification.
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of evidence that the category CP itself is not a problem of locality of A- 

movement. As is illustrated in (36) below, since the embedded T cannot li

cense any Case, the NP/DP John must not stay within the complement. It 

must move out of the complement to the higher [+ tense] T, without violating 

anv economv DrinciDles.
j  *  » «

checking in terms of Case feature 

y  Case
(36) [ipJohnj-Case T[+ tense]... [c p  [co -yooni] [Tp  tj T[- tense]. . . ] ] ]

A I no Case

raising (order irrelevant)

Watanabe (1993a, b) argues that the shape of C° and the inflectional system 

are closely connected. For example, in Romanian, Grosu and Horvath (1984) 

point out that raising out of the subjunctive complement is impossible when 

the subjunctive complementizer is present, as shown below (where ^-feature 

agreement takes place also in the complement).

(37) a. Toti doctorii s-au nimerit [(*ca) sa fiedeacord]

all doctors-the refl-have-3pl happened Comp sbj-particle be-3 of agreement

‘All the doctors happened to agree with 6ach other.’

b. S-a nimerit [ca doctori sa fie toti de acord]

refl-have-3pl happened Comp all doctors-the sbj-particle be-3 of agreement
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This fact reminds us of the absence of -to in the raising subjunctive comple

ment in Japanese. If -to is the only member of the subjunctive complemen

tizer, Watanabe’s (1993a, 1993b) theory of Case, in which C plays a crucial 

role in Case checking of T in the complement clause, accounts for our case 

as well. Since I have assumed that -yooni is the subjunctive complementizer, 

however, the similarity between Japanese case and Romanian case, at least, 

is that lack of the clause subordinator {-to and ca) is most relevant to the 

possibility of raising out of subjunctive complements.32

In Chomsky (1998, 1999), it is assumed that C selects Tfun, but not Tdef in 

English.33 Given this, it follows that control infinitive clauses are CP, whereas 

raising/ECM infinitive clauses are TP. Since raising out of control infinitivals

32 According to Watanabe (1993a, b), Romanian subjunctive clauses allow 
not only raising, but also null Case for subjects. Alexidou and Anagnosto- 
poulou (1999) independently argues that Modem Greek subjunctive com
plements also allow both control and raising (the subjunctive marker in Mod
ern Greek -na has been also assumed to be a part of the inflectional system, 
but not a complementizer, see, for example, Ingria 1981 and Terzi 1992 and 
references cited there). Our observation for Japanese suggests that the 
Case licensing property of T in subjunctive clauses is shared by languages, 
supporting Watanabe.

33 Chomsky (1999, (5)) claims that C selects TCOmp (= what we call Tfun); V 
selects Tdef. As we have observed, such a selectional restriction cannot be 
maintained, at least in Japanese, on empirical grounds. Note that if the com
pleteness of T is evaluated only in terms of <(>-features, the generalization 
might be hold as it is. In that case, it might be possible to maintain that the 
entire lack of <j>-features as in Japanese means the completeness of <f»- 
feature, since C is able to select T whether T is defective in its tense feature 
or not.
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is prohibited, this assumption seems to confirm that there is no raising out of 

CP in general. The assumption concerning selectional restrictions is com

patible with Watanabe's suggestion that the presence of C determines the 

possibility of raising out of a clause. As we have pointed out above, however, 

raising out of CP is possible, because C sometimes takes defective T that 

cannot license Case for its subject. That is, the selectional property of C and 

the Case licensing property of T are not as strongly correlated as expected.

This is an empirical issue. There is another piece of evidence that C in

deed selects defective T not only in subjunctive complements, but also in 

non-subjunctive complements, in Japanese. That is, the clause subordinator 

-to selects a clause headed by [-finite] T, out of which a nominative subject is 

raised to the matrix. In this construction, the complement predicate with [- fi

nite] T is marked by a particular suffix, which is -(y)oo,24 as in the following 

example.

(38) Maryi-ga masani sono toki [ ei heya -o de-(*u/*ta) -yoo

-nom exactly that time room-acc go out-(nonpast/past)-ftiture

to ] si-ta 

comp do-past

34 This suffix, -(y)oo, has nothing to do with the subjunctive complementizer 
-yoo. That is, they are unrelated morphemes. First, -(y)oo and -yoo are at
tached to entirely different categories. Second, the first consonant of -(y)oo 
must be deleted when a verb stem ends with a consonant. No such 
phonological rule is applicable to -yoo.
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'Mary was about to/intended to go out of the room exactly at that time.'

This sentence is ambiguous, as the English translation shows. The two 

readings are derived from the two distinct suffixes, actually. The volitional 

reading is due to the volitional suffix -(y)oo. as shown below.

(39) watasi-ga sore-o si-yoo 

I-nom it-acc do-volitional

‘I shall/will do it.’ (but not ‘it will be the case that I do it.’35)

Here the focus is on the other reading of (38), which is interpreted as ‘be 

about to’. Let us refer to the reading as ‘the near future reading’ and to the 

suffix -(y)oo as ‘the near future suffix’. Since the embedded clause in (38) is 

followed by -to. the embedded clause in which the near future suffix occurs is 

naturally assumed to be CP.

The tense property of the embedded predicate followed by the near future 

suffix is as follows. The embedded predicate, de-yoo, consists of the bare 

verb form, de, plus the near future suffix. Notice that neither the nonpast suf

fix nor the past suffix appears in the embedded predicate, and that the bare 

verb form is exactly the same as the one appearing in the -te forms dis

35 The suffix -daroo is used to express the relevant meaning, which follows 
the nonpast suffix -(r)u.
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cussed above. This verb morphology evidently indicates that a predicate with 

the near future suffix is non-tensed. That is, the complementizer -to takes the 

non-tensed clause as its complement.

The non-tensed status of the predicate with the near future suffix is sup

ported by the fact that it cannot appear in a main clause contrary to the case 

of the volitional suffix, as shown below.36

36 The matrix use of the near future suffix, -(y)oo, seems marginally possible 
in a clause of which subject is inanimate, as in the following examples (al
though they sound very archaic):

(i) a. (?)kyuukoo-ga kono hoomu-ni toochyakusi-yoo 
express train-nom this platform-dat arrive-prediction 
The express train will arrive at this platform.’ 

b. (?)moosugu ame-ga hur-oo
soon rain-nom fal 1-prediction 
‘It will rain soon.’

This use of -(y)oo is significantly different from the near future suffix, how
ever, since the examples in (i) clearly express the speaker’s inference in ad
dition to an event in the future. They cannot be paraphrased such as ‘the ex
press train is about to arrive/is arriving at the platform soon.’ Actually, the ex
ample in (39) also seems possible when it is interpreted such as ‘I infer that 
Mary will go out of the room, ’ (although it sounds extremely archaic and 
marginal).

I assume that this instance of -(y)oo is derived from the volitional suffix - 
(y)oo, both which commonly express the speaker’s epistemic or root modal
ity. When the subject is identical to the speaker, it expresses the root modal
ity (i.e., the speaker’s volition). When it is not the speaker, but someone or 
something else, it cannot express the speaker’s volition, but the speaker’s 
inference. It should be noted that the near future suffix at issue has nothing 
to do with the speaker’s inference, but denotes an event that is going on to 
happen.
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(34) *Mary-ga ima masani heya-o de-yoo

-nom now exactly room-acc go out-near future

‘Mary is about to go out of the room exactly now.’

A predicate with the future suffix is [- finite], hence, unable to license nomina

tive Case for its subject. Given this, in (37) above, the embedded clause is 

CP and the embedded T is [- finite]. It follows that the embedded subject in 

(38) is raised up to the matrix subject position for Case reason.

As is naturally expected, an inanimate subject, which is not assumed to 

be a proper controller of PRO, can be a subject of this construction. Further

more, an idiom chunk may appear in this construction. The example in (40a- 

b) below indicates the point.

(41) a. tenkooj-ga masani sono toki [ tj kawar-oo to] si-ta.

weather-nom exactly that time change-near future comp do-past

'(Lit.) The weather was about to change exactly at that time.'

(Cf. *tenkooi-ga masani sono toki kawar-oo

weather-nom exactly that time change-near future)

b. siraha-no______ vaj-qa masani sono toki [ tj Marv-ni tat-oo

‘white feather’-gen arrow-nom exactly that time -dat shoot-near future

to] si-ta 

comp do-past
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Thus, this is an instance of raising out of non-subjunctive CP, in which C 

takes defective T, namely, [- finite] T.

Before discussing how [+/- finite] feature is connected to nominative Case 

feature, we should make sure that raising as in (41) takes place in a complex 

sentence, but not in a reduced simple sentence. One might claim, for exam

ple, that the sequence of Vbam-(y)oo-to-su-ru/ta, V-near future-comp-do-tense, 

‘is/was about to V  syntactically constitutes a complex predicate, so that the 

complement CP as in (41) undergoes the so-called restructuring and is re

duced to a single main clause. If such a restructuring actually takes place, 

there should be no raising across the clausal boundary. A potential reason to 

take such a view is the fact that the main verb selecting this type of non

subjunctive non-finite CP is limited to the verb -su ‘do’. This verb seems to be 

the same one as the so-called light verb. The light verb -su is assumed to 

form a complex predicate together with its complement at LF, as shown in 

(42b) below (Saito and Hoshi 1994).

(42) a. John-ga Mary-kara [ v  [n p  hooseki-no ryakudatu-o] [v si]]-ta 

-nom Mary-from jewelry-gen plunder-acc do-past

‘John stole jewelry form Mary.’ 

b. LF:[v [n p  hooseki-no tj ] [v [Nryakudatu-o]j [v su]]]
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According to Saito and Hoshi (1994), the light verb construction involves LF 

head-movement. That is, the head noun such as ryakudatu ‘plunder’ is incor

porated into the supporting light verb su ‘do’ at LF.

In what follows, I will show that the complex verb formation at LF does not 

take place in the case of the near future suffix and the verb -su. First, it has 

been proposed that head-movement across CP, e.g., V-l-C-V-l, is theoreti

cally excluded as an instance of improper movement (Boskovic 1994, Li 

1990, Sakai 1996). Second, a piece of evidence actually indicates that there 

is no LF verb movement across the [- finite] complement CP at issue. The 

example in (43) below shows a WCO violation involved in this construction.

(43) ?*Maryi-ga [soitUj-ga tyoodo araware-ta toki] [tj darej-ni 

-nom 'the guy’-nom just appear-past time who-dat 

hanasikake -yoo to ] si-tei-ta-no?

'talk to’-near future comp do-prog-past-Q

’Whonrij was Mary about to talk to tj when hej just appeared?’

The pronoun soitu ‘guy’ in the adverbial CP is bound by dare ‘who’ in the 

complement CP where the future suffix appears. If the [- finite] CP is scram

bled over the adverbial clause, the ungrammatically due to the WCO viola

tion disappears, as observed in the example in (43) below.
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(44) Maryi-ga [tj darej-ni hanasikake-yoo to ]k [ soitUj-ga tyoodo

-nom who-dat ‘talk-to’-near future comp ‘the guy’-nom just

araware-ta toki] tk si-tei-ta-no? 

appear-past time do-prog-past-Q

Here, the scrambled [- finite] complement CP is in an A-position, hence, does 

not undergo LF-undoing of A’-scrambling (Saito 1992). Otherwise, the sen

tence would indicate the same degree of unacceptability as the sentence of a 

WCO violation as in (43) above.

In this LF configuration, the [- finite] complement CP is in some adjunct 

position that is not adjacent to the main verb. Wherever it is, a piece of evi

dence to be presented below shows that head movement is impossible out of 

such an A-scrambled domain at LF. Consider the following example of a 

WCO violation in which a complex predicate formed by -su ‘do’ appears.

(45) ?*John-ga soitUj-no-ie-kara [ n p  darej-no takara-no ryakudatu-o]

-nom guy-gen-house-from who-gen treasure-gen plunder-acc

si-ta no? 
do-past Q

‘*Whosej treasure did John plunder from hiSj house.’

Here, the bound pronoun soitu ‘guy’ is not c-commanded by the bracketed 

NP in which the wh-phrase dare ‘who’ appears. If the bracketed NP is A-
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scrambled over the bound pronoun, then, it is predicted that the WCO viola

tion is cancelled, just like the case of the A-scrambled [-finite] complement 

CP in (44) above. Compare (45) with the following example.

(46) ?*John-ga fopdarej-no takara-no ryakudatu-O;] soitUj-no-ie-kara tj 

-nom who-gen treasure-gen plunder-acc guy-gen-house-from

si-ta no? 

do-past Q

Interestingly enough, even after the bracketed NP containing the wh-phrase 

dare ‘who’ is scrambled to the left of the phrase containing pronoun soitu 

‘guy’, the whole sentence does not show any improvement in the grammati- 

cality. The unacceptability implies the following. If the scrambled NP is A’- 

scrambled, it is reconstructed to the original position. The head noun within 

the bracketed NP undergoes incorporation from its original position, yielding 

the configuration of the WCO violation same as in (45) at LF. On the other 

hand, if the bracketed NP is A-scrambled, it remains at its scrambled position 

at LF. Suppose that the head noun ryakudatu ‘plunder1 is raised out of the A- 

scrambled NP up to the light verb. Since no WCO configuration is obtained 

there, we expect that the sentence should be grammatical, contrary to the 

fact. It, thus, follows that, if the NP is in an A-scrambled position, the head 

noun, ryakudatu ‘plunder1, cannot move to the light verb su ‘do1. Conse

quently, It is safe to conclude that a head contained within an A-scrambled
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phrase cannot be moved out of the phrase at LF.

Given this, returning to our discussion on raising out of the [- finite] CP, as 

in (44), which is repeated in (47a) below, we can now safely assume that no 

head movement takes place out of the A-scrambled complement CP at LF.

Pi ir fh o rrn n ra  th o  o v p m n lo  in M 7h ^  Ko Ia m / jnHiAAfpc ♦hot •‘a ic if 'A  lc n A cc lh lp  a i i+t M lM tvM iiv lw , u v a CJimj^iw im  w/ wwiw** InuiwUkWd uiCik la io ii i^  ig w ui

of the CP complement A-scrambled in the same way.

(47) a. Maryi-ga [t, tyoodo darej-ni hanasikake-yoo to ]k [ soitUj-ga

-nom just who-dat "talk-to'-near future comp ‘the guy'-nom

araware-ta toki] tk si-tei-ta-no? 

appear-past time do-prog-past-Q

Whomj was Mary about to talk to tj when hej just appeared?'

b. siraha-no______ va.-qa masani sono toki [ tj darej-ni tat-oo

Svhite feather’-gen arrow-nom exactly that time -dat shoot-near fu

ture

to]k [soitUj-ga araware-ta toki] tk si-ta-no?

comp ‘the guy’-nom appear-past time do-past-Q

‘WhOj was about to be nominated exactly at that time when hej ap-

peard?’

It is, therefore, obvious that the sequence of Vbam-(y)oo-to-su-ru/ta, V-near 

future-comp-do-tense, does not undergo LF head movement out of the [- finite] 

CP complement to form a complex predicate, and that the subject of the
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predicate followed by the near future suffix -(y)oo is actually raised out of the 

CP complement. So far our discussion on raising out of CP has clearly sug

gested that nominative Case of an embedded subject C is directly deter

mined by T, and C is basically allowed to select defective T, whether the 

clause is subjunctive or not, at least in Japanese.

Now, let us turn to the question as to how null Case for PRO in subjunc

tive complements is checked. This case is fairly simple. Recall again that an 

empty subject of the control type complement and of the non-control type 

headed by -yoo(ni(to)) can be either nominative NP, pro, or PRO (see 3.2 & 

3. 3), and that they all belong to the non-past group (see 4.1). The pro and 

lexical subject is licensed by [+ tense], as I have argued above. It is, thus, 

assumed that the necessary tense feature for licensing null Case shared by 

this group is the defective tense feature in [- past]. In other words, the type-i 

and type-ii [- past]def both allow null Case for PRO.37 Since [+/- past] feature

37 As was briefly discussed in note 3, there might be a case in which [+ past] 
is defective. That is, it seems that the factive complement of the true factive 
verbs such as kookaisu ‘regret’ is limited to be past. If this is actually the 
case, it might be assumed that T in this type of complement is [+ past]def. 
since the value is always fixed as -. This defectiveness in [+ past] cannot li
cense null Case for PRO, however (recall that this type of complement does 
not show the PRO gate effect). The hypothesis proposed here might suggest 
that the necessary condition on licensing null Case is some [- past] feature, 
but not the defectiveness of some feature.

However, the hypothetical defectiveness in [+ past] is not clear on empirical 
grounds, if an example like the following is fully acceptable (which is actually 
my judgment).

(i) Taroj-wa [jibunrga hanzai-o okasi-te-i-ru -koto]-o kookaisi-ta
-top [ -nom crime-acc commit-/e-pro g-nonpast-sbi comp]-acc regret-past
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accompanies [+ tense], it naturally follows that [+ tense] and [- past]def T 

permits both nominative Case and null Case. In other words, the compatibil

ity of nominative Case and null Case in the same context is naturally cap

tured by the [+ tense] feature shared by both T.38 Furthermore, it is naturally 

predicted that there is no T both allowing raising of subjects and PRO sub

jects, since raising takes place only if T is [- tense], and if T is [- tense], there 

is no intrinsic [+/- past] specification to begin with.

So far I have not clearly indicated whether these tense features of T di

rectly check relevant Case features of NP/DP, or they just reflect Case fea

tures of T itself that checks NP/DP’s Case feature. I finally give some discus

sions on this issue. Under Chomsky’s (1995) framework, T’s Case feature is 

assumed in addition to T’s tense feature. The difference is in that the former 

is uninterpretable, but the latter is interpretable. Uninterpretable features 

must be checked and deleted by LF. The uninterpretable Case feature of T is 

assumed to exclude a configuration as in the following:

Taro regretted that he was committing a crime.’

More theoretical and empirical discussions should be given on this topic.

38 One might wonder why [+ tense] T in English infinitival complements does 
not license both nominative and null Case, but only the latter. It differs from 
[+ tense] T in Japanese in one important respect; finiteness. In English, [+ fi
nite] (hence, [+ tense]) T licenses nominative Case, while [- finite, + tense] T 
allows null Case. It follows that both nominative Case and null Case are 
never permitted by the same instance of T.
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(48) *Johrii [T seems [that tj is intelligent]]

If T (in the lower clause as well as in the matrix) has no uninterpretable 

(Case) feature other than <|)-feature, there should be nothing wrong with this 

structure (see Chomsky 1995).39 Even if raising out of a finite clause (such 

as a subjunctive clause) is allowed in some languages, as we have briefly 

discussed above, Case feature of the raised NP/DP is always checked at the 

higher T, but not at both. That is, in such a case, only the higher T, but not 

the lower T, is assumed to have the uninterpretable Case feature. Following 

this view of Case checking between T and NP/DP, it can be assumed that 

NP/DP’s uninterpretable Case feature must enter into a checking relation 

with T’s uninterpretable Case feature.

There is no necessity to assume T’s uninterpretable Nominative Case 

feature and so on, however. Following the core idea of Chomsky’s (1999) 

theory of Case checking and ^-feature agreement, I would like to suggest the 

following. It suffices to assume that each different value of T’s tense feature 

automatically determines its corresponding value of T’s Case feature. Then, 

an agreement relation between T and NP/DP is established in terms of the

39 If the matrix T is infinitive, such a configuration is barred for selectional 
reasons (Chomsky 1995; p.284). In Chomsky (1998, 1999), on the other 
hand, no similar account is adopted, but a new assumption so-called ‘activa
tion’ explains the impossibility of raising out of a finite clause (of which T has 
the ability of Case checking). Here, we will not discuss details of the mecha
nism in Chomsky (1998, 1999).
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same kind of feature, i.e., Case feature, even if there is no ^-feature. Only T

has its specific value, and NP/DP receives the value by virtue of the agree

ment relation. That is, T’s Case feature assigns the same value to NP/DP’s 

Case feature. In this view, Case feature of NP/DP reflects the completeness

n r  r jo fo rtiw o n a e c  n f  T 'c  to n e o  fo a tiiro  i*/h inh  ic oyantlw  th o  e ta to  n f a ffa ire  th a t
«■*> » V t « w fcW* « W W « W«>4 W f I t l  Itw i 4 « W wAMWktJf »W OtM kW Wl WMMil W

we would like to capture theoretically.40 I leave for future research related is

sues concerning a more specific mechanism by which Case feature checking 

is operated in the Minimalist Program 41

40 Under this view of Case checking, Chomsky’s (1988, 1999) operation 
called ‘Agree’ might also work only with minimal modification of the theory. 
That is, if only uninterpretable Case feature is admitted for T, since Case 
features of T and NP/DP are uninterpretable, both are active and visible to 
the syntactic computation. Then, Agree takes place based on Match between 
them, causing necessary checking and deletion of them.

Alternatively, as suggested by Hisatsugu Kitahara (p.c), it might be as
sumed that while Agree takes place between T and NP/DP in terms of co
feature just like the case of English, the value of NP/DP’s Case feature is di
rectly determined by the value of T’s tense feature.

Relevant theoretical details is left for future research.

41 For example, I here suggest the following under Chomsky’s (1998, 1999) 
mechanism. The hypothesis of derivation by phases, which will be discussed 
in the next chapter, might function as a principle to exclude the configuration 
as in (48) in which raising takes place out of a finite CP in English, without 
assuming Case feature of T in addition to its intrinsic Case feature. Under the 
definitions relevant to (strong) phases in Chomsky (1999), it is not possible to 
rule out (48) as a violation of the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (for 
the definition, see 5.2). On the other hand, those in Chomsky (1998) rule out 
as a PIC violation. The difference between them is concerning whether 
evaluation of a strong phase is put off by the next strong phase level. If it is, 
as in Chomsky (1999), TP above CP in (48) does not belong to the next 
higher strong phase level, and any syntactic operation around T in the higher 
TP above CP can ‘look’ into the inside of CP. If Chomsky (1998)’s definitions 
are assumed, on the contrary, any syntactic operation around T cannot ‘look’
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The following is a summary of what I have argued in this section.

into the inside of CP because of its phase status and the PIC. Thus, we need 
the previous version of the theory to rule out the improper raising as in (48) in 
terms of the PIC.

Even under Chomsky’s (1999) definition, a similar analysis might work, if 
the theory of phase to be proposed in the next chapter is assumed. That is, 
as will be discussed in 5.2, the proposed definition of strong phase refers to 
T’s intrinsic ability of valuing unvalued features such as Case feature. Then, 
even if no uninterpretable Case feature is the theory, the illicit raising in (48) 
is excluded, since CP with Tcomp counts as a strong phase and the PIC pro
hibits to apply any syntactic operation into a strong phase after the phase is 
handed over to PF.

I leave further discussion on this topic for future research.
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(49) Summary of 4.4/4.5

Types of complements T Case for Subjects
(see Ch.2 &3) (see 4.5) (see 3.2.2)

Raising

-yooni

f  Control type 

type-i SC

" \

<

[+ finite, - tense] 

(no nonoast readina^

[+ tense], type-i [- past]def 

(simultaneous reading)-yoo(ni), koto 

type-ii SC

-yoo(ni(to)), koto ( group [+ tense], type-ii [- past]def

\Nonpast

OC

r

-yoo(ni(to)), koto

Non-control type

-yoo(ni(to)) j

<
>

-koto

Past

group

(future reading)

[+ tense], type-ii [- past]def 

(future reading)

[+ tense], type-ii [- past]def 

(future reading)

[+/- past]

(both readings, when [- past])

no

Nom, null

Nom, null 

Nom, null

Nom, null

Nom
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Chapter V

Locality of A-scrambling, Phase of Derivation, 

and L-re!atedness of CP Spec

As was briefly observed in Chapter 1, long-distance A-scrambling is pos

sible out of subjunctive complements, but not out of non-subjunctive com

plements, even though both are finite CP complements introduced by the 

overt complementizers (Cf. Nemoto 1993a, 1993b). This chapter provides 

our answer to the question of how long-distance A-scrambling is allowed to 

take place only out of subjunctive CP complements. In section 5.1, data of 

long-distance A-scrambling out of subjunctive complements will be given. 

Interestingly, it does not matter whether embedded subjects are empty as in 

the control-type complements, or lexical as in the non-control type.

Section 5.2 presents two analyses of long-distance A-scrambling out of 

subjunctive complements, in which special attention will be paid to the ques

tion how an A-scrambled element escapes from the complement CP without 

violating the ban on improper movement (Chomsky 1991, Chomsky and 

Lasnik 1993). One analysis explains the case of the subjunctive comple

ments in which defective T appears, namely, the non-past group. The other

accounts for the case of the non-control complements headed by -koto.

210
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First, in section 5.2.1, I will argue that defective T in the subjunctive com

plements plays a crucial role in allowing long-distance A-scrambling. Chom

sky (1998, 1999) hypothesizes that a derivation by the syntactic computation 

cyclically proceeds by strong phases. A strong phase is assumed to be a 

domain in which a complete thematic relation or proposition is realized, i.e., 

vP and CP. To put it roughly, once the derivation reaches a domain corre

sponding to a strong phase, the domain converges and is handed over to PF 

by application of the operation, Spell-Out. After Spell-Out, the domain is in

accessible to further syntactic operations from outside except for its edge, 

i.e., its Spec (the Phase Impenetrability Condition, PIC). I will propose that 

CP with defective T does not count as a strong phase. Since defective T ap

pears in the non-past group of subjunctive CP complement, they are exempt 

from the effect of the PIC. That is, an element within the CP complement of 

this group is visible from outside even if it is not located in the Spec of CP.

Second, in section 5.2.2, I will deal with long-distance A-scrambling out of 

the non-control type subjunctive complements headed by -koto. Since this 

type belongs to the past group, embedded T is not defective, but complete. It 

will be posited that A-scrambling out of this type of complement may utilizes 

the Spec of the subjunctive complementizer, -koto, as an escape hatch for an 

intermediate A-position. The A-property of the Spec of -koto is naturally de

rived from the distinctive nominal property of -koto, which has already been 

observed in detail in Chapter 2 (see 2.2.2).
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In 5.3 and 5.4, it will be pointed out that long-distance A-scrambling out of 

subjunctive complements cannot be accounted for by previous approaches. 

First, Saito (1992) relies on V-to-l movement in order to regard an IP ad

joined position created by scrambling as an A- (or L-related) position. I will 

show, however, that there is no verb movement out of subjunctive comple

ments, even when long-distance A-scrambling out of subjunctive comple

ments successfully takes place. Second, it has been argued in the literature 

that scrambling is A'-movement and that the A-/A’ property of a position cre

ated by scrambling is determined independently from scrambling as an A’- 

movement (see Saito 1992 among others). It has been also claimed that A- 

and A’-scrambling are movement of the same kind, since they interact with 

each other in a certain way that can be captured by the Minimal Link Condi

tion (MLC) (Chomsky 1993, 1994, 1995) (for example, Oishi, Kikuchi and 

Yusa 1996, Oka 1996). I will suggest that the Proper Binding Condition 

(PBC) independently excludes the cases allegedly accounted for by the 

MLC. It will be shown that the PBC is necessary to rule out an unbound trace 

of a raising subject in the [- finite] CP complement discussed in Chapter 4 

that causes severe ungrammaticality of the sentence. In 5.5, concluding re

marks will be given.

5.1 Data: Long-Distance A-scrambling out of Subjunctive 

Complements
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This section presents several pieces of evidence that subjunctive com

plements indeed allow long-distance A-scrambling. In section 5.1.1, it is 

shown that an element scrambled out of subjunctive complements can bind a 

reciprocal anaphor in the matrix. In section 5.1.2, scope interpretations are 

examined: a auantificational phrase scrambled out of subjunctive comple

ments can have wide scope over another quantificational phrase in the ma

trix. In section 5.1.3, we observe that scrambling out of subjunctive comple

ments remedy WCO violations. The data demonstrate that long-distance A- 

scrambling out of subjunctive complements is possible whether the comple

ment is headed by -yoo(ni(to)) or by -koto-o, whether the complement is con

trol type or non-control type, whether it belongs to the non-past group or the 

past group.1

5.1.1 Reciprocal anaphor binding

The reciprocal anaphor otagai ‘each other1 requires to be locally A-bound, 

as shown in (1a) below. As is also pointed out by Nemoto (1993a, b) and 

Uhichibori (1997), in the b-examples in (2-6) below, the complement object 

karera-o ‘they’ is scrambled out of the subjunctive complement to the clause

1 In connection to the possibility of A-scrambling, the examples given in Ap
pendix 2 shows that long-distance anaphor binding and long-distance nega
tive polarity item licensing are also permitted in subjunctive complements. 
Although not giving an analysis of those data, I expect that the analysis pro
posed in the text covers them uniformly. For example, if anaphors and NPIs 
are assumed to undergo A-movement to be licensed at LF, the locality ob
served in Appendix 2 might be accounted for by the same mechanism pro
posed in section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The analysis along this line is left for future 
research.
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initial position of the matrix, and licenses the matrix subject otagai-ga ‘each 

other’ at the scrambled position. This fact implies that long-distance scram

bling of the complement object in these examples is an instance of A- 

scrambling.

Non-subjunctive complement

(1)a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga [John-ga kareraro hihans-ita to] it-ta

each-other-gen teacher-nom -nom they-acc criticize-past comp say-past

‘‘ Each other’s teacher said that John criticized them.’

b. ?*karerai-o [otagaii-no sensei-ga [John-ga tj hihans-ita to] it-ta

teacher-acc each other-gen teacher-nom -nom criticize-past comp say-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher said that John criticized.’

Control type subjunctive complements 

Nemoto (1993a)

(2) a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga Johnj-ni [ej karerai-o hihansu-ru -yoo(-ni(-to))]

each-other-gen teacher-nom -dat they-acc criticize-nonpast-sbj comp

it-ta

tell-past

“ Each other’s teacher told John to criticize them.’

b. ?karerarO [otagaii-no sensei-ga Johnr ni [ej tj hihans-uru -yoo(-ni(-to))] 

they-acc each other-gen teacher-nom -dat criticize-nonpast-subj comp

it-ta

tell-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher told John to criticize.’
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Nemoto (1993b)

(3) a. ?*otagaii-no sensei-ga Johnj-ni (ej kareraj-o hihansu-ru

each-other-gen teacher-nom -dat they-acc criticize-nonpast

koto]-o meiji-ta 

sbj. comp-acc order-past

‘*Each other’s teacher ordered John that they (should) criticize them.'

b. ?kareraj-o [otagaii-no sensei-ga Johnj-ni [ej tj hihansu-ru 

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom -dat criticize-nonpast 

koto]-o meiji-ta 

sbj comp-acc order-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher ordered John that they (should) criticize.

Non-Control type subjunctive complements 

(4b, 5b): Uchibori (1997)

(4) a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga kareraj-o suisensu-ru

each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-nonpast

-yoo(ni(-to))] negat-ta 

-sbj comp wish-past

“ Each other’s teacher wished that the principal recommended them.’

b. ?karerai-o [otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga tj suisensu-ru

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-nonpast— 

yoo(ni(-to))] negat-ta 

-sbj comp wish-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher wished that the principal recommended.’
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(5) a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga kareraj-o suisensu -ru

each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-nonpast

koto]-o nega-ta

sbj comp-acc wish-past

“ Each other’s teacher wished that the principal would recommend 

them.’

b. kareraj-o [otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga tj suisensu-ru

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-nonpast

koto]-o nega-ta 

sbj comp-acc wish-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher wished that the principal would recom

mended’

(6) a. ?*otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga kareraj-o suisensi -ta

each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom they-acc recommend-past

koto]-o wasure-ta/yorokon-da 

sbj comp-acc forget-past/‘be glad’-past

“ Each other’s teacher forgot/were glad that the principal had

recommend them.’

b. kareraj-o [otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga tj suisensi-ta 

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-past

koto]-o wasure-ta/yorokon-da 

sbj comp-acc forget-past/‘be glad’-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher forgot/were glad that the principal had
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recommended’

4.1.2 Scope Interaction

in Japanese, when two quantifiers such as someone and everyone ap

pear in a sentence, the scope relation of the quantifiers is determined by the 

surface word order (Kuroda 1971). In (7a) below, the subject dareka ‘some

one’ takes wide scope over the object daremo ‘everyone’. As is pointed out 

by Kuroda (1971), if the object quantifier undergoes clause-internal scram

bling, the sentence becomes ambiguous with respect to the scope interpre

tation. That is, a wide scope reading of the object quantifier becomes avail

able. The fact implies that the scrambled object quantifier stays at the 

scrambled position at LF, in which it c-commands the subject quantifier and 

takes wide scope. Since the c-command relation obtains at LF, it is naturally 

assumed that clause-internal scrambling can be A-scrambling that is not as

sumed to undergo reconstruction.

(7) a. dareka-ga daremo-o hihansi-ta (*Every > Some) 

someone-nom everyone-acc criticize-past

‘Someone criticized everyone.’

b. daremo-o dareka-ga hihansi-ta (Every > Some)

The data concerning anaphor binding shown in 4.1.1 indicate that long

distance A-scrambling out of a non-subjunctive tensed complement is impos

sible. Thus, it is naturally to be the case that long-distance scrambling of a 

quantifier does not change the scope interpretation, as seen in the following 

examples.
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Non-subjunctive complements

(8) a. dareka-ga [John-ga daremo-o hihansi-ta to] it-ta (‘ Every > Some)

someone-nom -nom everyone-acc cricitize-past comp say-past

‘Someone said that John criticized everyone.’ 

b. daremo-Oj [dareka-ga [John-ga ti hihansi-ta to] it-ta] (‘ Every > Some)

Contrarily, our informants report that long-distance scrambling of a quan

tifier out of a subjunctive complement actually changes the scope interpreta

tion, as shown in the examples below. Thus, it is suggested that long

distance scrambling out of a subjunctive complement can be A-scrambling.

Control type subjunctive complements

(9) a. dareka-ga iinkaij-ni [ej daremo-o suisensu-ru -yoo(ni(-to))]

someone-nom -dat everyone-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp

meiji-ta

order-past (‘ Every > Some)

‘Someone ordered the committee to recommend everyone.’ 

b. daremo-Oj [dareka-ga iinkaij-ni [ej tj suisensu-ru-yoo(ni(-to))] meiji-ta] 

(Every > Some)

(10) a.dareka-ga iinkaij-ni [ ej daremo-o suisensu-ru -koto] -o

someone-nom -dat everyone-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp-acc
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meiji-ta

order-past (‘ Every > Some)

‘Someone ordered the committee to recommend everyone.’ 

b. daremo-Oj [dareka-ga iinkaij-ni [ej tj suisensu-ru-koto]-o meiji-ta] 

(Every > Some)

Non-Control type subjunctive complements

(11) a. dareka-ga [ iinkai-ga daremo-o suisensu-ru -yoo(ni(-to))]

someone-nom -nom everyone-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp

negat-ta

wish-past (‘ Every > Some)

‘Someone wished that the committee would recommend everyone.’

b. daremo-Oj [dareka-ga [ iinkai-gaj tj suisensu-ru-yoo(ni(-to))j negat-ta] 

(Every > Some)

(12) a. dareka-ga [ iinkai-ga daremo-o suisensu-ru -koto]-o

someone-nom -nom everyone-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp-acc

negat-ta

wish-past (‘ Every > Some)

‘Someone wished that the committee would recommend everyone.’
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b. daremo-Oj [dareka-ga iinkai-ga tj suisensu-ru-koto]-o meiji-ta]

(Every > Some)

4.1.3 WCO Effects

In 3. 3. A-property of clause-internal scrambling with respect to WCO 

phenomena has been already discussed. The interesting fact is found in the 

b-examples in (15-21) below. Long-distance scrambling out of all types of 

subjunctive complements rescues WCO violations, so that the scrambled 

elements are assumed to be in A-positions in these cases.

Clause-internal scrambling

(13) a.?*[soitsui-no hahayoya]-ga daremorni kisusi-ta

'the guy'-gen mother-nom everyone-dat kiss-past

‘(lit.)HiSj mother kissed everyonej.’

b.daremoi-ni [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga kisusi-ta 

everyone-dat'the guy’-gen mother-nom kiss-past

‘(lit.)Everyonei, hisj mother kissed.’

Non-subjunctive complements

(14) a.?*[soitsUj-no hahayoya]-ga [iinkai-ga daremoj-o suisensi-ta

‘the guy’-gen mother -nom committee-nom everyone-acc recommend-past 

to] omot-ta 

comp think-past

‘(lit.)HiSj mother thought that the commettee recommended everyonej.’
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b. ?*daremOj-o [ [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga [iinkai-ga ti suisensi-ta

everyone-acc ‘the guy’-gen mother -nom committee-nom recommend-past 

to] omot-ta] 

comp think-past

‘(lit.)Everyonei, hisi mother thought that the commettee recommended.’ 

Control type subjunctive complements

(15) a.?*[soitsUj-no hahayoya]-ga iinkaij-ni [ ej daremoj-o suisensu

‘the guy'-gen mother -nom committee-dat everyone-acc recommend

-ru -yoo(-ni(-to))] tanon-da 

-nonpast-sbj comp ask-past

‘(lit.)HiSi mother asked the committee to recommend everyonej.’

b. daremoi-o [ [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga iinkaij-ni [ ej tj suisensu 

everyone-acc‘the guy’-gen mother-nom committee-dat recommend-

-ru yoo(-ni(-to))] tanon-da ]

-nonpast-sbj comp ask-past

‘(lit.) Everyonej, HiSj mother asked the committee to recommend.’

(16) a. ?*[soitsUj-no hahayoya]-ga iinkaij-ni [ ej daremoj-o suisensu

'the guy’-gen mother -nom committee-dat everyone-acc recommend-

-ru koto]-o tanon-da 

nonpast sbj comp-acc ask-past

‘(lit.)HiSj mother asked the committee to recommend everyonej.’
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b. daremoj-o [ [soitsurno hahayoya]-ga iinkaij-ni [ ej tj suisensu 

everyone-acc‘the guy’-gen mother-nom committee-dat recommend- 

-ru koto]-o tanon-da] 

nonpast sbj comp-acc ask-past

‘(lit.) Everyonej, Hisj mother asked the committee to recommend.’ 

Non-Control type subjunctive complements

(17) a.?*[soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga [iinkai-ga daremoj-o suisensu
'the guy'-gen mother-nom committee-nom everyone-acc recommend-

-ru -yoo(-ni(-to))] nozon-da 

nonpast-sbj comp wish-past

‘(lit.)HiSj mother wished that the committee would recommend every

onej.’

b. daremoj-o [ [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga [ iinkai-ga tj suisensu- 

everyone-acc ‘the guy'-gen mother -nom committee-nom recommend-

-ru -yoo(-ni(-to))] nozon-da] 

nonpast-sbj comp wish-past

‘(lit.) Everyonej, HiSj mother wished that the committee would recom

mend.’

(18) a. ?*[soitsUj-no hahayoya]-ga [iinkai-ga darej-o suisensi-ta
‘the guy’-gen mother -nom committee-nom who-acc recommend-past

to] it-ta-no? 

comp say-past-Q

‘(lit. *)HiSj mother attempted to praise whoi?.’
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b. ?*darej-o [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga [ iinkai-ga tj suisensi-ta 

who-acc 'the guy’-gen mother-nom committee-nom recommend-past 

to] it-ta-no? 

comp say-past-Q

“ W hoidid hisj mother attempt to praise?’

(19) a.?*[soitsUj-no hahayoya]j-ga [ e\ darei-o home-ru koto]-o

‘the guy’-gen mother -nom who-acc praise-nonpast sbj comp-acc

hajime/kokoromi-ta-no? 

start/attempt-past-Q

‘(lit. *)HiSj mother started/attempted to praise whOi?’

b. (?)darei-o [soitsui-no hahayoya]j-ga [ ej tj home-ru koto]-o

who-acc 'the guy’-gen mother -nom praise-nonpast sbj comp-acc

hajime/kokoromi-ta-no?

start/attempt-past-Q

‘OWhOj did hiSi mother start/attempt to prase?’

(20) a.?*[soitsurno hahayoya]-ga [iinkai-ga darei-o suisensu-ru

'the guy’-gen mother-nom committee-nom who-acc recommend-nonpast

koto]-o soozoosi-ta-no? 

sbj comp-acc imagine-past-Q

‘(lit. *)HiSj mother imagined that the committee would recommend 

whoi?.’
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b. ?darej-o [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga [ iinkai-ga tj suisensu-ru

who-acc ‘the guy’-gen mother -nom committee-nom recommend-nonpast

koto]-o soozoosi-ta-no? 

sbj comp-acc imagine-past-Q

‘*Whoi did hisj mother imagine that the committee would recommend?’

(21) a.?*[soitsUj-no hahayoya]-ga [iinkai-ga darei-o suisensi-ta

‘the guy’-gen mother -nom committee-nom who-acc recommend-past

koto]-o warure-ta/yorokon-da -no?

sbj comp-acc forget-past/be glad-past -Q

‘(lit. *)HiSj mother forget that the committee had recommended whoi?.’

b. ?darei-o [soitsuj-no hahayoya]-ga [ iinkai-ga tj suisensi-ta

who-acc ‘the guy'-gen mother-nom committee-nom recommend-past

koto]-o wasure-ta/yorokon-da -no?

sbj comp-acc forget-past/be glad-past -Q

“ Whoi did hisj mother forget that the committee had recommended?’

5.2 Long-distance A-scrambling out of Subjunctive CP 

Complements

This section presents a new analysis of long-distance A-scrambling out of 

the subjunctive complement. The most notable fact, compared with the case 

of non-subjunctive complement, is that the presence of the embedded sub

ject does not change the possibility of long-distance A-scrambling. The fact
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has not been acknowledged in the literature. For example, Nemoto (1993a), 

which deals with what we call OC subjunctive complements, claims that the 

presence of PRO subject in the complement determines whether long

distance A-scrambling is allowed. As long as the acceptability of long

distance A-scrambling out of subjunctive CP complements is significantly 

contrasted with that of long-distance A-scrambling out of non-subjunctive CP 

complements, as shown in 5.1 above,2 it is necessary to explain how A- 

scrambling out of finite CP complements is permitted exclusively in the case 

of subjunctive CP complements.

Before going on to my proposals, it should be made clear which position 

an element lands at in the course of long-distance scrambling. In other 

words, when an element undergoes long-distance scrambling from a com

plement CP up to the higher clause, which position the scrambled element 

actually goes through on its way to the higher clause. Below, I give an an

swer to this question under the Minimalist framework of Chomsky (1998, 

1999). Let us first briefly review Chomsky’s definition of a strong phase of 

derivation.

Chomsky (1998, 1999) hypothesizes that a derivation cyclically proceeds

2 Nemoto (1993) reports that when -to appears after -yooni, the acceptability 
of long-distance A-scrambling declines (up to ??, in her scale). According to 
my informants, although some of them admit the similar tendency, the gram- 
maticality of the case of subjunctive CP complements (even when -to occurs) 
is clearly and significantly contrasted with the severe ungrammatically of the 
case of non-subjunctive CP complements.
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by strong phases. That is, a domain created by a derivation is Spelled-out, 

i.e., handed over to PF, at the strong phase level. Only CP and v*P count as 

strong phases, since they are distinguished from the others such as TP with 

respect that only CP and v*P are ‘propositional’.3 Chomsky points out that 

v*P provides a full argument structure, and CP. a complete proposition that 

includes a force indicator, for example (i.e., a mood/clause-type indicator).4 

The relevant assumptions concerning phases in Chomsky (1998, 1999) are 

shown below.

(22) Interpretation/evaluation for PH1 is at PH2. (PH1= a strong phase; PH2 

is the next higher strong phase)

(23) Phase-lmpenetrability Condition (PIC): The domain of H, a strong phase 

head, is not accessible to operations at the next higher strong phase, but 

only H and its edge.

3 Chomsky suggests that the following fact also independently supports the 
distinction between CP/v*P and the others: the formers are reconstruction 
sites, and have a degree of phonetic independence.

4 What the term ‘propositional’ exactly mean is not crystal-clear, however. It 
is evident that what is ‘propositional’ should not be interpreted in the narrow 
sense. It should include not only propositions, but also propositional atti
tudes, for example.
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Under these assumptions, a CP complement out of which long-distance 

scrambling takes place and the matrix v*P are strong phases. The domain of 

the complement C is invisible to any operations at the level of the matrix v*P. 

Thus, when an element in the complement CP is scrambled to the higher 

clause, it cannot skip the edge of C. i.e.. the CP Spec, to avoid the effect of 

the PIC.5 The relevant structure is illustrated below (order irrelevant; PH = a 

strong phase);

( 2 4 )  [v*P=PH [ s p e c  ] V *[E PP] [ v p  V  [c P = P H  [ s p e c  ] C [E P P ]  [ t p  T

t ________

Since the Spec of C is an A’-position due to the non-lexical nature (i.e., non- 

L-relatedness) of the categorial status of the complementizer, an element 

extracted out of the complement must stop by this A'-position whether it stars 

from an A-position or A’-position.

Now, let us return to the original question concerning derivation of long

distance scrambling. Suppose that the complement object is already located 

in a TP-adjoined position, which can be an A-position, by clause-internal 

scrambling, and that it is further scrambled up above the matrix v*, the next

5 See Dejima (2000), which also reaches the same point based on the notion 
of strong phases, for a Minimalist approach to long-distance scrambling.
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higher strong phase head above the complement C. The scrambled element 

has to be moved to the Spec of C, so that it escapes from any PIC violation 

at the next strong phase head (= v*) level. The trigger feature of movement to 

the edge of a strong phase head is guaranteed in this framework, whatever 

feature motivates the final step of movement in the matrix. Such a feature is 

independently necessary to derive successive cyclic movement out of a 

strong phase (such as long-distance wh-movement out of a finite CP). The 

feature is assumed to be either the so-called p-feature (peripheral-feature) 

that can be assigned to C and v* (Chomsky 1998), or an EPP-feature of 

these heads (Chomsky 1999).6

Whichever the relevant feature is, the long-distantly scrambled element 

needs to move through the Spec of C to the next higher strong phase head, 

i.e., v*. The landing site at this point is assumed to be the Spec of v* position 

(alternatively, a v*P adjoined position) in the higher clause. This position can

6 Following Reinhart (1998, 1997) and Fox (1995, 1999), Chomsky (1999) 
posits that EPP-feature can be optionally assigned to a strong phase head 
only if the assignment yields an effect on outcome. Under this approach, it 
can be assumed that what motivates scrambling to the intervening strong 
phase head, i.e., successive-cyclic movement for A-scrambling, is assumed 
to be such EPP-feature of v* (A-scrambling cannot go through the Spec of C, 
as has been discussed above), since A-scrambling clearly gives rise to a 
new outcome that contributes to a LF interpretation different from the one 
that obtains when there is no A-scrambling (e.g., scope interpretations of 
scrambled quantifiers and anaphor binding by scrambled elements). This as
sumption that is in accordance with the assumption that A-scrambling is trig
gered by EPP feature, which will be briefly discussed at the end of 5.4. (As 
for A’-scrambling, on the other hand, it is unclear whether it has an effect on 
outcome, since it shows the ‘radical reconstruction effects’ in Saito’s 1989 
term).
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be an A-position, as has been shown by Tada (1993) and also by Nemoto 

(1993a). Suppose, then, that an element is scrambled from the Spec of C to 

the Spec of v* that counts as an A-position. If nothing is wrong with this deri

vation, long-distance A-scrambling out of a CP complement would always be 

possible. But, this is contrary to the fact (see 5.1). The fact that A-scrambling 

out of a non-subjunctive CP complement is impossible means that once a 

scrambled element is moved to the Spec of the non-subjunctive C, which is 

an A’-position, it cannot land at an A-position in the higher clause to continue 

A-scrambling.

The situation is captured by the standard assumption that improper 

movement, such as A-A’-A movement, is illicit (Chomsky 1991, Chomsky and 

Lasnik 1993).7, 8 That is, A-scrambling must go through only A-positions. It 

follows that when long-distance scrambling takes place out of non

subjunctive CP complements, there is no escape hatch for A-scrambling (i.e.,

7 One might ask what principle eventually derives the effects of this condi
tion, since it is not clear how the notion of improper movement is properly de
rived from the assumptions under the current Minimalist framework. I here do 
not go into the details of this question, just pointing out that the facts we are 
looking at correspond to the effects induced by this general condition, what
ever principle is responsible for the phenomena.

8 Saito (1992) proposes an alternative analysis in which the locality of V-to-T 
movement is correlated with that of A-scrambling. This analysis also relies on 
the ban on improper movement, if head-movement is relevant to this condi
tion, as has been argued in the literature (Li 1990, for example). In 5.3, how
ever, it will be shown that V-to-l movement is not a necessary condition on A- 
scrambling.
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an intermediate A-position available for A-scrambling) above a position ad

joined to the embedded TP. The derivation is illustrated as follows:

(25) [v*p =p h  [s p e c  ] V * [e p p j  [v p  V [c p = p h  [s p e c  ] C ( e p p ] [t p  T (non
subjunctive)

*A/A’ A’
t_____________ i*____

Thus, an element located in the intervening CP Spec in order to avoid the 

PIC cannot undergo A-scrambling in the subsequent derivation because of 

the condition on improper movement, whatever the trigger feature of A- 

scrambling is (which will be discussed at the end of 5.4).

Given this, we should answer the following question: how an element can 

be scrambled out of a subjunctive CP complement without violating the ban 

on improper movement, that is, without stopping at intervening A’-positions, 

in particular, the intervening CP Spec. In what follows, it will be argued that 

there are two ways to cope with this problem, both of which are unavailable 

for the case of scrambling out of non-subjunctive CP complements.

According to what has been argued in the preceding chapters, subjunc

tive complements are divided into two types with respect to the deficiency of 

embedded T. One is the case in which deficient T, i.e., [- past]def, appears. 

That is, the non-past type complements all belong to this type. In section
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5.2.1, I will propose that deficient T changes the phase status of C. The close 

C-T relation will be indicated by the distributions of sentential operators.

In the other type, however, the deficiency of T in the complement does 

not matter. Recall that T in the non-control type subjunctive complements 

headed by -koto is as complete as T in non-subjunctive clauses. What distin

guishes the former type of complements from the latter is not the deficiency 

of T, but the type of the complementizer. The subjunctive complementizer - 

koto is substantially different from the clause-subordinator -to in regard to its 

striking nominal property, by which even Case-marking is necessary for this 

type of subjunctive complement. It will be maintained that the subjunctive 

complementizer -koto is nominal to the extent that its Spec counts as an A- 

position. It should be noted that the A-/A’- (or L-related) status of a head (and 

its Spec) cannot be solely determined on theoretical grounds, but it should be 

examined also on empirical grounds. In section 5.2.2, an analysis will be 

given from this point of view.

5.2.1 The deficiency of T and non-propositionai status of CP

The following is proposed:

(26) If a given C embeds defective/deficient T, the C is not qualified as a 

strong phase head.
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The idea lying behind this proposal is that a strong phrase is a domain in 

which T that has a complete set of features appears (for brief discussion on 

the consequence of this proposal, see 5.5). Since T in the nonpast group of 

subjunctive CP complement is defective, the CP complement of this groups 

is not a strong phase. It follows that an element in the CP complement is still 

visible even when the derivation reaches the higher v*P. The representative 

examples of long-distance A-scrambling are repeated in (27a-b) below, and 

the structures at the stage of the derivation in question are shown in (28a-b) 

below. Compare the case of the subjunctive complement with that of the non

subjunctive complement.

(27) a. Out of non-subjunctive CP complements

?*kareraj-o [otagaij-no sensei-ga [John-ga tj hihans-ita to] it-ta 

teacher-acc each other-gen teacher-nom -nom criticize-past comp say-past

‘*Them, each other’s teacher said that John criticized.’

b. Out of subjunctive CP complements 

?kareraj-o [otagaij-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga tj suisensu-ru 

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-nonpast— 

yoo(ni(-to))] negat-ta 

-sbj comp wish-past

‘‘ Them, each other’s teacher wished that the principal recommended.’
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(28) a. Non-subjunctive CP complement

[v*p = p h  [ s p e c  ] V * [e p p ] [v p  V [c p =p h  [s p e c  ] - fo [E P P ]  [t p  T[+/- past]
A A'
t ____________It____

b. Subjunctive CP complement 

[v p =p h  [s p e c  ] V * [e p p ] [v p  V [cp -yoo(ni(to)) [t p  T[ -pastjdef 

A/A’9

t ______________________________

The v*P Spec can be either A- or A’-position in principle. But, in (28a), if 

movement goes through the intermediate A’-position, i.e., the intervening CP 

Spec, the v*P Spec cannot count as an A-position without violating the ban 

on improper movement. On the other hand, in (28b), if the scrambled ele

ment originates from an A-position in the embedded TP (such as a TP ad

joined position), the v*P Spec can be used as an escape hatch for either A- 

or A’- scrambling (or even as the finial landing site).

A piece of supporting evidence concerning the distribution of adverbs is 

added here for the proposed defectiveness of T in this type of complements. 

Cinque (1999) gives detailed investigations concerning the distributions of 

various types of adverbs, and shows that each type of adverb modifies a

9 Nemoto (1993a) defends A-scrambling from the control type subjunctive 
complements to the matrix AgrOP Spec, which is assumed to count as an A 
or A’-position.
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functional head of the corresponding type. According to Cinque, two types of 

sentential adverbs, evidential adverbs and subject-oriented adverbs are lo

cated in different positions above manner adverbs, as shown below.10

(29) Cinque (1999) (irrelevant details omitted)

... [ (evaluative Adv) Modevaiuative [ (evidential Adv) Mod̂ ogNTiAL [ ModgpisTEMic 

... [ TPASt<future[ M odiRREAUs ... [ (subject-oriented Adv) Modpoor...

[ Asphabitual ••• [T anterior ...(manner Adv)... AspA/oice... (manner Adv)...

a. evaluative Adv/ (un)fortunately, luckily, regrettably, strangely, etc.

b. evidential Adv/ allegedly, reportedly, apparently, obviously, clearly, etc.

c. subject-oriented Adv/ intentionally, cleverly, stupidly, etc.

d. manner Adv/ quickly, frequently, completely, early, well, etc.

The evaluative adverbs and the evidential adverbs are associated with the 

higher functional heads, compared with the subject-oriented adverbs and 

manner adverbs. As shown in (29), the former is located in the positions c- 

commanding T, whereas the latter is not. It is not unreasonable to assume 

that since the evaluative and evidential adverbs, but not the subject-oriented 

and manner adverbs, modify a certain kind of epistemic modality of a clause,

10 Actually, Cinque does not determine where the root modals modified by 
subject-oriented verbs are exactly located in the hierarchy. We here follow 
Cinque’s (1999, p.56 (19)) summary of the hierarchical order of functional 
heads.
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only the former type of adverbs are sentential operators in the sense that 

they must take scope over the entire clause in which the completeness of T 

matters. I assume that such a sentential operator requires that non-defective 

T, i.e., complete T must appear in the domain that is modifies.

The examples in (30a-c) below indicate that the evaluative and evidential 

adverbs such as koounnimo ‘fortunately’, akirakani ‘eviently’ do not easily 

modify the subjunctive complements at issue, compared with the subject- 

oriented adverbs such as kenmeinimo ‘wisely’ and the manner adverbs such 

as subayaku ‘quickly’. Although we do not go into details, the different de

grees of acceptability of the evidential and subject-oriented adverbs suggest 

the difference in the defectiveness of T, i.e., from the type-i [- past]def to the 

type-ii [- past]def.

(30) Non-subjunctive complement

Taro-wa [Hanako-ga subayaku/kenmeinimo/akirakani/koounnimo sono 

-top -nom quickly/wisely/evidently/fortunately that

hasi-o watat -ta to] it-ta

bridge-acc cross -past comp say-past

‘Taro said that Hanako had quickly/cleverly/evidently/fortunately crossed 

the bridge.’
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(31) a. Type-i SC subjunctive complement

Taroj-wa [ei subayaku/?kenmeinimo/??akirakani/*koounnimo sono hasi 

-top quickly/wisely/evidently/fortunately that bridge

-o watar -u -yoo(ni)/-koto-o] keikakusi/kime-ta 

-acc cross -nonpast sbj comp/sbj comp-acc pian/decide-past

Taro planned/decided [to crossed the bridge quickly/?wisely/

??evidently/*fortunately].’

b. Type-i SC subjunctive complement

TarOj-wa [ej subayaku/?*kenmeinimo/*akirakani/*koounnimo sono 

-top quickly/wisely/evidently/fortunately that

hasi-o watar -u -koto-o] hajime/kokoromi-ta

bridge-acc cross -nonpast sbj comp-acc start/try-past

Taro started/tried [to crossed the bridge quickly/?*wisely/*evidently].’

c. OC subjunctive complement

Taro-wa Hanako-ni [ej subayaku/?kenmeinimo/??akirakani/*koounnimo 

-top -dat quickly/wisely/evidently/fortunately

sono hasi-o watar-u -yoo(-ni(to))/-koto-o] meiji/motome-ta

that bridge-acc cross-nonpast-sbj comp/-sbj comp-acc order/require-past

Taro ordered/asked Hanako [to crossed the bridge quickly/?wisely/

The defectiveness of embedded T in these subjunctive CP complements are, 

therefore, supported by their incompatibility with the sentential operators.11

11 The analysis given in 5.2.1 can be extended further to the case of ECM
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This analysis is straightforwardly extended to other cases of long-distance 

A-scrambling out of non-subjunctive CP complements, even if the comple

ment is embedded under v*P. Before closing this section, let us observe an 

example of such a case. In our discussion in 4.5, it was briefly mentioned

out of CP, in which pure A-movement (raising for Case reason) is concerned.

(i) Taro-ga Hanako-o [cp t kasiko-i to] omot-ta
-nom -acc clever-nonpast comp think-past

Taro thought Hanako to be clever.’

Sakai (1996) convincingly shows that an accusative NP moves from the 
complement subject position to the matrix v*P (and that if it the matrix is pas
sivized, the complement subject undergoes raising to the matrix subject po
sition), although denying the categorial status of the complement as CP. We 
assume that the complement is indeed CP, based on the presence of -to.

If the complement CP is a strong phase, it should be inaccessible from 
operations at the next higher strong phase, i.e., the matrix v*P. This poses a 
serious problem, since raising of the complement subject must target the 
matrix v*. Our analysis also solves this problem basically in the same way as 
in the case of A-scrambling out of subjunctive CP complements with defec
tive T.

The complement accusative subject as in (i) can be alternatively nomina
tive. Interestingly enough, only when the subject is accusative, the past suffix 
cannot appear in the complement, as pointed out by Kuno (1976).

(ii) a. Taro-ga [cp Hanako-ga yatteki-ta to] omot-ta
-nom -nom come-past comp think-past

‘Taro thought that Hanako came.’ 
b .  *?Taro-ga Hanako-o [ c p  t yatteki-ta to] omot-ta 

-nom -acc come-past comp think-past

It follows that raising to the higher v*P Spec is permitted, only if T in the 
complement can be deficient, i.e., [- past]def- This is exactly what our analysis 
predicts. That is, since embedded T is deficient, the complement CP does 
not count as a strong phase. The complement subject, thus, does not have to 
stop at the complement CP Spec on the way to the higher v*, so that it suc
cessfully continues A-movement from within the CP complement. Further in
vestigation along the line suggested here seems worth pursuing.
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that the volitional suffix -(y)oo. A predicate with the volitional suffix -(y)oo is 

assumed to be not only [+ finite], but also [+ tense], since it appears in the 

matrix and licenses nominative Case, as shown in (32). Furthermore, it is 

natural to assume that T is the type-ii [- past]def, since it invariably yields a 

future interpretation (relative to the matrix event time when it is embedded in 

a complement, as shown below).

(32) watasi-ga sore-o si-yoo

I -nom it-acc do-volitional

‘I will/shall do it.’

It follows that an empty subject of this type of clause can be PRO. This type 

of clause is selected by the governing verb of this type of complement, such 

as su ‘do’ and keikakusu ‘plan’, as shown in (33) below. The governing verb 

has its external argument, which is the controller of the complement PRO 

subject. That is, the complement is embedded under v*P (and VP).

(33) Johnj-wa [PR O j Mary-ni hanasikake-yoo -to] si/keikaku-ta

-top -dat Talk to’-near future comp do/plan-past

‘John is willing/planed to talk to Mary.’

Nemoto (1990) actually points out that this type of complement, which she 

calls ‘non-finite clause’, allows long-distance A-scrambling.
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(34) a. ?*[otagaij-no sensei]j-ga [P R O j karerai-ni hanasikake-yoo 

each other-gen teacher-nom -dat ‘talk to’-volitional

to] si/keikakusi-ta 

comp do/plan-past

‘*Each other’s teacher planned to talk to them exactly at that time.’

b. karerai-ni [otagaij-no sensei]j-ga [PRO j ti hanasikake-yoo 

they-dat each-other-gen teacher-nom 'talk to'-near future

to] si/keikakusi-ta 

comp do/plan-past

This is also what the analysis proposed above predicts. Since T in the predi

cate with the volitional suffix is defective, the entire CP does not count as a 

strong phase. It follows that the A-scrambled element does not have to, 

hence, must not, stop at the Spec of CP.

The possibility of A-scrambling out of these various types of CP comple

ments is uniformly accounted for by my analysis: a scrambled element does 

not go through the intervening CP Spec, if CP is not a strong phase due to 

the defectiveness of embedded T.

5.2.2 The L-relatedness of the Spec of the nominal subjunctive 

complementizer -koto
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This section deals with the case of long-distance A-scrambling out of the 

subjunctive CP complement introduced by -koto. Since T in this type of com

plement is not defective at all, the possibility of A-scrambling out of CP is not 

explained by what I have proposed in the previous section. That is, the CP 

complement should be a strong phase, so that any scrambled element can

not skip its edge, i.e., the CP Spec, on the way to the higher v*P. I suggest 

that the Spec of the subjunctive complementizer -koto counts as an A- 

position because of its nominal feature.

I propose that the nominal feature of the complementizer -koto is rich 

enough to regard it as a lexical category as well as a functional category. The 

dual categorial property of -koto is exactly what we have observed in 2.2.2. 

The subjunctive complementizer -koto possesses rich nominal feature, al

though it is not a true noun. The rich nominal feature of -koto induces (i) 

nominative-genitive Case conversion on complement subjects, (ii) adnominal 

morphology on complement predicates, and (ii) obligatory Case-marking on 

complements. The only difference from nominal clauses introduced by the 

nominalizer -no is that only the subjunctive clause functions as a main 

clause. Based on this observation, the following is proposed.

(35) Morphological Case marking on an element indicates that the categorial 

feature of the element is specified as [+ N].
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Consequently, it is assumed that the Spec of -koto is A-/L-related position by 

virtue of being related with the approximately lexical head -koto. Let us con

sider how the derivation proceeds. A relevant example is repeated in (36) 

below.

(36) kareraro [otagaii-no sensei-ga [ koochoo-ga tj suisensu-ru 

they-acc each-other-gen teacher-nom principal-nom recommend-nonpast

-koto]-o nega-ta

sbj comp-acc wish-past

“ Them, each other’s teacher wished that the principal would recom

mended’

Consider the following structure:

(37) [v*p=ph [s p e c  ] V * [e p p ]  [v p  V [cp = ph  [s p e c  ] -kotO[epp; n] [ t p  T[+/- past]
A A
t___________ it_____

Recall that the complement CP with complete T is naturally a strong phase, 

so that the domain except for the edge is inaccessible from the next higher 

v*P. That is, when the derivation reaches the matrix v*P as in (37) above, an 

element within the embedded TP is not accessible to A-scrambling targeting 

the matrix v*. The element, therefore, must move to the edge of the inter
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vening CP. Since the complementizer -koto is nominal, hence, lexical under 

our analysis, its Spec can be utilized as an escape hatch for A-movement. 

Consequently, a scrambled element is allowed to keep moving through A- 

positions even after stopping at the Spec of -koto, the nominal complemen

tizer.

In (37) above, notice that the subjunctive CP complement itself is always 

closer to the matrix v* than an element embedded in the complement TP. If 

we assume that the nominal feature of the subjunctive CP complement satis

fies what is necessary for an NP/DP to be A-scrambled, which seems to be 

the case actually, the CP complement should always block A-scrambling of 

another nominal element embedded in the complement TP. It would be 

wrongly predicted that the subjunctive CP complement headed by -koto 

never allows long-distance A-scrambling. I posit that CP and its Spec are 

equidistant from a higher position based on the simple definition of closeness 

in terms of c-command (not dominance relation).12

The derivation as shown in (37) above clearly contrasts with A-scrambling 

out of a complex NP, which is prohibited, as in the following example (Saito 

1985):

12 The relevant definitions are as follows (Chomsky & Lasnik 1993, Chomsky 
1995):

(i) a. Closeness: (3 is closer to the target K than a if (3 c-commands a.
b. C-command: a  c-commands p if a  does not dominate p and every y that 

dominates a  dominates p.
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(37) a. ?*ano horij-o John-ga [Np  [rei. ci. tj katta] hitoj]-o sagashi-ta 
that book-acc -nom buy-past people-acc look for-past

‘(lit.)That book, John looked for someone who bought.’

b. ??ano honj-o John-ga [n p  [c p  Mary-ga tj kat-ta toyuu] uwasa]-o ki-ta 

that book-acc -nom -nom buy-past comp rumor-acc hear-past

‘(lit.)That book, John heard a rumor that Mary bought.’

That is, the subjunctive complement headed by -koto, is not a complex noun 

embedding a clause like the ones in (37) above, but a complement clause 

with the rich nominal feature. The next question is why scrambling out of the 

complex NP structure as in (37) is blocked whether A-scrambling takes place 

or whether A’-scrambling does. A possible account is in terms of the MLC, 

since the scrambled NP as in (37) is deeply embedded in another NP. Even 

if it can stop at the Spec of the intervening CP, the higher NP is still closer to 

the matrix v*P. More detailed discussions on this topic will be left for future 

research.13

13 One might notice that our two analyses for long-distance A-scrambling out 
of the subjunctive CP complements redundantly account for the case of SC 
complements headed by -koto. That is, since defective T appears also in this 
type of complement, both analyses given in 5.2.1 and in 5.2.2 are applicable. 
We here suggest that the redundancy reflects both important properties of 
subjunctive complements; the defectiveness in T and the nominal property of 
the clause. The SC complements headed by -koto are actually provided with 
both properties.
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5.3 Against V-to-l Movement Approach to A-scrambling

An argument against previous analyses of long-distance A-scrambling is 

presented in this and the next sections. Saito (1992) claims that if an ad

joined position created by scrambling is related to a head that is a locus of 

verb movement, the position can be regarded as an A-position. Relevant ex

amples discussed in this section, however, indicate that verb movement has 

nothing to do with the possibility of long-distance A-scrambling out of sub

junctive CP complements.

Saito (1992) argues that A- and A’- properties of a position created by 

scrambling are derived by a syntactic mechanism independent of scrambling 

itself, that is, verb movement. Saito suggests that V-to-l movement gives rise 

to A-property of an IP-adjoined position created by clause-internal scram

bling. Under this analysis, it is predicted that A-scrambling is possible only if 

verb movement is possible. If improper head movement such as V-l-C-V-l is 

also excluded in general by whatever principle that triggers the effect (see Li 

1990, Boskovic 1994, and Sakai 1996), scrambling out of CP complements 

cannot be A-scrambling. This is because movement of an embedded verb 

out of the embedded CP up to the matrix I necessarily goes through the in

tervening C, resulting in an instance of improper head movement. This 

straightforwardly seems to account for the fact that long-distance A- 

scrambling is never allowed out of a non-subjunctive tensed CP comple

ments. If we adopt this analysis and extend it to the cases that we are con
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cerned about here, it is necessary to assume that long-distance verb- 

movement exceptionally takes place across subjunctive CP complements, 

and that such V-l-C-V-T movement is not an instance of improper head 

movement.

There are. however, pieces of evidence that such verb-movement is not 

permitted either at overt syntax or at LF. Below we show that an embedded 

verb of a subjunctive CP complement is not moved up to the matrix either 

overtly or covertly. First let us examine whether verbs are overtly raised to T. 

Koizumi (1995) maintains that overt verb movement is crucially involved in 

the derivation of a cleft sentence. According to Koizumi’s analysis, in the ex

ample (38) below, the predicate kat ‘buy’ is assumed to move out of VP.

(38) [( [v p  Mary-ga ringo-o mittu tv ]) kat-ta ] no -wa [ Mary-ga ringo-o

-nom apple-acc three-cl buy-past NM-top -nom apple-acc

mittu ]-da (the parenthesized part is phonologically null.) 

three-cl -be nonpast

‘Mary bought three apples.' (The underlined elements are foci.)

Pointing out that elements within a non-subjunctive tensed complement can

not appear in the focus position, as shown in (38) below, Koizumi concludes 

that the embedded verb is not allowed to move from VP of the embedded 

tensed clause up to the matrix clause.
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(38) * [ ( [ v p  ... tv ]) kat-ta to it-ta] no-wa [John-ga Bill-ni Mary-ga
buy-past comp say-past NM-top -nom -dat -nom

ringo-o mittu ]-da 

apple-acc three-cl -be nonpast

‘John told M l that Man/ bought three apples.1

If this analysis is on the right track, the cleft construction can be used as a 

test to examine whether a verb is overtly raised out of VP. However, the cleft 

construction is not a reliable test to examine used as a test in order to ex

amine whether a verb is overtly raised. Observe that the cleft sentence in

cluding a subjunctive CP complement is possible, as in the example in (39) 

below. Compare (39) with (38) (which is the case of non-subjunctive CP 

complement).

(39) [ei kau-yoo(ni(to)) meijii-ta] no-wa [John-ga Billi-ni ringo-o mittu ]

buy-subj comp order-past NM-top -nom -dat apple-acc three-cl

-da

-be nonpast

‘John ordered M i to buy three apples.’

But, this fact does not imply that the embedded predicate ka-u ‘buy’, together 

with -yoo(ni(to)), is raised up to the matrix I (or T). As shown in (40) below, 

the temporal adverbial clause ie-o de-ru mae-ni ‘before going out of home’,
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and also the sentential adverb kenmeinimo ‘wisely’ intervene between the 

embedded clause and the matrix predicate kat-ta ‘bought’.

(40) [ej kau-yoo(ni(to)) [e; ie-o de-ru mae-ni] kenmeini-mo meijii-ta] 

buy-subj comp home-acc go-nonpast before-dat wisely-even order-past

no-wa [Johnj-ga Billj-ni ringo-o mittu]-da 

NM-top -nom -dat apple-acc three-cl-be-pres

‘John wisely ordered Bill to buy three apples before he went out home.'

That is, the embedded V-l-C is overtly separated from the matrix V-l(-C), 

which indicates that no overt head movement takes place across the embed

ded subjunctive CP complement to the matrix.14

Second, let us observe the data given below, in which it is indicated that 

an embedded verb is not raised out of the subjunctive CP complement at LF. 

As is exemplified below, long-distance of A-scrambling is possible across an 

A-scrambled subjunctive complement from which head movement cannot

14 It follows that the cleft construction, at least the one involving the subjunc
tive complement as in (40), has nothing to do with overt verb movement. In
terestingly, it is also suggested that the cleft construction is possible wher
ever A-scrambling takes place (as shown by the contrast between 38 and 39- 
41). For an alternative analysis of this construction, which deal with data that 
is not discussed by Koizumi, see Takano (2000).
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take place.15 In 4.5 of Chapter 4, it has been shown that there is no head 

movement out of an A-scrambled domain. Let us briefly review the point. The 

relevant examples (44 and 45 in 4.5) are repeated below.

(41) a. ?*John-ga soitUj-no-ie-kara [^darei-no takara-no ryakudatu-o] 

-nom guy-gen-house-from who-gen treasure-gen plunder-acc

si-ta-no? 

do-past Q

‘*Whosei treasure did John plunder from hisi house.'

b. ?*John-ga [Npdarej-no takara-no ryakudatu-Oj] soitUi-no-ie-kara tj 

-nom who-gen treasure-gen plunder-acc guy-gen-house-from

si-ta-no? 

do-past Q

The example in (41a) is bad because of a WCO violation. The lack of im

provement even after clause-internal scrambling of the bracketed NP in (41b) 

implies the following. If the scrambled NP is A’-scrambled, it is reconstructed 

to the original position LF. The head noun of the NP undergoes incorporation 

from its original position, yielding the configuration of the WCO violation 

same as in (41a) at LF. On the other hand, if the noun phrase is A- 

scrambled, it remains at its scrambled position at LF, avoiding the WCO vio

lation. The head noun ryakudatu ‘plunder1, however, cannot be extracted out

15 I owe this point and the examples in (42-45) below to Daiko Takahashi’s
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of the A-scrambled NP to the light verb, which results in the ungrammatical- 

ity.

Now, let us return to the subjunctive complement. Consider the following 

examples, which are taken from Chapter 3 (see 3.3). They indicate that the 

subjunctive complements undergo A-scrambling

(42) a. ?*John-wa [[ sorei-o si-sooni-mo-nai] hito]j-ni [ PROj doko-de 

-top it-acc do-likely-even-neg person-dat where-at

Mary-o sika-ru yoo(-ni(to)) ]i tanon-da no?

-acc scold-pres subj subj.comp ask-past Q

‘Lit. Where did John ask a personj who is not likely to do itj [ PRO j to 

scold Mary t]j?’

b. ?John-wa j [ PROj doko-de Mary-o sika-ru yoo(-ni(to)) ]j [[ sorero 

-top where-at -acc scold-pres subj subj.comp it-acc

si-sooni-mo- nai] hitojj-ni tanon-da no? 

do-likely-even-neg person-dat ask-past Q

In (42a), the matrix object includes a pronoun sore-o ‘it’ that is bound by the 

following subjunctive complement in which a wh-phrase doko-de ‘where’ ap

pears. It is assumed that this is a sort of WCO violation, as was argued in 

3.3. The grammaticality of (42b), on the other hand, implies that the subjunc

tive complement is scrambled to an A-position, from which reconstruction

(personal communication) suggestion.
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does not take place. Thus, no WCO violation is yielded. Now, in the following 

example (43), A-scrambling takes place out of the A-scrambled subjunctive 

complement.

(43) ?[Mary to Sue]j-o [otagaij-no hahaoya]j-ga [ PROj doko-de tj sika-ru

and -acc e.o.-gen mother -nom where-at scold-pres

yoo(-ni(to)) ]k [[ sorek-o si-sooni-mo- nai] hito]-ni tanon-da no? 

sbj comp it-acc do-likely-even-neg person-dat asko-past Q

'Lit. ‘Where did each others mother ask a personj who is not likely to

do itk [ PRO j to scold [Mary and Sueji t]k?’

Here, the plural noun phrase [Mary to Sue]-o ‘Mary and Sue’, which is 

scrambled out of the A-scrambled subjunctive complement, can bind the re

ciprocal anaphor otagai ‘each other’ in the matrix subject position.

The A-scrambled subjunctive complement does not undergo reconstruc

tion to the original position at LF. Furthermore, as discussed above, the 

complement verb cannot be moved out of the A-scrambled complement. 

That is, even if the embedded verb is raised up to the complementizer to

gether with the embedded T, the complex V-T-C does not move further to the 

matrix V-T(-C) out of the A-scrambled subjunctive complement at LF. If verb- 

movement is a necessary condition of A-scrambling, there should be no A- 

scrambling out of the A-scrambled complement, which is contrary to the fact, 

again. It follows that verb movement from the subjunctive CP complement to
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the matrix is irrelevant in permitting long-distance A-scrambling out of the 

complement. Consequently, long-distance A-scrambling and long-distance 

A’-scrambling cannot be distinguished in terms of possibility of verb- 

movement.

5.4 The PBC and a non-uniform treatment of A-/A’- 

scrambling

In this section, I present a fact concerning the Proper Binding Condition 

(PBC) that might suggest that A- and A’-scrambling are not movement of the 

same kind (except for the case of object shift/short scrambling) (Cf. Kikuchi, 

Oishi, and Yusa 1996, Oka 1996, Saito 1992, among others).

Kikuchi, Oishi, and Yusa (1996) and Oka (1996) argue that the ungram

matically of an example like (44) below indicates that the two instances of 

scrambling are movement of the same kind.

(44) *[PR0211 rikaisu-ru -yoo(ni(to)) ] [Bob to John]1-o [Mary-ga

undrestand-nonpast-sbj comp and -acc -nom

[otagai1-no hahaoya]2-ni tanon-da]] 

each other-gen mother-dat ask-past

‘*Mary asked each other’s mother that they would understand Bob and 

John.’

(Cf. *[ Bill-ga tj yon-da to]j John-ga [sono hon-o]j Mary-ni tj it-ta

-nom read-past comp -nom that book-acc -dat say-past
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‘*[Bill read tj]j John told Mary that that booki, tj*’ (Saito1989, Kita- 

hara 1997))

The relevant structure of (44) is illustrated below:

(45) (1) A-scrambling ------1
*[«•■• tj ... ]j ... P, ... ( [ a -  ti . . . ]( )

^ ______(2) A'-scrambling____________ I

The first scrambling in (45) is forced to be A-scrambling in order for the recip

rocal anaphor in the matrix object to be properly A-bound, and the second 

can be A- or A’-scrambling (since it is clause-internal scrambling). It seems 

that the unbound trace in the scrambled complement causes a PBC violation, 

however.16 If A’-traces, but not A-traces, obey the PBC, as shown in (46) 

below, the trace of the first scrambling in (44) must be A’-trace, at least, deri- 

vationally (i.e., at least when the PBC applies).

16 We assume the following version of the PBC:

(i) The Proper Binding Condition: Traces must be bound.

See Fiengo (1977) for the original discussion on the PBC and relevant facts.
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(46) a. [How likely e* to win] is Johnj? 

b. [hit ej by Mary] Johni was.

Furthermore, Oka (1996), and Kitahara (1997) independently argue that 

the PBC effects in scrambling are derived from MLC violations (or the effects 

of Shallowness in Oka’s term). That is, in (45), if the two instances of move

ment are of the same kind, the first movement violates the MLC, since a is 

closer to the target of the movement of p. If this analysis is correct, Japanese 

scrambling as in (44) is also subject to Muller’s generalization.17 Although I 

do not discuss the issue concerning the MLC account of (48), I do maintain 

that the examples discussed in the literature are independently excluded ex

actly by the PBC, but not by the MLC, by showing below that the PBC ap

plies to A-traces involved in raising constructions.

Recall the near future suffix and the volitional suffix, again. In the non

subjunctive [- finite] complement where the near future suffix -(y)oo appears, 

subject-to-subject raising takes place, as in (47a) below. On the other hand, 

in the non-subjunctive [+ finite] complement where the volitional suffix ap

pears, the empty subject can be controlled PRO, as in (47b) below.

17 Muller’s generalization is as follows: X cannot undergo a-movement re
sulting in a structure in which X dominates an unbound trace of Y, if the an
tecedent of Y has also undergone a-movement. (Muller 1993)
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(47) a. sono kyuukoo -ga* ima masani [t/*PROj tookyoo eki-ni tootyakusi- 

that express-nom 'just now’ Tokyo station-to arrive-

yoo to] si-ta

near future/*volitional comp do-past

That express train was about to/willing to arrive at Tokyo station.'

b. John-gaj ima masani [P R O j sono hon-o yom-oo to]

-nom 'just now* that book-acc read-near future/volitional comp

si-ta

do-past

‘John was about/willing to read that book.’

Now, observe that scrambling of the raising complement to the sentence ini

tial position results in severe ungrammaticality, whereas scrambling of the 

control complement to the same position does not yield ungrammaticality at 

all, as in the following contrast (48a) and (48b).

(48) a. *ima masani [ h tookyoo eki-ni tootyakusi-yoo to]j sono kyuukoo 

'just now’ Tokyo station-to arrive-near future comp that express

-gai tj si-ta 

-nom do-past

‘That express train was about to arrive at Tokyo station.’

b. ima masani [PRO i sono hon-o yom-oo to]j

'just now’ that book-acc read-*near future/volitional comp
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John-gai tj si-ta 

-nom do-past 

‘John *was about to/was willing to read that book.’

The only difference between (48a) and (48b) is the status of the empty cate

gory in the complement. In (48a), it is the trace of the complement subject, 

which is not bound by the antecedent in this configuration. It cannot be PRO 

since the embedded T is [- finite] with no specification for [+/- past]. On the 

other hand, in (48b), it is PRO licensed by the type-ii [- past]def T. It is strongly 

suggested that the trace of the subject in (48) causes the ungrammaticality.

What is suggested by the examples above is that A-traces induce PBC 

violations contrary to what has been maintained in the literature based on the 

fact as shown in (46) above. Lasnik and Saito (1992), however, argue that A- 

traces are indeed subject to the PBC, pointing out the contrast such as in the 

following (the observation is attributed to A. Kroch and A. Joshi):

(49) a. [How likely PRO j to win the race] is Johns?

b. *[How likely tj to be a riot] is therej?

c. *[How likely tj to be taken of John] is advantages

The contrast between the control structure and the raising structure indicates 

that the PBC is applicable to unbound A-traces. I follow Lasnik and Saito’s
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analysis in which the PBC applies to unbounded traces irrespective of their 

A/A’-property.

Finally, I will provide a piece of evidence that whatever triggers the PBC 

effects is concerned only with surface structures, but not with LF structures. 

The sentence in (50a) below is an example of the control complement with 

the volitional suffix, in which the bound pronoun soitu ‘guy’ and the wh- 

operator dare ‘who’ appear in the control complement and in the sentence 

initial adverbial phrase, respectively. In (50b) below, the control complement 

is scrambled over the sentence initial adverbial phrase, causing nothing 

wrong.

(50) a. [darej-ga tyoodo araware-ta toki] M ary j-w a  [P R O j soitUj-ni 

who-nomjust appear-past time -top guy-dat 

hanasikake -yoo to] si-tei-ta-no?

"talk to'-volitional comp do-prog-past-Q

*WhOj was Mary about to talk to tj when hej just showed up?’

b. [P R O j soitUj-ni hanasikake-yoo to]k M aryj-w a [tyoodo darej-ga araware 

guy-dat ‘talk to’-volitional comp -top just who-nom appear

-ta toki] tk si-tei-ta-no?

-past time do-prog-past-Q

The perfect status of (50b) implies that the scrambled control complement is 

reconstructed into its original position, yielding no WCO violation.
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Compare (50b) with (51b) below. The sentences in (51a-b) below are 

minimally changed from those in (50a-b) in that the raising complements re

place the control complements.

(51) a. [darej-ga ie-o de-ta toki] tennkooi-ga [ tyoodo fc soitUi-no 

who-nom home-acc ‘go out’-past time weather-nom just guy-gen

tihoo-de kawar-oo to ] si-tei-ta-no? 

area-dat change-near future comp do-prog-past-Q

'Intended: WhOj went out of home when the weather about to change

in the area where hej lives?'

b. ‘ [tyoodo tj soitUj-no tihoo-de kawar-oo to ]k tennkooi-ga [ darej-ga 

just guy-gen area-dat change-near future comp wheather-nom who-nom

ie-o de-ta toki] tk si-tei-ta-no? 

home-acc 'go out’-past time do-prog-past-Q

At LF, the raising complement must be reconstructed to save the crossover 

violation, just like the case as in (50b) above (in the latter which PRO subject 

appears in the complement). If that happens, the unbound trace should be 

rescued by the LF reconstruction. The sentence in (51b) is severely de

graded, however. It is suggested that the PBC at issue, whatever principle 

derives its effect, is concerned not with syntactic derivations, but with some
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operation yielding phonological representations. I leave the issue for future 

research.18

The facts observed so far suggest (i) that an overt unbounded trace cre

ated by raising/A-scrambling is subject to whatever derives the PBC, and (ii) 

that Muller’s generalization is not applicable to interaction of A- and A’- 

scrambling in Japanese. The latter, in particular, might suggest that A- and 

A’-scrambling are different kinds of movement in Japanese. If this analysis is 

on the right track, we have to seriously seek the trigger of A-scrambling by 

which an element is attracted to an A-position where it contributes interpreta

tions at LF (reflexive/reciprocal binding, operator-variable relations, scope 

interactions, etc.).

The analysis presented for long-distance A-scrambling in 5.1 and 5.2 

suggests that an element must go through edges of strong phases, satisfying 

the condition on improper movement. When a derivation reaches v*P, A- 

scrambling must stop at v*P, a strong phase. Scrambling to v*P indeed can 

be A-scrambling (Tada 1993, Nemoto 1993a). That is, v*, a strong phase 

head, should have the trigger feature of A-scrambling, not only the feature 

necessary for being an intermediate escape hatch. Furthermore, clause- 

internal A-scrambling targets T. Thus, T must also have the trigger feature of

18 Note that this analysis is compatible with the assumption proposed by 
Chomsky (1998) and Lasnik (1999) that A-traces are inaccessible to inter
pretation by the narrow syntactic computation, since it is assumed that the 
effects of the PBC are derived from some PF requirement.
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A-scrambling. It is EPP-feature that both T and v* possess. It is suggested 

that A-scrambling be triggered by EPP-feature of T and v. Moreover, T and v 

allow multiple EPP-features. Since scrambling can be iterated, it is in accor

dance with the multiple property of EPP-feature in this languages (Ura 1996). 

Recent analyses of A-scrambling such as Mivagawa (1997. in press, to ap

pear) also propose that EPP-feature trigger A-scrambling on entirely inde

pendent grounds. My analysis is also in accordance with those approaches 

to A-scrambling.

Before closing this section, I add a piece of evidence that A-scrambling is 

triggered by EPP-feature, following Miyagawa’s (1997, in press, to appear) 

analysis. Miyagawa’s evidence that clause-internal A-scrambling is triggered 

by T’s EPP-feature is concerning interaction of scrambling with scope of ne

gation (Neg). In what follows, after a brief review of the core paradigm pre

sented by Miyagawa, it will be observed that similar facts are found also in 

the case of long-distance scrambling out of the subjunctive complements.

First let us observe how Neg takes scope over a quantifier in an argument 

position in cases where no scrambling takes place. In (52a) below, the quan

tifier zen’in ‘all’ appears in the object position and the predicate is negated. 

The most salient interpretation is such that the referent of zen’in ‘all’ is par

tially negated, which is called ‘partial negation’ by Miyagawa. On the other 

hand, in (52b) below, the quantifier is in the subject position. The referent of 

the quantifier is totally negated in this case, which is called ‘total negation’
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interpretation.

(52) a. Taroo-ga zen’in-o home-nakat-ta

-nom all-acc praise-neg-past 

Taro didn’t praise all.’ Not > All, (*) All > Not

b. zen’in-ga sono siken-o uke-nakat-ta 

all-nom thatexam-acc take-neg-past

‘All did not take the exam.’ *Not > All, All > Not

Assuming that scope of Neg is a domain c-commanded by Neg (Klima 1964), 

and that Neg head occurs between v* and T (Pollock 1989), Miyagawa indi

cates that the contrast between the partial interpretation and the total inter

pretation in (52) is derived from the configuration in which the object position 

is c-commanded by Neg, whereas the subject position is not.

The crucial example is given (53) below, which sharply contrasts with the 

one in (52b) above.

(53) [sono siken-o]j zen’in-ga t( uke-nakat-ta 

that exam-acc all-nom take-neg-past

‘All did not take the exam.’ Not > All, (All > Not)

Once the object is scrambled over the subject quantifier, the sentence allows 

the partial negation, which is impossible for the subject quantifier in (52b).
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Miyagawa convincingly shows that the scrambled object in (50) is located in 

an A-position high enough that Neg does not c-command it at LF, and argues 

that this type of scrambling is A-scrambling triggered by EPP-feature on T.

Furthermore, Miyagawa demonstrates that long-distance scrambling out 

of non-subjunctive finite complements does not show the same scope prop

erty of Neg as clause-internal scrambling, as is naturally expected.

(54) [sono siken-o]i zen’in-ga [John-ga ti uke-ta to] omowa-nakat-ta 

that exam-acc all-nom -nom take-past comp think-neg-past

That exam, all did not think that John took.’ *Not > All, All > Not

The partial negation interpretation is not available here. Given this, it is predi

cated that since long-distance out of subjunctive complement can be A- 

scrambling, the partial negation should be allowed in those cases, contrary to 

the case of (52b), again. The prediction is actually born out by the example in

(55) below, which involves the most typical example of subjunctive comple

ment.

(55) a. zen’in-ga [John-ga [sono siken-o] uke-ru -yoo(ni(to))/koto-o]

all-nom -nom that exam-acc take-nonpast-sbj comp/sbj comp-acc

negawa-nakat-ta

wish-neg-past
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‘All did not wished that John took that exam.’ ‘ Not > All, All > Not

b. [sono siken-o]j zen'in-ga [John-ga tj uke-ru -yoo(ni(to))/koto-o] 

that exam-acc all-nom -nom take-past comp think-neg-past

negawa-nakat-ta

wish-neg-past

That exam, all did not wished that John took.’

Not > All, All > Not

The fact suggests that the scrambled complement object occupies the same 

position as the clause-internally scrambled matrix object as in (53) does. Un

der Miyagawa’s analysis in which A-scrambling is assumed to be triggered by 

EPP-feature on T, it is suggested that the long-distantly scrambled element 

as in (53) is attracted by EPP feature on the matrix T. The question con

cerning the exact mechanism of this type of long-distance A-scrambling trig

gered by EPP-feature will be left for future research.

5.5 Conclusion

This thesis has some consequences concerning the question as to what 

relation there exists among the followings; the presence vs. absence of C, 

the completeness vs. defectiveness of T’s <j>-feature, the completeness vs. 

defectiveness of T’s tense feature, values of Case for subjects, the locality of 

A-movement such as raising and A-scrambling, and derivation by strong 

phases. I briefly discuss how the completeness Ts feature relevant to Case
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licensing is correlated with the status of a domain in which T appears as a 

strong phase under the proposed analysis.

Chomsky (1998, 1999) assumes that these factors are correlated with 

each other as in the way summarized in (56) below.

(56) English Infinitivals (Stowell 1982, Martin 1996)

no C: T [- finite, - tense]: defective set of <j>-feature: no Case (raising/ECM) 

C: T [- finite, + tense]: full set of (^-feature: null Case

This assumption, however, does not account for Japanese subjunctives, 

since the pieces of evidence given above indicate that the presence of C is 

not necessarily linked to the completeness of T’s (tense) feature, as shown in

(57).

(57) Japanese Subjunctives

C: T [+ finite, - tense]: no visible (^-feature: no Case (raising) and null Case

C: T [+ finite, + tense, - pasW]: no visible <)>-feature: null Case and nomina

tive Case

As has been mentioned so far, similar facts are in other languages, for ex

ample, in Modern Greek (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1999, Giorigi and 

Pianesi 1998, Terzi 1997, among many others).
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(58) Modern Greek Subjunctives

C: T [+ finite, - (independent) tense]: full set of <|>-feature: no Case (raising)

and null Case

C: T [+ finite, + (independent) tense]: full set of ({(-feature: null Case and

nominative Case

Thus, it is evident that there is no one-to-one correspondence between T’s co

feature and values of Case feature for its agreeing subject. That is, Case 

values are not necessarily determined by the ({(-completeness of T, but is pa

rameterized for each language.

Given this, my proposal concerning strong phases implies the following. 

That is, the notion of ‘a strong phase’ under the proposed analysis refers to 

the completeness of T’s feature. The feature is the one relevant to determi

nation of Case values in a given language, as in the case of the tense feature 

in Japanese. This view of strong phases quite naturally captures what role 

strong phases play in the syntactic derivation. That is, a domain derivation 

converges when it reaches a stage where every unvalued feature is deter

mined.
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Appendix 2: Data: other types of long-distance dependency across 
subjunctive CP complements

In this appendix, I present more data concerning transparency of the 
subjunctive complements, that is, long-distance anaphor binding and long
distance negative polarity item (NPI) licensing, some of which are pointed out 
by Uchibori (1997). The anaphors and NPIs to be examined below must be 
licensed by their local antecedents when they appear in non-subjunctive 
clauses. The examples in A.2.1 show that a morphologically complex local 
reflexive anaphor such as zibun-zisin ‘self-self and kare-zisin ‘he-self in the 
subjunctive complement can be licensed by its antecedent in the matrix. 
Those in A. 2.2 demonstrate that the following NPIs, sika ‘only’ and wh-mo 
(e.g., nani-mo ‘anything’) are allowed to occur in the subjunctive complement 
of the non-past group even when the negation head nai appears in the matrix 
(as for sika, Nakau 1978 originally points out the fact).

Here again, the non-control type complements as well as the control-type 
complements equally display the transparency property. That is, even if the 
complement has an overt nominative subject, those long-distance depend
encies obtain.19 Furthermore, whether the complement belongs to the past 
group or the non-past group does not matter, either, with only one exception 
(which will be mentioned soon below). Although the exact mechanism of li
censing of these elements will be left for future research, I here tentatively 
suggest the following.

As for anaphors, these data confirm movement analyses for anaphors 
proposed in the literature (for a movement theory of anaphors, see Lebeaux 
1983, Chomsky 1986, and Chomsky and Lasnik 1993; for an anaphor 
movement analysis of Japanese anaphors, see Katada 1991; for movement 
analyses of long-distance anaphors in various languages, see the papers in

19 See Aoshima (2000), for a restructuring analysis of similar data concern
ing Japanese obligatory-control constructions including what is referred to as 
the control-type subjunctive complements here. Assuming that -ruAa are not 
tense morphemes but aspectual morphemes, Aoshima argues that the 
obligatory-control complements lack T. However, as has been shown in 
Chapter 4, the control-type and non-control type subjunctive complements 
display the tense property that cannot be accounted for in terms of the ab
sence of T. For example, they show certain tense property clearly different 
from truly tense-less domains such as ~te phrases and the raising subjunctive 
complement (see 2.1, 4.2, 4.5. and 4.4). Furthermore, it has also been 
pointed out above that the semantics of the governing verbs cannot com
pletely explain the tense interpretations of these subjunctive complements. 
Thus, it is not clear whether a restructuring approach correctly captures the 
tense property of the subjunctive complements, even though it deals only 
with the control-type subjunctive complements.
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Koster and Reuland 1991). Since the data given below have not been dis
cussed in the literature so far, it is interesting to ask how they can be natu
rally accommodated under the current framework of the Minimalist Program. 
For example, it might be assumed that, since ^-features of morphologically 
complex anaphors must agree with those of their antecedents, Agree in 
terms of <j)-features takes place between them. The next question is what 
kind of movement is triggered.

As for NPI licensing, it also seems possible to assume a movement 
analysis (Lee 1991, for example. See also Tanaka 1997, which proposes a 
movement analysis of sika, although relevant judgements are different from 
ours). What is interesting here is the fact that the long-distance NPI licensing 
is not allowed if an NPI occurs in the factive complement (see the examples 
in 30a, b). That is, it is suggested that NPI movement is subject the same lo
cality of adjunct movement, since both are blocked by weak islands (Cinque 
1990). I leave these issues for future research.

A2.1 Long-Distance Anaphor Binding

Non-subjunctive finite clauses/complements
(1)Johni-ga zibun-zisinj/kare-zisinro suisensi-ta 

-nom self-self /he-self -acc recommend-past
‘John recommended himself.’

(2) *Johnrga [iinkaij-ga zibun-zisin^/kare-zisin^-o suisensi-ta
-nom committee-nom self-self /he-self-acc recommend-past 

to] it/omot-ta 
comp say/think-past
‘ John said/thought that the committee recommended himself.’

(Cf. *iinkaij-ga zibun-zisinj/kare-zisini-o suisensi-ta
committee-nom self-self /he-self -acc recommend-past)

Control type subjunctive complements
(3) Johni-ga [ej zibun-zisinj/*j/kare-zisinj/*j-o suisensu-ru-koto]-o

-nom committee-dat self-self/he-self-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp-acc 
keikakusi/kokoromi-ta 
plan/attempt-past
‘John planed/attempt to recommend himself.’

(4) Johnrga iinkaij-ni [ej zibun-zisin^j/kare-zisinirj-o suisensu-ru-yoo(ni(-to))]
-nom committee-dat self-self /he-self-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp 

motome-ta 
require-past
“ John required that the committee would recommend himself.’
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(5) Johrvga iinkaij-ni [e,- zibun-zisini/*j/kare-zisirVj-o suisensu-ru-koto]-o
-nom committee-dat self-self/he-self-acc recommend-nonpast-sbj comp-acc 

motome-ta 
require-past
“ John required that the committee would recommend himself.’ 

Non-Control type subjunctive complements
(6) (?)John,-ga [iinkaij-ga zibun-zisinw/kare-zisiam-o suisensu-ru

-nom committee-nom self-self /he-self-acc recommend-nonpast 
-yoo(ni(-to)) ] nozon-da 
-sbj comp want-past
‘‘ John want that the committee would recommend himself.’

(7) (?)Johnj-ga [iinkaij-ga zibun-zisinj/-j/kare-zisinj/*j-o suisensu-ru
-nom committee-nom self-self /he-self-acc recommend-nonpast 

-koto]-o nozon-da
-sbj comp-acc want-past
“ John want that the committee would recommend himself.’

(8) (?)Johnrga [iinkaij-ga zibun-zisini/*j/kare-zisinj/-j-o suisensu-ru
-nom committee-nom self-self /he-self-acc recommend-nonpast

-koto]-o soozoo-sita
-sbj comp-acc imagine-past

“ John imagined that the committee would recommend himself.’

(9) Compare this example with (1b) above
(?)Johns-ga [iinkaij-ga zibun-zisinj/*j/kare-zisinj/*j-o suisensi-ta

-nom committee-nom self-self /he-self-acc recommend-past
-koto]-o soozoo-sita
-sbj comp-acc imagine-past

“ John imagined that the committee would have recommend himself.’

(10) Compare this example with (1b) above
(?)Johnj-ga [iinkaij-ga zibun-zisini/*j/kare-zisinj/*j-o suisensi-ta

-nom committee-nom self-self/he-self-acc recommend
-koto]-o negat/inot-ta
-past -sbj comp-acc wish/pray-past 

“ John wished/prayed that the committee would have recommend him
self.’

A2.2 Long-Distance Negative Polarity Item Licensing
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A2.2.1 sika ... nai(see also Muraki 1978 and Nemoto 1993a20)

Non-subjunctive clauses/complements
(11)seito-ga suugaku sika benkyoosi-nakat-ta 

student-nom mathematics only study-neg-past
‘It is only mathematics that the students studied.'

(12) *sensei-ga [seito-ga suugaku sika benkyoosu-ru to] iwa-nakat-ta
teacher-nom student-nom mathematics only study-nonpast comp say-neg-past 

‘It was only mathematics that the teacher said that the students studied.’

Control type subjunctive complements
(13) seitoi-ga [ej suugaku sika benkyoosu-ru-koto]-o keikakusi/kokoromi 

student-nom mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp-acc plan/attempt 
-nakat-ta
-neg-past

(14) sensei-ga seitOj-ni [ej suugaku sika benkyoo-suru-yoo(ni(-to))] 
teacher-nom student-dat mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp 
motome-nakat-ta
require-neg-past
‘It was only mathematics that the teacher required that the students 
should study.’

20 Nemoto reports that when -to occurs in the complement, the long-distance 
licensing of the NPI sika is prohibited. This judgement is consistent with other 
judgement of Nemoto according to which long-distance A-scrambling out of 
the subjunctive complements headed by -yoonito becomes marginal (Ch. 5: 
note 2). However, as has been mentioned above (Ch 2: note 2), there are 
certainly a different type of speakers, including myself, who judge that the 
existence of -to causes no severe ungrammatically with respect to long
distance NPI licensing as well as long-distance A-scrambling. Furthermore, 
the behavior of another NPI wh-mo shown in A2.2.2 confirms the same point. 
Recall that Nemoto finds the form -yoonito slightly marginal in the first place.

The ungrammaticality at issue can also be expected if a speaker always 
analyzes the complement introduced -yoonito as a direct quotation of an im
perative/optative speech, as was discussed in Ch 4: note 12. Thus, it is sug
gested that there might be a dialectal (or ideolectal) variation with respect to 
the morphology of this subjunctive complementizer (that is, the difference is 
whether the clause subordinator -to is adjoined to the clause-type indicator - 
yooni).
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(15) sensei-ga seitOj-ni [ej suugaku sika benkyoosu-ru -koto]-o 
teacher-nom student-dat mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp-acc 
motome-nakat-ta
require-neg-past
‘It was only mathematics that the teacher required that the students 
should study.’

Non-Control type subjunctive complements
(16) sensei-ga [seito-gai suugaku sika benkyoosu-ru-yoo(ni(-to))j 

teacher-nom student-nom mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp 
nozoma-nakat-ta
want-not-past
‘It was only mathematics that the teacher wanted that the students 
should study.’

(17) sensei-ga [seito-gaj suugaku sika benkyoosu-ru-koto]-o 
teacher-nom student-nom mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp-acc 
nozoma-nakat-ta

want-not-past
‘It was only mathematics that the teacher wanted that the students 
should study.’

(18) sensei-ga [seito-gaj suugaku sika benkyoosu-ru-koto]-o 
teacher-nom student-nom mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp-acc 
soozoosi-nakat-ta
‘It was only mathematics that the teacher imagined that the students 
studied.’

(19) (?)sensei-ga [seito-gaj suugaku sika benkyoosi-ta-koto]-o
teacher-nom student-nom mathematics only study-past-sbj comp-acc
soozoosi-nakat-ta
imagine-neg-past
‘It was only mathematics that the teacher imagined that the students 
had studied.’

(19) Compare this example with (18)
*seitoj-ga [jibunj-tati-gai suugaku sika benkyoosi-ta-koto]-o 
teacher-nom self-pl-nom mathematics only study-nonpast-sbj comp-acc 
kookaisi-nakat-ta
‘It was only mathematics that the students regretted that they had 
studied.’

A.2.2.2 wh-mo ... nai
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Non-subjunctive clauses/complements
(20) John-ga nani-mo kaw-anakat-ta

-nom ‘anytinh’ buy-neg-past 
‘John did not buy anything.’

(21)*John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo kat-ta to] iwa-nakat-ta 
-nom -nom ‘anything’ buy-past comp say-neg-past

‘John did not say that Mary bought anything.’

Control type subjunctive complements
(22) Johni-ga [et nani-mo ka-u -koto]-o keikakusi/kokoromi

-nom 'anything’ buy-nonpast -sbj comp-acc plan/attempt 
-nakat-ta 
-neg-past
‘John did not plan/attempt to buy anything.’

(23) John-ga Maryi-ni [ei nani-mo ka-u -yoo(ni(-to))] motome-nakat-ta
-nom -dat ‘anything’ buy-nonpast -sbj comp require-neg-past

‘John did not require Mary to buy anything.’

(24) John-ga Maryi-ni [e\ nani-mo ka-u -koto]-o motome-nakat-ta
-nom -dat ‘anything’ buy-nonpast -sbj comp-acc require-neg-past

‘John did not require Mary to buy anything.’

Control type subjunctive complements
(25) John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo ka-u -yoo(ni(-to))] nozoma-nakat-ta

-nom -nom ‘anything’ buy-nonpast -sbj comp vvant-neg-past
‘John did not want that Mary should buy anything.’

(26) John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo ka-u -koto]-o nozoma-nakat-ta
-nom -nom ‘anything’ buy-nonpast -sbj comp-acc want-neg-past

‘John did not want that Mary should buy anything.’

(27) ?John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo kat-ta -koto]-o
-nom -nom ‘anything’ buy-past -sbj comp -acc 

negawa/inora-nakat-ta 
wish/praynt-neg-past
‘John did not wish/pray that Mary would have buy anything.’

(28) ?John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo ka-u -koto]-o soozoosi-nakat-ta
-nom -nom ‘anything’ buy-nonpast-sbj comp-acc imagine-neg-past 

‘John did not imagine that Mary had bought anything.’

(29) ?John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo kat-ta -koto]-o soozoosi-nakat-ta
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-nom -nom 'anything’ buy-past-sbj comp-acc imagine-neg-past 
'John did not imagine that Mary had bought anything.’

(30) Compare these examples with (29)
a. *John-ga [Mary-ga nani-mo kat-ta -koto]-o wasure-nakat-ta 

-nom -nom ‘anything’ buy-past-sbj comp-acc foget-neg-past 
‘John did not forget that Mary bought anything.’

b *John.;-ga [jibun;-ga nani-mo kat-ta -koto]-o kookaizi-nakat-ta 
-nom -nom "anything’ buy-past-sbj comp-acc regret-neg-past 

'John did not regret that he bought anything.’
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